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Abstract 
Tissue expansion is a technique used by plastic and restorative surgeons to cause 
the body to grow additional skin, bone or other tissues. Distraction osteogenesis 
(DO) is an example of tissue expansion which has been widely applied in lower 
limb surgery (trauma/congenital), and congenital upper limb reconstruction (e.g. 
radial dysplasia). This complex and tightly regulated expansion process has 
resulted in adverse effects such as severe soft-tissue contractures and loss of 
nerve function as well as microtrauma and micro-haematoma formation (Natu et 
al., 2014). Thus far, the procedure can only be optimised by long-term animal or 
human experimentation. This thesis explains the development of an in vitro model 
that will allow extension regimes (µm/h, continuous/ intermittent) and molecular 
pathways involved in soft tissue damage related to DO to be explored. 
 
Cells cultured onto polycaprolactone (PCL) polymer films can be stretched at very 
low, adjustable speeds, using a stepper motor and various 3D printed and laser 
cut designs. The idea here is that plastic flow of PCL can be utilised to enable the 
material to stay extended upon strain being released, to represent permanent 
stretching of soft tissue. PCL film for the purposes of this project was made using 
a solvent in conjunction with a spin-coating process; A semi-crystalline and 
amorphous derivative of the polymer was made (C-PCL and A-PCL respectively). 
Testing the two polymer sheets indicated that C-PCL is a more rigid material and 
that strain occurs in more localised regions when it is stretched in comparison to 
A-PCL. The profile of the stress-strain curve for both C-PCL and A-PCL closely 
resemble that of a typical soft tissue after it has passed its yield point (33% strain). 
 
Due to the known involvement of fibroblasts in mechanical loading of tissue (B. 
Hinz, 2004), they were used as an initial cell line to develop an in vitro model for 
growth by stretch. Both A-PCL and C-PCL were used as substrates and were 
stretched passed their yield point (33% strain) before cells were cultured on. 
Following fibroblast proliferation to confluency substrates were further stretched 
by 1mm (2.5% strain) over 24 hours (stepped stretching at 0.04mm per hour). 
Orientation analysis indicated that cells grown on C-PCL initially elongate and 
orient to the direction of pre-stretch (when substrates are initially stretched 
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passed their yield point), then contract upon being further stretched by 1mm over 
24 hours. Cells cultured on A-PCL, under the same stretching regime initially align 
to the direction of pre-stretch; after being further stretched by 1mm the majority 
of cells remain aligned, but also elongate in the direction of stretch. Initial 
alignment on both materials was deemed a result of tension in the material and/or 
or topographical features which formed during stretching of substrates before 
cells were cultured on. The alignment was more pronounced on the C-PCL 
substrate and cell nuclei were analysed to be more elongated indicating the 
topography caused the fibroblasts to reside in a stressed state. This aligned cell 
effect was lost on C-PCL during further 1mm stretching due to; stress relaxation 
after each step of stretching; and/or localised strain regions causing cells to round 
during the stepped 1mm stretch. A-PCL was further investigated as a substrate to 
model soft tissue expansion in relation to DO where MRTF-A nuclear translocation 
was shown to increase in response to stretch (by 3-fold). F-actin texture analysis 
further implied cytoskeletal involvement in the stretching regime utilised for this 
project. 
 
Based on the results obtained, it was concluded that A-PCL with the stretching 
regime detailed (where plastic flow is utilised), provides the basis for a 
representative in vitro model of stretching soft tissue in relation to DO. Future 
work outlined to build on this model would be to: further investigate the relation 
between strain and cell response at the cell level for both materials using live 
imaging (in conjunction with fiducial markers in the substrate) and atomic force 
microscopy methods; and to develop understanding of extracellular matrix (ECM) 
interactions with cells in response to the stretching in the plastic flow region by 
again using live imaging methods (fluorescently tagging ECM components).  
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clamping the substrate down attach. The sliding block screws into the slider, and the fixed block 
screws into the substrate guide component. The leadscrew then screws into the sliding block after it 
has been pushed up against the column of the substrate guide component. 108 
Figure 3-19. Side view of components attatched to substrate. On both blocks, there is a part designed 
to make the substrate sit at the bottom of the petri-dish. 109 
Figure 3-20. Assembly of Petri-dish device stretcher. A) Blowout of components fitting together. The 
well plate with the subassembly that fits inside itsits in the ring of the microscope stage fixture. The 
sides of the petri-dish are clamped down by being screwed to the microscope stage fixture, which 
fits directly onto the microscope stage. B) Diagram of the petri-dish device fully assembled.
 110 
Figure 3-21. Overall assembly and functionality of the live-imaging stretcher device designed. A) Top 
view of stretcher with PCL film attached. B) Image and length of PCL film before being stretched 
through 10 rotations of the leadscrew. B) Image and length of PCL film after being stretched through 
10 rotations of leadscrew. The film stretched by 2mm. 110 
Figure 4-1. Cycling of RhoA between active and inactive forms: Switching of RhoA between inactive 
GDP-bound form to the active GTP-bound form is regulated by GEFs, GAPs and GDIs. Binding to 
GTP changes the conformation of the molecule, thus allowing the binding of various downstream 
effectors of RhoA such as ROCK, thereby facilitating various downstream signaling pathways (Figure 
adapted from Thomas et al., 2019). 116 
Figure 4-2. Schematic representation of RhoaA mediated formation of F-Actin. RhoA-GTP
 117 
Figure 4-3. Schematic representation of MRFT-A activity regulation by ECM tension and TGF-β 
signalling via activation of RhoA GTPase . In response to stimulation, integrins and TGF-β receptors 
activate Rho GEFs. Active Rho GEFs mediate exchange of GDP for GDP activating RhoA. RhoA-
GTP upregulates actin polymerisation via mDia1 and downregulates depolymerisation via ROCK 
pathway. Increased actin filament growth reduces concentration of monomeric actin in the cytoplasm, 
leading to G-actin dissociation from MRTF-A. MRTF-A is translocated to the nucleus, where it binds 
SRF and activates gene transcription (Olson & Nordheim, 2010) . 119 
Figure 4-4.  Cartoon representation of MRTF-A RPEL domain bound to 5 actin monomers. Actin 
monomers that are bound to RPEL motifs 1-3 are shown in grey, monomers recruited to spacer 
regions – in cyan. RPEL motifs are shown in magenta, spacer regions in yellow and nuclear 
localization sequences 1 and 2 (NLS) in green (Mouilleron et al., 2011). 120 
Figure 4-5.  Wells developed to keep PCL taut for cell culture. A) AutoCAD design of the wells. B) 
How the wells look printed onto the PCL. 126 
Figure 4-6. Optimising plasma treatment time of C-PCL for cell growth. A) Graph depicting 
percentage nuclei coverage on C-PCL plasma treated between 0.5 and 2.5 minutes (Glass = positive 
control, 0 = negative control). B) Image of cell nuclei on PCL (plasma treated for 1 minute); nuclei 
attachment after 2 hours. C) Image of cells on PCL (plasma treated for 1 minute); cells have 
increased markedly after 4 days. Curves show mean of 3 repeats. 128 
Figure 4-7. Cell proliferation on C-PCL, plasma treated for 1 minute vs 0 minutes over 2 weeks. A) 
Graph showing cell numbers increase over a 2 week period when cells cultured onto C-PCL which 
has been plasma treated for 1 minute. The exponential curve provides a fit for the data till it reaches 
a plateau (confluence) where cell density (y) can be approximated by culture time (x). B), C) 
Immunofluorescent images at 2 hours after culture, DNA and F-actin respectively. D), E) 
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Immunofluorescent images at 2 days after culture, DNA and F-actin respectively. F), G) 
Immunofluorescent images at 5 days after culture, DNA and F-actin respectively. H), I) 
Immunofluorescent images at 8 days after culture, DNA and F-actin respectively. All scale bars are 
50μm . Curves show mean of 3 repeats. 129 
Figure 4-8. Example script uploaded to Arduino to provide 1mm stretch over 24 hours. Before the 
‘void loop’ line, certain libraries are being selected, and the motor and which port it’s connected to 
have been defined, as well as the speed that it will go through the amount of steps that are input 
within the ‘void loop’. The delay function stops the motor from turning and is defined in milliseconds 
(3600000 = 1hour). The line highlighted defines how many steps (4) it takes in one cycle before the 
next delay; which way the motor rotates the lead screw (FORWARD), and which method it uses to 
turn the lead screw (MICROSTEP). 131 
Figure 4-9. FIJI Macro used to open image stacks and process them into one focussed image for an 
entire sample. Text on the right explains key elements of the macro. 135 
Figure 4-10. Example of processed image of cells cultured to confluence on stretched C-PCL. A) 
DNA and B) F-actin. Six consecutive image stacks have been processed using an EDF filter here for 
images taken at two different wavelengths of light 405nm, to image DAPI bound to DNA and 561.4nm 
to image F-actin. 136 
Figure 4-11. Example of part of PCL substrate with cells attached. A) Image of nuclei (DAPI stained) 
after images have been run through macro and stitched. This image highlights how some nuclei 
blend in with the background. B) Same image processed through CLAHE. 137 
Figure 4-12. Illustration of what the Feret, Min Feret and Feret Angle are. The Feret is the maximum 
diameter of the particle. The Min Feret is the smallest diameter of the particle. The Feret Angle is the 
angle between the Feret and Normal. 138 
Figure 4-13.Stress relaxation in C-PCL and A-PCL when stretching materials by 1mm after pre-
stretch has been applied. A) Image of A-PCL being stretched from 30-40mm, before being stretched 
by 1mm to 41mm. B) Top: Force drop (stress-relaxation) deforming 40mm C-PCL to 41mm. Bottom: 
Force drop (stress-relaxation) deforming 40mm A-PCL to 41mm. Stress-relaxation gradient for is 
0.08N/mm for C-PCL and 0.02 for A-PCL. 140 
Figure 4-14. Finite strain analysis comparison between C-PCL and A-PCL when both materials are 
stretched by 1mm after being pre-stretched by 10mm from a 30mm gauge length. A) Finite element 
Y-strain (εyy)  plotted in the Eulerian configuration shows a more localised strain region on C-PCL to 
A-PCL. The strain propagates on from one point on C-PCL. Although strain is still localised to the 
necked region on A-PCL, the profile is more homogenous in comparison to C-PCL (see light blue 
and yellow regions on films). B) Finite element shear-strain (εxy)  plotted in the Eulerian configuration 
again shows to highly localised points of shear on C-PCL, whereas shear strain is more evenly 
distributed on A-PCL).  142 
Figure 4-15. Histogram plotting aspect ratio of cell nuclei when cells grown to confluence on C-PCL 
that has been pre-stretched, and then further stretched for xmm over yhours for one experiment. The 
distribution of nuclei aspect ratio for both conditions indicates that the median should be used to 
gauge the centre point of the data rather than the mean as the median in both cases is closer to the 
peak of the data than the mean. 144 
Figure 4-16. Summarised data for aspect ratio of cell nuclei when cells grown to confluence on C-
PCL that has been pre-stretched, and then further stretched for three experiments. A) Boxplot of 
individual experiments. The bottom of each box represents the first quartile and the top is the third 
quartile. The centre point in each box is the median for each experiment. The whiskers extend from 
either side of the box. The whiskers represent the ranges for the bottom 25% and the top 25% of the 
data values. The median of the pre-stretch data is 1.76 and the median of the further stretched data 
is 1.53. These median aspect ratios are significantly different (p<0.001, using the Mann-Whitney 
Test)). ncells=61836 for pre-stretch and ncells=74482 for the further stretched condition. Point estimate 
for η1 - η2 is 0.2087, 99.9 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (0.2025,0.2149), Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is 
significant at 0.0000. B) Histogram of pooled aspect ratios of nuclei on pre-stretched C-PCL vs further 
stretched C-PCL. An overall shift can be seen where nuclei are more elongated in the pre-stretch 
condition in comparison to the further stretched condition. C) Example of nuclei analysed in pre-
stretched condition on C-PCL. D) Example of nuclei analysed in further stretched condition on C-
PCL. Nuclei can be seen to be more elongated in C) than D). Scalebars in white in C and D are 20µm 
in length. 145 
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Figure 4-17. Aspect ratio of nuclei of cells grown to confluence on pre-stretched A-PCL, compared 
to cells grown to confluence on pre-stretched A-PCL and then further stretched. A) Boxplot of 
individual experiments. The bottom of each box represents the first quartile and the top is the third 
quartile. The centre point in each box is the median for each experiment. The whiskers extend from 
either side of the box. The whiskers represent the ranges for the bottom 25% and the top 25% of the 
data values. When pooled median aspect ratios are significantly different (p<0.001, Mann-Whitney 
U test). ncells=92864 for the pre-stretch condition and ncells=91514 for the further stretched condition. 
Point estimate for η1 - η2 is -0.3477, 99.9 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (-0.3548,-0.3406), Test of η1 = 
η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is significant at 0.0000. B) Histogram of pooled aspect ratios of nuclei on pre-stretch 
A-PCL vs further stretched A-PCL. An overall shift can be seen where nuclei are more elongated in 
the further stretched condition in comparison to the pre-stretched condition. C) Example of nuclei 
analysed in pre-stretched condition on A-PCL. D) Example of nuclei analysed in further stretched 
condition on A-PCL. Nuclei can be seen to be more elongated in D) than C). Scalebars in white are 
20μm  in length. 146 
Figure 4-18. Transformation of orientation Feret angle values. A) Example data point to be 
transformed to avoid biomodal data sets. B) Data point from A) transformed by subtracting original 
value from 180o. 147 
Figure 4-19. Orientation of cell nuclei grown to confluence on pre-stretched C-PCL, compared to 
cells grown to confluence on pre-stretched C-PCL and then further stretched. A) Boxplot of individual 
experiments. The bottom of each box represents the first quartile and the top is the third quartile. 
The centre point in each box is the median for each experiment. The whiskers extend from either 
side of the box. The whiskers represent the ranges for the bottom 25% and the top 25% of the data 
values. When pooled, median orientation angles are 19.9o in pre-stretch, and 50.2o when further 
stretched (p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U-test). ncells=61836 for pre-stretch and ncells=74482 for the further 
stretched condition. Point estimate for η1 - η2 is -21.404, 99.9 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (-21.866,-
20.947). Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is significant at 0.0000. B) and C) are circular histograms for C-
PCL, pre-stretched and stretched data respectively; the red line is a mean vector indicating how well 
the distribution is spread around the mean. D) Example of cells orienting in the direction of stretch 
on the pre-stretched material and E) Example of cells losing orientation to stretch direction when C-
PCL is further stretched. Scalebars in white are 20μm. 148 
Figure 4-20. Orientation of cell nuclei grown to confluence on pre-stretched A-PCL, compared to 
cells grown to confluence on pre-stretched A-PCL and then further stretched. A) Boxplot of individual 
experiments. The bottom of each box represents the first quartile and the top is the third quartile. 
The centre point in each box is the median for each experiment. The whiskers extend from either 
side of the box. The whiskers represent the ranges for the bottom 25% and the top 25% of the data 
values. When pooled, median orientation angles are 30.5o in pre-stretch and 38o when further 
stretched (p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U-test). ncells=92864 for the pre-stretch condition and 
ncells=91514 for the further stretched condition. Point estimate for η1 - η2 is -8.54. 99.9 Percent CI 
for η1 - η2 is (-8.8, -8.2). Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is significant at 0.0000. B), C) Circular histograms 
for A-PCL, pre-stretched and stretched data respectively; the red line is a mean vector indicating 
how well the distribution is spread around the mean. D) Example of cells on pre-stretched A-PCL 
orienting towards stretch direction. E) Example of cells on further stretched A-PCL continuing to 
orient in the direction of stretch. Scalebar in white are 20μm. 150 
Figure 4-21. Nuclei direction analysis indicative of F-actin fiber direction. A) Immunofluorescent F-
actin staining of confluent cells cultured on A-PCL, stretched for 1mm over 24hours after pre-
stretching of material. Arrows indicate direction of nearby fibers. B) Immunofluorescent DNA staining 
of confluent cells in the same region as A). Arrows indicate direction of nuclei represents direction of 
F-actin fibers. 151 
Figure 4-22. Heat maps plotting Feret angle of cells to their aspect ratios on C-PCL. A) For all pre-
stretched samples (ncells=61836), and B) for all further stretched samples (ncells=74482). Schematic 
nuclei have been drawn into the them most populated bins. Their circularity and orientation 
represents circularity and orientation for the bin that they are in. The schematic nuclei show that cells 
are responding to the surface being plastically stretched by becoming more circular and orienting 
against the direction of stretch. 152 
Figure 4-23. Heat maps plotting Feret angle of cells to their aspect ratios on A-PCL. A) For all pre-
stretched samples (ncells=92864), and B) for all further stretched samples (ncells=91514) n=3 biological 
repeats?. Schematic nuclei have been drawn into the them most populated bins. Their circularity and 
orientation represents circularity and orientation for the bin that they are in. The schematic nuclei 
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show that cells are responding A-PCL being plastically stretched by becoming more elongated and 
are slightly orienting orienting against the direction of stretch. 153 
Figure 4-24. Live images using a live/dead stain of: A) Directly after 4% strain has been applied to 
C-PCL substrate, B) 0.5 hours after image A taken. C) Is the same image as B, but with remodelled 
areas outlined in green, cells are made blue so that the green is better visualised. The green areas 
are a subtraction of image B from A. D) Directly after 15% strain has been applied to substrate, E) 
0.5 hours after image D taken. F) Is the same image as E, but with remodelled areas outlined in 
green. Scalebars in red are 50µm. 155 
Figure 4-25. MRTFF-A translocation from cytoplasm to nuclei for cells grown to one-tenth confluence 
on pre-stretched A-PCL, compared to translocation on further stretched A-PCL. A) Box plot showing 
when 3 experiments pooled, median MRTF-A ratio from nucleus to cytoplasm in the pre-stretch 
control condition is 0.35 whereas when stretch is further applied this increases to 0.99 (p<0.001, 
Mann-Whitney U-test). ncells=7238 for the pre-stretch condition and ncells=7606 for the further 
stretched condition. The bottom of each box represents the first quartile and the top is the third 
quartile. The centre point in each box is the median for each experiment. The whiskers extend from 
either side of the box. The whiskers represent the ranges for the bottom 25% and the top 25% of the 
data values.  Point estimate for η1 - η2 is -0.63947. 99.9 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (-0.65097,-0.62806). 
Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is significant at 0.0000. B) All cells MRTF-A translocation ratio (log10) 
plotted against aspect ratio showing there is still an increase in aspect ratio of nuclei in response to 
stretch. C) MRTF-A in the cytoplasm with very little in the nucleus in the pre-stretch condition. D) 
MRTF-A in the cytoplasm as well as the nucleus in the further stretched condition. (Nuclear regions 
for images C and D defined by black outline, scalebar is 10µm). 157 
Figure 4-26. Schematic of how a normalised GLCM is developed. A region of interest is selected and 
each pixel is assigned a grey value. A GLCM is developed with respect to neighbouring pixels in a 
specified direction (in this case to the right);  for each pixel, its value and the neighbouring pixel value 
are counted in a specific GLCM element. The value of the reference pixel determines the column (i) 
of the GLCM and the neighbour value determines the row (j). As an example, there are two instances 
when a reference pixel of 3 “co-occurs” with a neighbour pixel of 2 (blue), and there is one instance 
of a reference pixel of 3 with a neighbour pixel of 1 (red). The normalised GLCM represents the 
estimated probability of each combination to occur in the image (Figure adapted from Löfstedt, 
Brynolfsson, Asklund, Nyholm, & Garpebring, 2019). 159 
Figure 4-27.  F-actin texture difference on A-PCL, pre-stretch vs further stretch. Texture homogeneity 
(a), contrast (b), entropy (c) and correlation (d) values were measured in 4 different directions. 
Homogeneity (a) and correlation (d) decreased after stretching, while contrast (b) and entropy (c) 
increased. All measurements, except for entropy, also varied dependent on direction. Box plots show 
inter-quartile range (25% above and below the median), whiskers show 10-90 percentile of the data, 
*** indicates p<0.0001 by Welch’s t-test. Data shown from 2 independent repeats and 22095 cells. 
(Figure courtesy of undergraduate student Egle Antanaviciute). Image (e) is an image of 2 phalloidin 
stained cells on the pre-stretch control condition. The areas indicated by the yellow arrows are areas 
that are highly homogenous which would have a low entropy. Image (f) is an image of 2 phalloidin 
stained cells on the further stretched condition. The areas indicated by the red arrows are areas that 
will lead to higher contrast and entropy values. Scalebar is 10μm  in each case. 162 
Figure 5-1. Schematic depicting fibroblast behaviour on C-PCL. When C-PCL is pre-stretched, 
fibroblasts align to the direction of pre-stretch in an elongated manner. When a further 1mm stretch 
is applied over a 24 hour period in a stepped manner of 0.04mm each hour, C-PCL undergoes large 
changes in tension due to stress-relaxation occurring between steps; furthermore the strain 
transferred is very localised on the material. This leads to cells rounding on the material as a result.
 176 
Figure 5-2. Schematic depicting fibroblast behaviour on A-PCL. When A-PCL is pre-stretched, 
fibroblasts align to the direction of pre-stretch. When a further 1mm stretch is applied over a 24 hour 
period in a stepped manner of 0.04mm each hour A-PCL undergoes small changes in tension as 
stress-relaxation is lower in comparison to C-PCL between steps; furthermore the strain transferred 
is more homogenous on the material in comparison to C-PCL. This leads to cells elongating on the 
material as a result. 177 
Figure 5-3. Prototype AFM stretcher Device. A) CAD drawing of the main base which was 3D printed 
(Ultimaker 2). B) Final version of the device with attached parts. The base fits on top of the 
Nanowizard 4 (jpk.com). The PCL is clamped between ‘Clamp 1’ and’ Clamp 2’. ‘Clamp 2’ has a 
thread through the middle of it, through which a screw with a lead of 1mm is tightly fitted; the end of 
this screw also goes through a loose hole in the ‘Block’, where it is met by a threaded hole in the 
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‘Extender’. When the ‘Extender’ is turned clockwise the screw tightens, increasing the gap between 
‘Clamp 1’ and ‘Clamp 2’, thereby stretching the PCL by 1mm/rotation. The ‘Coverslip holder’ fits on 
the bottom of ‘Clamp 1’ and has screws going through the holes on its margins which connect to the’ 
Guides’ ensuring smooth movement. 179 
Figure A.1. Imaging  pipeline main components. Primary objects were to be cell nuclei masks. 
Secondary objects were to be entire cell masks (determined by MRTF images). Tertiary objects were 
to be cell cytoplasm masks where nuclei were subtracted from cell masks. Nucelus and cell 
dimensions were out put alongside MRTF intensities in the nuclei and cytoplasms. 182 
Figure A.2. Primary objects parameters for cell profiler pipeline. The input here is a stitched image 
of nuclei on the film. When the pipeline is run, if an image is output at this point it will output a mask 
image for the nuclei input. 182 
Figure A.3. Secondary objects parameters for cell profiler pipeline. The input here is a stitched image 
of MRTF on the film. When the pipeline is run, if an image is output at this point it will output a mask 
image for the MRTF input. This was used as a mask representing the entire cell. 183 
Figure A.4. Tertiary objects, definining an output cytoplasmic mask via the subtraction of the nuclei 
mask from its corresponding cell mask. 183 
Figure A.5. MRTF intensity measurements output defined. 184 
Figure A.6. Example of Cell Profiler image pipeline outputs. A) Input nuclei image. B) Input F-Actin 
image. C) MRTF to have cytoplasmic and nuclear intensity measured. D) Output nuclei mask. E) 
Output cell mask. F) Output cytoplasmic mask. All scale bars in white are 50μm. 185 
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Definitions/Abbreviations 
 
ABBREVIATION DEFINITION 
2D Two-dimensional 
3D Three-dimensional 
AFM Atomic force microscopy 
A-PCL Amorphous polycaprolactone 
BSA Bovine serum albumin 
CAMP Cyclic adenosine monophosphate 
C-PCL Semi-crystalline polycaprolactone 
DAG Diacylglycerol 
DAPI 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 
DIC Digital image correlation 
DMEM Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium 
DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid 
DO Distraction osteogenesis 
ECM Extracellular matrix 
EGF Epidermal growth factor 
ERK Extracellular signal-regulated protein kinase 
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FA Focal adhesion 
F-ACTIN Filamentous actin 
FAK Focal Adhesion Kinase 
FEA Finite element analysis 
FITC Fluorescein isothiocyanate 
FN Fibronectin 
G-ACTIN  Globular actin 
GAG Glycos-amino-glycan 
GAP GTPase activating proteins 
GDIS Guanine dissociation inhibitors 
GDP Guanosine Diphosphate  
GEF Guanine nucleotide exchange factors 
GLCM Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix 
GTP Guanosine triphosphatase 
HDL  high density lipoprotein 
HSA Human serum albumin 
IGF Insulin like growth factor 
IGG Human serum immunoglobulin 
MAPK Mitogen activated protein kinase 
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MLCK Myosin Light Chain Kinase 
MRTF-A myocardin-related transcription factor A 
PCL polycaprolactone 
PDGF Platelet derived growth factor 
PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane 
PGE2 Prostaglandin E2  
PKC Protein kinase c 
PLC Phospholipase C  
PLM Polarised light microscopy 
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene 
ROCK Rho associated kinase 
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy 
SRE Serum response element 
SRF Serum response factor 
TGFB Transforming growth factor beta 
TRITC Tetramethylrhodamine 
WCA Water contact angle 
Α -SMA α-smooth muscle actin 
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1 Introduction 
 
The ability of human tissue to stretch and expand over time can be seen in 
physiological and pathological situations. Laxity of the abdominal wall following 9 
months of pregnancy is a typical example of the body’s ability to adapt to tensile 
forces. Stretching of chest skin to form a ptotic breast mound following puberty 
under hormonal influence is also another one of many forms of physiological tissue 
expansion. Skeletal tissues also demonstrate such characteristics; an example is 
the stretching of the calvaria at the level of the cranial sutures during infant brain 
growth. In pathological situations, skin and soft-tissues over benign tumours such 
as lipomas and malignant tumours such as soft-tissue sarcomas also show 
stretching and expansion. Tissue expanders extend this natural principle to create 
excess tissue bulk by utilising the ability of tissue under constant strain to stretch 
and expand over a period of time. (Wagh et al., 2014). 
 
The first attempts at tissue expansion were directed at bone where Codvilla 
reported femoral elongation using an external pin and traction load of 25–30 kg, 
followed by Magnuson in 1908, who reported the use of an external traction device 
to surgically lengthen bones in the leg (Jordan et al., 2013). He also reported that 
this could be used to successfully and concomitantly stretch the soft tissues of the 
leg as well. Thereafter Putti in 1921 showed that sustained traction on bone over 
a month's period could result in 8-10 cm of lengthening not only of bone, but also 
soft-tissue structures such as the muscles, nerves and blood vessels (Wagh et al., 
2013).  
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1.1 Distraction Osteogenesis 
 
Distraction osteogenesis (DO) is the gradual lengthening of bone by applying 
controlled mechanical force in order to separate osteotomised bone segments 
(Djasim et al., 2009). DO induces new bone formation along the vector of pull 
without requiring the use of bone graft (Jiang et al., 2010). It takes place over the 
course of three phases (Figure 1.1). The first phase is the latency period 
immediately following the fracture of the bone (either osteotomy or corticotomy) 
which allows for healing. As the bone is healing, the two pieces are slowly pulled 
apart in a controlled manner, a process known as the distraction phase. If the 
bone is pulled apart too quickly, it may not be able to form in between the two 
pieces and a fibrous cartilage union will result. If the bone is distracted too slowly, 
it will result in an early consolidation with bone forming across the distraction gap 
before the desired length is reached (G. Kumar & Narayan, 2014). New bone forms  
centripetally from the edges of the bone towards the middle of the distraction 
gap (Rowe et al., 1998). The consolidation phase is the final phase of DO, occurring 
when the bone that has formed centripetally between the two bone segments 
becomes mineralized. 
 
 
Figure 1-1. Phases of distraction osteogenesis. The latency phase is the healing phase which 
begins straight after fracture. The distraction phase is when the 2 pieces of bone are pulled 
apart. The consolidation phase is when mineralisation occurs in the separation gap, and the 
remodelling phase is where repair is completed (Birch & Samchukov, 2004). 
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Gavril Ilizarov was a Soviet physician who popularized distraction osteogenesis of 
the long bones of the legs. Through his research and clinical procedures, he 
created the Law of Tension-Stresses, which states that gradual traction on living 
tissues creates stresses that can stimulate and maintain the regeneration and 
active growth of certain tissue structures (M. Li et al., 2018). His procedure and 
techniques using an external ring fixator came to be known as the Ilizarov method 
and formed the basis of distraction rates used today. The daily extension rate and 
regime is still however disputed (G. Kumar & Narayan, 2014). In many cases, the 
overall distraction takes place over several distractions per day, but it is not 
uncommon to see the use of anywhere from 1-4 distractions per day to achieve an 
overall distraction length. The distraction length that is most commonly used is 
1mm/day (Farhadieh et al., 2000; King et al., 2003; Reina-Romo et al., 2009); 
higher rates have resulted in a higher incidence of adverse effects such as severe 
soft-tissue contractures and loss of nerve function as well as microtrauma 
formation and micro-haematoma formation (Natu et al., 2014). Another possible 
distraction method is automated continuous distraction, where distraction is 
applied continuously in small increments over a 24 hour period (Djasim et al., 
2009). Using continuous DO in rabbits has shown significantly more regenerated 
bone volume in the central part of the regenerated area than the use of 
discontinuous DO, while also producing higher osteoblastic activity and more blood 
vessels (Djasim et al., 2009). Decreasing the distraction rate to 0.5mm/day has 
also shown to have an adverse effect in that premature consolidation occurs. 
 
Frequently recommended values such as distraction rates of 1 mm/day distributed 
over two increments per day (i.e. 0.5 mm every 12 hours) ultimately rely on 
intuition, experience and anecdotal evidence rather than a systematic 
understanding of the involved processes (Askari et al., 2006; Bhatt et al., 2007; 
Saunders et al., 2010). Optimal distraction parameters might very well depend on 
factors such as age, sex, localization and general health status of the patients; 
generic recommendations do not regard any of those factors (Niemeyer et al., 
2018).  A better understanding of the mechanobiological processes governing 
tissue differentiation during DO might therefore provide an opportunity to identify 
improved procedures that could reduce the rate of complications and failure. 
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Distraction forces applied to bone create tension in surrounding soft tissues, 
initiating a sequence of adaptive changes in skin, blood vessels, nerves, muscle, 
ligament, tendon, and cartilage. Part of the long-term success of DO depends on 
the ability of the surrounding soft tissues to tolerate distraction forces and to 
adapt to the resulting increase in skeletal length and volume. Imaging has shown 
that bone trabeculae and fibrous tissue align in the direction of the vector of 
distraction (Djasim et al., 2009). Furthermore cells residing within the distraction 
gap have also shown to align parallel to the vector of distraction (Karaharju-
Suvanto et al., 1992). This adaptive process requires better understanding in order 
to combat the high incidence of soft tissue complications in relation to the process 
(Natu et al., 2014). 
 
Gradual bone lengthening has a negative impact on the surrounding muscles 
through stretch; impalement by pins and wires; pain and inflammation. The speed 
of the gain in length with a 1mm/day rate is about 4 to 8 times faster than during 
the adolescent growth spurt (Aronson & McCarthy, 1994). The elastic limit of 
stretched muscles (stress–strain curve) is 10–15 % of the length at rest; excessive 
stretch leads to plastic deformation and subsequent contractures which commonly 
affect muscles spanning two joints (rectus femoris, hamstrings). Nerves, vessels 
and skin adapt to a certain degree in length during the distraction process; 
however the recovery time from temporary degenerative changes can be expected 
to be in the region of 2 months after halting distraction (Ippolito et al., 2011). 
Excessive gradual (>20–30 %) or acute distraction (>15 %) may both lead to partial 
or complete loss of nerve potentials (Lee et al., 2018; Strong et al., 1994). 
Expansion rate used in DO is mainly determined by observation; furthermore, only 
long-term animal or human experimentation/studies have been used to evaluate 
different DO rates and loading regimes.  
 
This chapter will discuss important components to consider when developing a 
top-down model for soft tissue damage in DO. Top-down models involve isolating 
cells lines which are relevant to the problem defined and culturing them on 
substrates to apply the physiological mechanism that they are being investigated 
for. The global aim of the model in this instance is to help understand relatable 
cell and molecular pathway responses better with a view to optimising the DO 
procedure.  
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The components will be discussed in the following order: 
 
• Structure and composition of soft tissue governing mechanical 
properties.  
• Proteomic pathways and inflammatory molecules involved in soft tissue 
stretching.  
• Fibroblast importance in mechanically stretched tissue. 
• Current in vitro methods which can be utilised to investigate soft tissue 
stretching.  
 
Following the consideration of these components, a strategy for the development 
of this model will be outlined, leading into project aims. This chapter will then 
conclude by giving an outline of what each chapter succeeding this one comprises.
  
 
 
 
1.2 Composition of Soft Tissue Determining its 
Mechanical Properties 
 
Soft tissues vary in their constitutive structures and composition, yielding vast 
differences in characteristic form and function between types. However, in soft 
tissues there are surprisingly few base structural components that significantly 
affect overall biological or mechanical function. Constituents of tissue can 
typically be classified as either extracellular or cellular. For most soft tissues with 
load-bearing function, the proteins collagen and elastin are dominant components 
of the extracellular matrix (Goth et al., 2016); Figure 1.2 illustrates how these 
major structural components reside in connective tissue amongst other 
components to make up the majority of soft tissues.  
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Figure 1-2. Schematic of cells residing in connective tissue matrix with elastin and collagen 
fibrils. The extracellular matrix determines tissue mechanical properties and is comprised of 
collagen, elastin and reticular fibers. Collagen fibers determine tensile properties of the 
tissue, while elastin forms low stiffness cross-linked networks across the extracellular matrix. 
Reticular fibers are thin collagen fibers which support early synthesized extracellular matrix. 
The ground substance is an unstructured material that fills the space between cells and 
fibres; it is primarily composed of water, proteoglycans and cell adhesion proteins (Mescher, 
2010). 
 
Type I collagen is the most abundant protein in the body and is the major 
determinant of mechanical behaviour of soft tissues (Gelse et al., 2003). At the 
molecular level, tropocollagen molecules are composed of a triple helix of three 
α chains that arrange themselves into a quarter-staggered array to form collagen 
fibrils (Gelse et al., 2003). Collagen fibrils form the functional subunits of the 
collagen fibers, as described by the Hodge–Petruska model (Petruska & Hodge, 
2006). Like the fibrils from which their functional properties are derived, collagen 
fibers exhibit high tensile but low flexural stiffness (Sacks et al., 2009). Thus, the 
fiber longitudinal axial direction is the primary determinant of the stiffness of the 
tissue composite. Collagen fibers typically have a stiffness of 1 GPa and extend by 
no more than 4–5% (Z. L. Shen et al., 2008). They way fibrils form and arrange 
themselves in tissue determines the tissues functional mechanical properties. In 
tendons and ligaments for example, collagen fibrils are densely packed in a 
parallel form where a localised direction change acts as a hinge to allow for 
crimping of the tissue (Gathercole & Keller, 1991). In tissues such as skin and 
nerve, the fibrils arrange in a thinner, more uniform manner with a helical 
subfibrillar arrangement. These fibrils appear in a parallel and sinusoidal manner 
(Franchi et al., 2008). The stiffer, crimped fibrils associated with tendons and 
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ligaments enable compliance to high unidirectional tensional forces (Gathercole 
& Keller, 1991). This is in contrast to the flexible thinner fibrils with helical 
subfibrils in skin and nerve, which adapt to extreme curvatures without damage 
to enable multidirectional compliance at lower loads (Franchi et al., 2008).  
 
Although collagen fibrils are the principal source of tensile strength in soft tissues, 
elastin forms complex cross-linked fibrous networks of comparatively low modulus 
that  assist in tissue recoil as well as maintenance of collagen fibre crimp (Debelle 
& Tamburro, 1999). The arrangement, structure and organisation of elastic fibres 
are again reflected in the function of the tissue. For example, in arteries, elastic 
fibres are organised in concentric rings, while in the lung elastic fibres form fine 
branched network throughout the organ. In ligaments and tendons, fibres are 
oriented longitudinally, parallel to collagen fibrils (Mithieux & Weiss, 2005). 
Finally, glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are known to affect water retention in soft 
tissues (Lovekamp et al., 2006); the loss of GAGs reduces tissue thickness and 
diminishes rehydration capacity. GAGs are not a primary load-bearing component 
but do maintain tissue volume and act as a dampening agent to smooth rapid 
motions (Eckert et al., 2013). 
  
It can be seen from the above that structure determines function and structure is 
controlled by the soft tissue microenvironment where cell growth, cell death, 
differentiation, propagation, protein production/alteration signalling via 
mechanical stimulation all impact tissue structure (Chanet & Martin, 2014; Fulda 
et al., 2010; Kubow et al., 2015). It is therefore important to understand how cells 
interact with their extracellular matrix (ECM) components, and furthermore how 
these interactions can result in damaging of soft tissue when it is placed under 
tension during DO.    
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1.3 Cell-Matrix Interactions 
 
The way in which cells communicate with the ECM is through focal adhesions (FAs), 
which are specialized adhesion organelles that mediate various biological 
functions and responses through integrin surface receptor binding. Integrins are a 
family of alpha-beta heterodimer transmembrane receptors that bind 
extracellular matrix or cell surface-bound ligands. Activation of integrins and 
ligand binding leads to FA-associated proteins being recruited from the cytosol to 
bind to integrin cytoplasmic tails as well as one another. Together, these proteins 
form thin (200 nm), distinct, plasma membrane-associated FA plaques (0.1-10 µm2 
surface area) which connect the ECM to intracellular F-actin of the cytoskeleton 
(Bershadsky et al., 2003) (Figure 1.3). Talin and vinculin provide one linkage 
between integrins and actin; the ILK–PINCH–parvin pathway provides another, as 
do filamin and α-actinin (Humphrey et al., 2014). 
 
Figure 1-3. Schematic representing how Integrins bind to extracellular matrix components 
initiating focal adhesion complexes and actin filament formation; the example depicted 
shows how Talin and vinculin provide one linkage between integrins and actin (adapted from 
Chakraborty et al., 2019). 
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Integrins in conjunction with FA-associated proteins perform four basic functions: 
First, the integrins bind extracellular ligands to mediate cell adhesion to ECM or 
other cells. Second, integrin engagement leads to signalling from FAs to induce 
different cellular responses (e.g. proliferation/differentiation/apoptosis). Third, 
FA proteins link the cytoskeleton to integrins, allowing cells to transduce force 
generated in the actomyosin system to the ECM or other cells, e.g. to drive tissue 
morphogenesis or cell movement. Finally, FAs act as cytoskeletal regulators, 
controlling cytoskeletal organization via physical interactions with actin filaments 
and regulating dynamics through signalling to control the activity of actin-binding 
proteins and myosin motors. FAs can mediate responses through the same class of 
receptor by varying FA protein composition (Geiger et al., 2009).  
Force transmission across the matrix can strengthen integrin-mediated adhesions  
(Bershadsky et al., 2003; Moore et al., 2010). Signals are transmitted as a result 
of unfolding protein domains and a change in binding affinities. The matrix 
component fibronectin was the first protein for which this was shown; forces 
expose binding sites in fibronectin that promote its self-assembly into fibrils upon 
stretching (Zhong et al., 1998). Research demonstrated fibronectin unfolding 
within fibrils in response to actomyosin-dependent forces through FRET (Baneyx 
et al., 2002). Further work in this field showed that integrin-cytoskeletal linkers 
such as talin and filamin undergo domain unfolding upon stretching. Stretching 
talin enables it to bind vinculin (Del Rio et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2006), which in 
turn binds actin and reinforces the link between integrins and actin (Dumbauld et 
al., 2010; Grashoff et al., 2010).  
Single molecule studies show that upon application of a load between 2 and 5 pN 
to isolated filamin A constructs binding to integrin, glycoprotein, and migfilin 
peptides increases (Rognoni et al., 2012). This work is supported by studies in live 
cells using fluorescence-based molecular force sensors, which demonstrated 
tension across filamin and the talin-vinculin assembly (Grashoff et al., 2010; Meng 
et al., 2011). Such studies indicate unfolding of protein domains due to tissue 
deformation can impact protein interactions leading to signalling cascades 
important in mechanosensing.  
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1.4 Cellular Mechanisms Involved in Stretching of Tissue 
 
As well as integrins and focal adhesions, membrane proteins such as G proteins 
may also be involved in mechanotransduction (Silver et al., 2003). Mechanical 
stimulation has shown to change the conformation of G protein that leads to 
growth factor changes which initiates secondary messenger cascades leading to 
cell growth (Vandenburgh, 1992). Cyclic strain has shown to significantly 
decreased steady state levels of G protein and adenylate cyclase activity 
(Wiersbitzky et al., 1994).  
Furthermore, mechanical stress triggers activation of stretch-activated ion 
channels (Silver et al., 2003). Stretch activated channels reportedly allow the 
passage of cations such as Ca2+, K+ and Na+. In muscle cells Ca2+ influx through 
voltage-gated channels induces a transient elevation in intracellular Ca2+ levels 
(Davis et al., 1992). Ca2+ influx is activated by mechanical stimulation and leads 
to membrane depolarization and cell contraction. Strain induced Ca2+ signal 
transmission is likely to involve the actin microfilament system as an actin 
polymerization inhibitor was found to abolish Ca2+ responses that were induced by 
mechanical strain (Diamond et al., 1994). Ca2+ ion involvement in phospholipase 
C (PLC) activation has been proposed; this involves catalysing the generation of 
PLC-derived inositol phosphates and diacylglycerol (DAG) necessary for PKC 
activation (Rhee et al., 1992). The presence of mechanical forces at the cell-ECM 
interface may not only affect stretch-activated ion channels but may also 
modulate changes in cell membrane structure with membrane associated changes 
in the cell cytoskeleton. Actin binding proteins, including vinculin, and gelsolin, 
are related to the phosphoinositide and the Protein Kinase C (PKC) pathways and 
may undergo or lead to conformational changes during membrane activation 
(Silver et al., 2003).  
PKC has been proposed to play a pivotal role in signal transduction by mediating 
a variety of biological responses (Nishizuka et al., 1995). Hydrolysis of 
phospholipids in cell membranes, catalysed by PLC, produces inositol phosphates 
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and diacyglycerol, leading to PKC activation (Takei et al., 1998). Mechanical strain 
in muscle cells activates PLC, phospholipase A2 and phospholipase D, DAG and 
inositol triphosphate (Silver et al., 2003). Inhibition of PLC activation abolishes 
the strain-induced responses in endothelial cells (Diamond et al., 1994). PLCγ12 
is stimulated by the receptor tyrosine as well as the EGF receptor, suggesting that 
EGF exhibits its stimulatory effect through the PLC and PKC pathway. PLCB is also 
activated in association with G protein that could activate mitogen-activated 
kinase (MAPK) through PKC-related pathways (Blumer et al., 1994). The mitogen-
activated kinase (MAPK), also known as extracellular signal-regulated protein 
kinase (ERK), plays an important role in cell signalling (Cobb et al., 1995). Changes 
in ERK and MAPK activities have been observed in aged human skin (Chung et al., 
2000). Secondary messengers implicated in strain-induced cellular responses 
include cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2). 
cAMP is reported to influence protein cell growth, differentiation and protein 
synthesis (Takei  et al., 1997). Cyclic strain results in increased protein production 
by keratinocytes and a decrease in cAMP and cAMP-dependent protein kinase A 
activity (Takei et al., 1997). 
 
1.5 Growth Factor Involvement 
 
Growth factors such as platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) and angiotensin II 
have been implicated in strain-induced cellular growth in vascular tissues (Wilson 
et al., 1993, Sudhir et al., 1993). The below schematic (Figure 1.4) provides a 
basic outlay as to how growth factors may promote responses in response to 
mechanical stretch. 
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Figure 1-4. Summary of biochemical pathways that may be involved in stretching due to 
mechanotransduction. Tensile stresses cause stretching of intracellular junctions, activation 
of membrane ion channels, or release of growth factors that leads to activation of secondary 
messengers. Secondary messenger activation leads to activation of factors such as NF-kB 
that binds to promoter sequences in genes such as those expressed for tenascin-C and type 
XII collagen. Stretching of ECM-integrin contacts and cell intercellular junctions are known to 
trigger MAP kinases pathways (MAPKK, and MAPK) via GTPase Ras. MAPKs translocate to 
the nucleus and activate transcription factors such as AP-1. Alternately, members of the MAP 
kinase kinase kinase (MAPKKK) family have been shown to activate the I-kB kinase (IKK) 
complex, which phosphorylates I-kκB and leads to the release of NF-k, which in turn, 
translocates to the nucleus. In the nucleus, NF-kΒ binds to its target promoter sequence. 
Another putative route for MAPK activation is via autocrine release of growth factors and 
activation of protein kinase C (PKC). Mechanical stretch also leads to activation of stretch 
response promoter regions in tenascin-C and type XII collagen genes (Chiquet, 1999). 
 
The epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor has been shown to bind to actin 
binding proteins, which could lead to actin polymerisation and further membrane 
ruffles (Diakonova et al., 1995). Platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) and insulin-
like growth factor (IGF) have also shown to be associated with membrane ruffling; 
this suggests that growth regulation by these factors is likely to be mediated by 
cytoskeletal pathways. Upon addition of EGF, it has been demonstrated that the 
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tyrosine residues on the EGF receptor become phosphorylated and there is a strong 
co-localisation of F-actin suggesting that cytoskeleton linked EGF receptors seem 
to be important in inducing cell proliferation through the microfilament system 
(van Bergen et al., 1992). Membrane ruffling sites have shown to consist of high 
levels of actin, EGF receptors, PLCygl, and tyrosine phosphorylated proteins 
(Payrastre et al., 1991).  
The EGF receptor is a member of the tyrosine kinase receptor family, and two 
types have been identified; high affinity and low affinity. Effects so far seem to 
occur upon binding of the high affinity receptor. This stimulates ligand-induced 
dimerization, activating the intrinsic protein-tyrosine kinase activity of the 
receptor. The tyrosine kinase activity, in turn, initiates a signal transduction 
cascade that results in a variety of biochemical changes within the cell; a rise in 
intracellular calcium levels, increased glycolysis and protein synthesis, and 
increases in the expression of certain genes including the gene for EGFR, 
ultimately leading to DNA synthesis and cell proliferation (Defize et al., 1989). 
Keratinocytes stretched in vitro using silicon substrates coated with collagen 1 
have recently shown that mechanical stretching induces proliferative signals via 
phosphorylation of the EGF receptor. Substrates were stretched by 20% and EGFR 
phosphorylation was significantly higher to control groups between 2 and 5 
minutes of stretching (Yano S et al., 2006). 
Transforming growth factor-beta (TGFB) is a family of multifunctional 25 kDa 
proteins. Members of the TGFB superfamily are multifunctional cytokines, which 
include TGFBs, activins, and bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs). These cytokines 
bind to two different types of serine/threonine kinase receptors (type I and type 
II), and activate intracellular substrates, e.g. SMAD proteins. The type II receptor 
kinases are constitutively active, and transactivate the type I receptor kinases, 
which then transmit signals inside cells. Thus, the type I receptors act downstream 
of the type II receptors and determine the specificity of intracellular signals 
(Heldin et al., 1997). TGFB is known to regulate the differentiation of cells, induce 
chemotaxis of cells, and to induce the accumulation of extracellular matrix 
proteins. In vivo, TGFB stimulates the repair of soft as well as hard tissues. It also 
acts as a potent immunosuppressant. TGFB is produced as latent high molecular 
weight complexes; since it is produced by many different cell types, and most 
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cells have receptors for TGFB, the activation of latent TGFB is likely to be an 
important step in the regulation of its action (Sporn et al., 1990). There are 
currently 5 isoforms of TGFB; TGFB1 has been shown to have a role in re-
epithelisation of skin whereas TGFB3 is implicated in epidermal differentiation 
(Schmid et al., 1993).  
 
1.6 Fibroblasts and their Importance in Tissue Expansion 
 
Fibroblasts are mesenchymal cells that are responsible for normal connective 
tissue production and turnover. Fibroblasts can secrete elastin, different types of 
collagens, glycoproteins, and GAGs; they coordinate their synthetic and 
mechanical machinery to organize the constituents that give rise to the overall 
structural organization, and thus mechanical properties, of the tissues. They can 
also secrete proteases, most notably members of the matrix metalloproteinase 
family, that degrade various structural constituents (Nagase et al., 2006). 
Under normal physiological circumstances, soft tissues typically contain relatively 
few active fibroblasts. By actively synthesizing and cross-linking fibrillar ECM 
proteins such as collagen, fibroblasts establish a resting tension, ensuring that 
normal connective tissue retains its shape after application of external mechanical 
load (Grenier et al., 2005). The ECM is continually subjected to mechanical 
tension; however, this tension is minimally transmitted to fibroblasts. The 
fibroblasts are protected, even from relatively sizeable external loads, by the 
mechanical properties of the surrounding ECM; fibroblasts are therefore stress 
shielded by the ECM that they deposit and remodel (Tomasek et al., 2002). 
Despite stress shielding, a feedback loop exists between the fibroblasts and the 
ECM to register and regulate the tensional homeostasis (Tomasek et al., 2002). 
The fibroblast may respond to ongoing structural change in the tensional state of 
the surrounding ECM by adapting the molecular composition (collagen type I) and 
density, the diameter of the collagen fibril and the organisation (architecture) of 
the collagen network. Thus, to understand the fibroblasts’ responses to 
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mechanical forces properly, the fibroblast must be considered together with the 
ECM as one operational unit (Eastwood et al., 1998). 
Taking skin as an example, fibroblasts in the dermis are mechano-responsive; as 
the tensional homeostasis of the surrounding ECM is interrupted, the fibroblasts 
are activated to reconstruct damaged ECM and restore the initial tensional 
homeostasis (Chiquet et al., 2003). However, before this occurs, fibroblasts 
migrate to the defect site. Therefore, they make contact with the ECM and pull 
themselves along the collagen fibrils, generating traction forces in the ECM 
(Pellard, 2006). Thus, the fibroblasts, as well as the collagen fibrils, will be 
reorganized along the lines of tension (Tomasek et al., 2002). Research has shown 
that fibroblasts migrating along the ECM initiate traction forces that are sufficient 
to close small defects by themselves in a process called cell traction (Ehrlich et 
al., 1989). Upon reaching their defect site, fibroblasts proliferate on a large scale 
and start synthesizing a new collagen-containing matrix called granulation tissue. 
Furthermore, the fibroblasts transform to myofibroblasts (Tomasek et al., 2002). 
Differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts is induced by growth factors, 
such as TGFB1, specialized ECM molecules, the cellular fibronectin (FN) splice 
variant ED-A and mechanical tension in the surrounding tissue (Eastwood et al., 
1998). This transformation process is characterized by the development of 
intracytoplasmatic stress fibres, which confer to these cells the capacity of 
developing tension (Eastwood et al., 1998).  
It has been shown that α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) expression is essential for 
the acquisition of a high contractile activity by myofibroblasts. The contractile 
activity of myofibroblasts is a crucial factor for connective tissue remodelling 
where a stressed matrix is created, this can further promote myofibroblast 
differentiation in a mechanical feedback loop (Hinz et al., 2003). The interaction 
between the fibrillar collagen network of the ECM and the myofibroblasts is 
critical for the mechanical regulation of the cell activity, resulting in connective 
tissue homeostasis. Cell-matrix junctions are key in the perception and 
transduction of mechanical tension signals. An altered mechanical load of the ECM 
stimulates the myofibroblasts to adjust their contractile activity and collagen 
deposition to achieve tensional homeostasis (Eastwood et al., 1998). A fibroblast 
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that does not experience extracellular tension, will not transform to a 
myofibroblast (Grinnell et al., 1999). 
Under normal circumstances the collagen network is organized again and takes 
over the mechanical load, releasing the embedded myofibroblasts from stress 
(Tomasek et al., 2002). Under normal physiological circumstances, at this stage 
the contractile and synthesizing activity of myofibroblasts is terminated and their 
number is dramatically reduced by apoptosis (Grinnell et al., 1999). However, in 
certain cases such as chronic pathological wound healing this feedback loop fails 
and apoptosis of myofibroblasts does not occur (Figure 1.5). Thus, the excessive 
contractile and synthesizing activity continues, resulting in continuous matrix 
remodelling and retraction (Aarabi et al., 2007). 
 
 
Figure 1-5. Fibroblast regulation of extracellular matrix structure and function through 
feedback loop. Increased mechanical loading or matrix stiffness causes cell responses which 
either work towards matrix homeostasis (negative feedback loop) or develops fibrotic 
conditions (positive feedback loop). In both cases, stabilized focal adhesions of greater 
number or size and increased actomyosin contractility through Rho–Rho kinase pathway is 
key. (figure adapted from Humphrey et al., 2014). 
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Although many other cell types, including macrophages, contribute either directly 
or indirectly to mechanical homeostasis in connective tissues, as a starting point 
for the model to be developed, fibroblasts will be the focus. 
 
1.7 Current Methods Used for Inducing Stretch to Cells 
 
There are many ways of investigating the impact of deformation on cells within 
soft tissue, ranging from measurements of stress-strain data by deforming parts 
of a single cell to stretching substrates with entire cell populations cultured on. 
These methods of investigation can broadly be classified by 3 experimental 
techniques (Figure 1.6): first, local probing of small parts of a single cell; second, 
mechanical loading of an entire cell; and third, simultaneous mechanical stressing 
of a population of cells. 
Probing single cells can be achieved by techniques such as atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and magnetic twisting cytometry. With an AFM, it is possible to 
cause a local deformation in the cell with a sharp tip at the free end of a flexible 
cantilever. The deflection of a laser beam at the top of the calibrated cantilever 
tip can be measured, and the applied force then estimated (Mathur et al., 2001). 
In the case of MTC, magnetic beads with functionalized surfaces are attached to 
a cell. An applied magnetic field creates a twisting moment on the beads, thereby 
deforming parts of the cell. With this method, one can estimate the elastic or 
viscoelastic properties of the deformed cellular part (Puig-De-Morales et al., 
2001); this may be a useful technique in being able to contribute to a model for 
soft tissue stretching in terms of defining cell mechanical properties.  
Mechanical Loading of entire cells has been done by micropipette aspiration or 
using optical tweezers. Micropipette aspiration deforms the cell via suction and 
the mechanical response is quantified by recording geometric changes in response 
to the suction (Evans & Yeung, 1989); the elastic shear modulus can be derived 
from the relation between the aspirated length and the aspiration pressure. In the 
case of optical tweezers, an attractive force is created between a dielectric bead 
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of high refractive index and a laser beam, pulling the bead toward the focal point 
of the trap. Two microbeads in such a laser trap can operate as a tweezers and 
deform a cell (Falleroni et al., 2018). This method produces only small forces in 
the range of pico Newton and is therefore more often used for studies of molecule 
mechanics than for cells. Also, single cell methods such as these negate the effect 
of matrix deformation in response to tissue being stretched; therefore, for the 
purposes of this project, a method where populations of cells can be stretched 
alongside their relative matrix will be considered. 
Shear-flow devices and substrate stretching devices are typical methods used for 
deformation of cell populations. Shear-flow devices either use a cone-and-plate 
viscometer, consisting of a stationary flat plate and a rotating, inverted cone 
where laminar and turbulent flows can be applied; or a parallel-plate flow 
chamber, in which cells are subjected to laminar flow (Usami et al., 1993). This 
technique is applicable in providing outputs for modelling certain in vivo 
behaviours (such as lung ischaemia), however stretching cell attached substrates 
is a more representative approach.  
In terms of substrate stretching, uniaxial, biaxial and pressure-controlled elastic 
membrane stretching devices have historically been used (Banes et al., 1985; 
Neidlinger-Wilke et al., 1994; H. Wang et al., 1995). In brief, cells are cultured on 
a thin, transparent polymer substrate such as elastic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
which is coated with an ECM protein to make the surface adhesive for cells. The 
substrate is then mechanically deformed while cells are cultured on, and the 
effects of mechanical load on cell morphology and phenotype are then examined 
by means of microscopy. 
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Figure 1-6. Schematic of current methods used for mechanically deforming cells. A) Probing 
single cells using AFM. B) Probing individual cells using magnetic beads, C) Deforming single 
cells using micropipette aspiration. D) Deforming individual cells using optical traps. E) Using 
shear flow to stimulate entire cell populations. F) Stretching substrates cultured with cells to 
stimulate cell populations (Bao & Suresh, 2003). 
 
PDMS has been widely used in substrate stretching approaches as it offers 
significant advantages as a cell culture substrate, including a high optical 
transparency and easy manipulation of stiffness and surface coating. Elastomers 
that include PDMS are able to reliably deform their dimensions under applied 
forces. However elastomers upon being stretched retain tension in the material, 
and if the material is not gripped and held at the deformation applied, the 
material will return back to its original dimensions; this is unrepresentative of how 
a soft tissue would stretch and eventually permanently deform. Rectangular 3D 
gels such as collagen have also been used. Collagen gels are difficult to handle, 
and due to this, methods surrounding the application of tension to them face 
challenges. For example, a method developed where collagen gel was attached to 
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glass rods via Velcro strips inside a mini-incubator was subject to high friction loss 
in transmission of strain to strain gauges making the set up relatively insensitive 
(Delvoye et al., 1991). Eventually the system was developed where better 
feedback on strain was achieved (Kolodney & Wysolmerski, 1992) and subsequent 
quantitative investigations were performed with fibroblasts in a collagen lattice. 
Such techniques however focus on the application of adjustable, physiologically 
relevant mechanical load (Brown et al., 1998; Eastwood et al., 1998) where the 
final strain percentage is relatively low compared to what is required when 
investigating for the purposes of DO. 
Current substrates used to model soft tissue stretching are therefore not 
applicable to what the model wishes to achieve in this project, therefore other 
polymer alternatives will be investigated in the subsequent chapter. 
 
1.8 Project Aims 
The global project aim of this thesis is to understand how the cell response is 
impacted by mechanical stretching of tissues through a polymer substrate model, 
with a mind as to how this can be used to optimise stretching regimes (or even 
intervention therapies) for the purposes of DO. To this end, the aims of this thesis 
can be defined as: 
1) Characterise a polymer which is ideal to model growth by stretch, before 
defining how its properties will be utilised to appropriately stimulate cells.  
2) Design, develop and prototype devices relevant to the type of data 
acquisition required. 
3) Elucidate cell responses in relation to the stretching mechanism of the 
polymer defined for studying soft tissue stretching. 
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1.9 Thesis Outline 
 
Chapter 2 shows the production and characterisation of the polymer films to be 
used for the model of ‘growth by stretch’ through mechanical tensile testing, 
finite element analysis, and various imaging methods, with the chapter concluding 
how the  deformation characteristics of the films will be used as a substrate for 
modelling soft tissue growth by stretch. 
Chapter 3 outlines requirements before detailing devices designed and developed 
for cell culture experiments requiring substrate stretching.  
Chapter 4 defines methods developed to culture and image cells on substrates 
defined in Chapter 2 using devices described in Chapter 3 to apply relevant stretch 
to substrates before and after culture. The cell response is subsequently analysed 
in terms of morphology, orientation and protein translocation. This chapter 
concludes by attributing the cell responses seen to the mechanics of the substrate 
they are cultured on. 
Chapter 5 is a general discussion of the findings of this thesis, and neatly concludes 
what this work contributes to the field of cell mechanotransduction. 
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2 Characterisation of Polymer Film to Investigate 
Stretching of Soft Tissue 
 
2.1 Introduction 
When creating a system to model stretching of soft tissue, polymer films can be 
utilised to mimic a stretching profile typical of soft tissues. This would enable a 
representative mechanical load application to cells and their matrix of that 
incurred when soft tissue is stretched. For this artificial polymer based system to 
be useful, any substrate will have to be biocompatible, which in the case of 
polymers often requires surface modification. In the following I will introduce 
polymers used for the purposes of modelling soft tissue with the intent of defining 
key mechanical variables that are to be considered in the design of a model for 
stretching soft tissue. Materials stiffness, and how biopolymers and tissues deform 
will be extensively described, before the processing of a rigid polymer: 
polycaprolactone (PCL) to form a cell substrate film is outlined; where the intent 
will be to explain how mechanical properties of it can be tailored by altering bond 
strength within the material via crystallinity to fit the purpose of the model to be 
developed. 
 
Material stiffness in bioengineering has proved to be an important component 
when assessing biomaterial selection for various purposes. At the cellular level, 
key research has shown the ability to vary stiffness of materials to control stem 
cell differentiation amongst other cell responses (Engler et al., 2006). 
Polyacrylamide or gelatin gels are widely used in this aspect as the stiffness of 
them can be controlled within a range of 150Pa–150kPa (Flanagan et al., 2002; 
Leach et al., 2007; Mih & Tschumperlin, 2008) and 1–100kPa (Domke & Radmacher, 
1998; Hall et al., 1997) respectively. Figure 2.1 below outlines polymers used in 
cell mechanotransduction studies alongside the range in stiffness that they can be 
made to. As a comparison the range of stiffness attributed to certain tissues is 
also provided in the same figure. 
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Figure 2-1. Stiffness of tissue compared to polymers used for the purposes of cellular 
mechanotransduction studies. A) Illustrates the range of various tissue stiffnesses, and B) 
illustrates stiffnesses of different polymers used for cellular mechanotransduction studies 
(H. N. Kim et al., 2012).  
 
The stiffness of tissue is dictated by cell types within that tissue and structural 
organization of proteins and mineralisation levels in the ECM surrounding it; tissue 
stiffnesses range from a few kilopascals (kPa) to tens of gigapascals (GPa). The 
liver and breast display very low elastic stiffness around ~1 kPa, which is similar 
to that of polyacrylamide (150 Pa–150 kPa) or gelatin (1–100 kPa) (Nemir & West, 
2010). Whereas cortical and cancellous bones are a lot stiffer at ~10 GPa, which 
corresponds to poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) (2–4 GPa)(Nemir & West, 2010). 
 
Stiffness has a direct influence on cell differentiation (Engler et al., 2006), 
however topography has also been shown to affect stem cell differentiation as 
well as other cell responses (Dalby et al., 2007; Meredith et al., 2007). In vivo, 
structure and alignment of cells and their ECM proteins within tissue contributes 
to function and mechanical properties of that tissue (for example alignment of 
cells and matrix in muscle allows for directional contraction). Material topography 
in cell culture models has demonstrated the ability to align cells and promote in 
vivo like properties as a result; for example, pre-aligned ligament cells have shown 
more efficient calcium wave propagation compared to randomly oriented ligament 
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cells undergoing stretch on PDMS substrates (Jones et al., 2005). From studies such 
as this, it can also be seen that material deformation can initiate certain cell 
responses.  PDMS is a material which has regularly been used in ‘stretch’ 
investigations related to cells due to its high elongation at break (~160%) (Choi & 
Rogers, 2003). This property enables an application of cyclic stretching (stretching 
and releasing) onto single or multiple cells with desired tensions and frequency. 
This material has been useful in evaluating responses at the cellular level for 
tissues such as muscle (W. Kim et al., 2018), heart (Camelliti et al., 2005), 
cartilage (Beaupré et al., 2000), ligament and tendon (J. H. C. Wang et al., 2005), 
due to these tissues being inherently exposed to mechanical loads. It is therefore 
important to understand topography as well as stiffness and deformation all 
contribute to cell responses grown on a substrate. Figure 2.2 below summarises 
how a combination of the three variables contribute to cell responses. 
 
 
Figure 2-2. Illustration of the feedback loop between cells and biomechanical signals from the 
ECM. The loop is depicted by red arrows and the green are the various biomechanical cues. 
Purple regions on the diagram indicate ECM receptors to the biomechanical cues, which in 
turn trigger intracellular responses; it can be seen that stiffness, topography and stretching 
of the ECM can combine to set off varying cell responses, such as migration, proliferation, 
apoptosis and differentiation, alongside the release of certain proteins (MMPs, TIMPs and 
other proteins which can impact the ECM) (Urbanczyk et al., 2019).  
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Several studies have shown synergy between stiffness and topography in cell 
behaviours, where differences were demonstrated for cell migration, spreading 
and alignment compared to presence of just a single physical cue of stiffness or 
topography (C. C. Chen et al., 2009; Sochol et al., 2011; Tzvetkova-Chevolleau et 
al., 2008).  
 
So far, stiffness has been mentioned as a main physical cue sensed by cells, and 
it is important to understand that the value for stiffness in these cases applies to 
the material in its elastic region when being put under compression or strain. To 
understand what is meant by ‘stiffness in the elastic region’ more clearly, the 
next section will focus on explaining mechanobiology terms such as stress and 
strain before describing the relevance of stress relaxation in a model for stretching 
soft tissue. 
 
 
2.1.1 Stress, Strain and Stress-Relaxation 
Stress is the amount of force applied to an area to change its shape and is 
normalized to the area over which the force is applied to; it is reported in Newtons 
per square meter (N/m2), or Pascal (Pa). There are different types of stress: 
tensional (also known as tensile) stress, compressive stress, torsional stress and 
shear stress (Love, 2017). For example, pulling on an object would cause tensional 
stress, pressing on the object creates compressive stress, twisting on objects 
causes torsional stress, and applying forces parallel to an object, such as blood 
flow to an artery wall, is shear stress (N. Shen et al., 2017). For the purposes of 
this project, when stress is mentioned, it refers to tensional stress. Strain is the 
deformation of an object to an applied stress, and it is calculated by the change 
in length of material, divided by its original length. As it is a ratio, it has no units, 
but is commonly reported out as a percentage (Love, 2017). Stiffness is simply a 
measure for the change in stress required for a change in strain; this can be seen 
in the slope region outlined in Figure 2.3. 
 
 
There are two main types of strain deformations: elastic deformation and plastic 
deformation. Elastic deformation is a temporary deformation that is recoverable 
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once a force is removed. For example, pulling on skin will cause a temporary 
deformation of the elastic fibers until the skin is released. The stiffness during 
elastic deformation is known as the Young’s modulus, and is the measurement 
reported out for stiffness so far in the previous sections of this chapter. The soft 
polymers such as hydrogels and PDMS mentioned in the above section, break after 
a certain amount of elastic deformation, however, certain polymers which are 
more rigid and non-brittle may undergo plastic deformation if they are strained 
further than their elastic limit which is termed the yield point of the material 
(Figure 2.3). Plastic deformation is a permanent deformation where the material 
will remain at the length that it has been stretched to, after the stress has been 
released (Wilhelmi et al., 1998). 
 
 
Figure 2-3. Typical stress strain for polymers that undergo plastic deformation. Stress is 
plotted against strain as a material is elongated. The initial linear region is the elastic region 
of the material, where the gradient of the line is a measure of the Young’s Modulus (E) of the 
material. The yield point is the top of the linear region; when extended beyond this, 
deformation of the material is plastic (image taken from www.orthobullets.com). 
 
 
 
Soft tissues in vivo, when stretched exhibit viscoelastic behaviour. Viscoelastic 
materials undergo stress-relaxation; in the case of soft tissues, ECM molecules 
such as collagen and elastin extend and rearrange in response to mechanical forces 
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to decrease stress as strain is applied; however, they do not permanently deform 
and return to their original shape after the force is removed. Figure 2.4 below, 
highlights the difference between a viscoelastic material and an elastic material 
held for the same amount of time at a particular strain.  
 
 
Figure 2-4. Schematic illustrating difference between elastic and viscoelastic materials held 
at the same strain (top curve). In the elastic material, stress remains constant after it initially 
increases to reach the strain level achieved. The spike seen for the viscoelastic material is 
the initial stress required to reach that level of strain before molecular rearrangement occurs 
through time to reduce stress when held at that same strain (Naemi et al., 2016). 
 
The aim when stretching tissue during distraction osteogenesis is to stimulate 
tissue to grow due to the strain applied. This involves utilising the viscoelastic 
nature of tissue where applied deformation during the process turns permanent 
over time due to a combination of cell responses (such as 
proliferation/differentiation and protein secretion) where the ECM is remodelled 
to provide overall tissue extension. 
 
The ability of tissue to stress relax upon loading is therefore key for it to adapt to 
continuous deformation (Chauduri et al., 2015, 2016; Bauer et al., 2017; Vining et 
al., 2019). Therefore for the purposes of developing a model for permanently 
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stretching soft tissue (as is done during distraction osteogenesis), the material 
selected as a substrate must be able to plastically deform so that tension is not 
held in the material during stretch and hold cycles. Furthermore, developing a 
polymer film with a relevant stretching profile to a typical soft tissue (Figure 2.5) 
is also important to enable cells and their matrix to be mechanically loaded in a 
manner similar to what they would incur when soft tissue is stretched. Figure 2.5 
illustrates how tensile curves for soft tissues vary based on speed and what 
orientation the tissue is tested in; however, the profile in each case is similar 
where the curve gradient gradually increases as deformation is increased.  
 
 
Figure 2-5. Stress/strain profile of skin tissues strained at different rates and orientations in 
different studies. (T) refers to the direction of strain being transverse to the tissue orientation 
and (L) refers to the direction being longitudinal to the orientation of the tissue. Tissue in the 
‘Jansen & Rottier’ study was obtained from the human abdomen; from the ‘Ni’Annaidh’ study 
it was obtained from the human back; from the ‘Ankerson’ study from pig skin (Ankersen, 
1999; Gallagher et al., 2012; Payne et al., 2014) 
 
For the purpose of developing a similar stress/strain under tension to the curves 
above as well as the requirement around the polymer being able to plastically 
deform and stress relax under a held stress, the more rigid polymers that can be 
seen in Figure 2.1 were looked into, namely polycaprolactone (PCL). 
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2.1.2 Poly-ε-caprolactone 
PCL is a biocompatible polyester which has been explored for forming various 
medical devices (Van der Giessen et al., 1996), templates for tissue regeneration 
(Htay et al., 2004; W. J. Li et al., 2006) and drug delivery systems (Aliabadi et al., 
2005). It has a low melting point (70oC) and mechanical properties can be tailored 
by altering its molecular chain length and crystallinity (Engelberg & Kohn, 1991); 
the fact that PCL matrices formed after dissolution in chloroform have shown 
elongation up to 1000% before breaking makes this an interesting material to 
investigate for the purposes of using it as a substrate to model soft tissue 
stretching on (Averous et al., 2000).  
 
The simple chain architecture of polymers such as PCL forces them to crystallize 
to a certain extent, normally between 10 and 60% overall crystallinity. The reason 
for this partial crystallinity is the kinetic hindrance of entanglements among the 
polymer chains, which cannot be abolished but can lead to the formation of 
amorphous layers during solidification. Stacked lamellar crystals with entangled 
amorphous polymeric chains in between lamellae form what is known as a 
semicrystalline state (Strobl, 2007). 
 
The periodicity between the lamellar crystals and amorphous layers in the bulk 
semicrystalline state occurs typically at a length scale of 10−50 nm. The hard 
crystalline and soft amorphous parts provide rigidity to the material and toughness 
to the system respectively. The presence of these two phases results in complex 
deformation behaviour (Strobl, 2007), where polymer chain entanglement, 
crystallite structure and percentage will affect the mechanical deformation 
properties of the film. With sufficient understanding of this behaviour it may be 
possible to tailor PCL for the purpose of being a stretchable sheet to induce a 
mechanical stimulus on cells and their matrix, in a manner similar to that incurred 
by soft tissue.  
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2.1.3 Crystal Formation Process 
As stated above, the crystalline regions of a polymer are the harder parts of the 
polymer in comparison to its amorphous parts. Therefore, the higher the 
crystallinity of a polymer, the stiffer it is too due to the strong bonding within 
crystallites. To tailor PCL to be representative of soft tissue from a mechanical 
deformation perspective, it may be necessary to reduce its crystallinity.   
 
Polymer crystallization is assumed to be a multistep process with many influencing 
aspects. Usually the resultant polymer is semi-crystalline due to chain structure, 
which can cause geometric hindrance during local ordering which is driven 
thermodynamically. Temperature, pressure, shearing and various other 
parameters can drive non-equilibrium to induce other changes to polymer 
structure e.g. crystal morphology, and degree of crystallinity (Androsch et al., 
2010).  
 
Nucleation represents the starting point for crystallization. Macromolecules 
arrange themselves in an organised pattern, forming a site onto which additional 
polymer chains can deposit, allowing crystals to grow at a characteristic 
crystalline growth rate. Nucleation can be either homogeneous or heterogeneous. 
Homogeneous nuclei are formed due to thermodynamic driving forces by the 
polymer chains themselves, whereas heterogeneous nuclei are often supported on 
interfaces, usually on intentionally added foreign materials or often on impurities 
(such as catalyst residues, processing enhancers, or stabilizers) (Schmelzer et al., 
1995; Turnbull, 1950; Wunderlich & Mehta, 1974).  
  
An important driving force for crystallisation is the Gibbs free energy difference 
between the solid and the liquid (ΔG). ΔG is a temperature dependent parameter, 
which can be related to the change in enthalpy (ΔH) and the entropy difference 
(ΔS) between the solid and the liquid as detailed in equation 1, where ‘T’ 
represents the current temperature of the system. 
 
ΔG = ΔH – TΔS 
(Equation 1) 
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The melt temperature of the polymer is defined as ‘Tm’, and at this temperature 
ΔG = 0 where 
 
 
Tm = ΔH/ΔS 
 (Equation 2) 
 
Crystallisation cannot occur above Tm where ΔG>0; however, crystallisation can 
occur below Tm where ΔG<0. As T decreases, ΔG becomes more negative, 
increasing the driving force for crystallisation.  
 
 
Figure 2-6. Schematic diagram of the change in free energy during nucleation (Beaupere et 
al., 2018).  
 
ΔG is the sum of the surface free energy (ΔGs); the excess free energy between 
the surface and the bulk of the nucleus, and volume free energy ΔGv; the excess 
free energy between an infinitely large nucleus and the nucleus in the liquid 
(Figure 2.6). ΔGs is a positive quantity, proportional to r2 (where r is nuclei radius); 
ΔGv is a negative quantity, proportional to r3. The dependence of ΔG on the nuclei 
radius causes ΔG to pass through a maximum corresponding to the critical nuclei 
(figure 2.6). For a spherical nucleus the critical free energy, ΔG*, can be described 
through Equation 3, where σ is the surface tension and rc is the critical radius 
(Schultz, 2001). 
 
ΔG* = 4/3 πσrc2 
 (Equation 3) 
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The crystallisation process from a solution involves ordered regions originating 
from disordered entanglements. Temperature here plays a key role; cooling slowly 
from the polymer’s melting temperature will give the polymer chains time to 
crystallise. The crystallites are formed by the reeling in of polymer chains from 
the entanglement accompanied by a loss of the entanglements (Hamilton et al., 
2012; J. Y. Park & McKenna, 2000). This crystallisation process is called adjacent 
re-entry and results in the formation of highly ordered lamellae as a result of the 
process reaching thermodynamic equilibrium. Conversely, fast deep quenching of 
the temperature from the melt temperature will result in the entangled polymer 
being unable to reach its thermodynamic equilibrium resulting in an amorphous 
structure (Hamilton et al., 2012; J. Y. Park & McKenna, 2000).  
 
 
2.1.4 Film Formation  
 
A PCL thin film can be produced via solution processing methods such as spin-
coating, where a polymer solution is deposited on a substrate that is rotated at 
high speed (typically between 1000 and 10 000 rpm), resulting in the formation of 
a thin polymer film in a matter of seconds. There then exists a trade-off between 
the ideal physical processing steps required to produce a film of the required 
thickness and the structure and morphology of the film itself.  
 
Film thinning can be simplified as a two-stage process; hydrodynamic thinning and 
evaporative thinning. The initial hydrodynamic thinning takes place due to the 
centrifugal force acting on the solution, which is then proceeded by film thinning 
dominated by solvent evaporation (Meyerhofer, 1978). Hydrodynamic thinning is 
dependent upon the solution viscosity, radial speed and acceleration (Emslie, 
Bonner, & Peck, 1958,), while evaporative thinning is dependent upon the vapor 
pressure of the solvent (Birnie, 2001). 
 
The crystallinity can then be temperature controlled as described above where a 
shallow quench (when solvent is lost slowly) will result in the morphology evolving 
towards thermodynamic equilibrium, while for deep quenches (when solvent is 
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removed rapidly), the morphology may become frozen far from thermodynamic 
equilibrium (Mellbring et al., 2001). 
 
 
 
2.1.5 Surface Treatment 
 
Despite its tailorable mechanical properties and biodegradability, the low 
hydrophilicity of PCL does not make it biocompatible and hence suitable for cell 
adhesion and proliferation. Hydrophobic scaffolds tend to conform adsorbed 
proteins into sub-optimal configurations (with hydrophobic residues displaced 
towards the scaffold surface), hydrophilic polymers adsorb protein in a hydrated 
interfacial phase wherein the proteins are more likely to retain their native 
conformation (Vogler, 1998). Research has shown that introduction of different 
functional groups to surfaces changes the conformation of adsorbed fibronectin 
leading to altered integrin binding, such that indices of osteoblastic 
differentiation (expression of bone markers, alkaline phosphatase activity and 
mineralization) become significantly upregulated on OH- and NH2-functionalized 
surfaces compared with CH3 and COOH (Keselowsky et al., 2005).  
 
Recent papers describe surface modification processes applied to scaffolds, using 
O2 and N2 low pressure plasmas (Djordjevic et al., 2008; H. Shen et al., 2007; 
Wan et al., 2004) and Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) plasmas (Safinia et al., 
2007; Yildirim et al., 2008). These plasma processes have also shown to be 
effective in 3D scaffold constructs to create homogenously distributed cells within 
scaffolds to reconstruct tissues such as cartilage or bone (Hardingham et al., 1999; 
Meijer et al., 2007). 
 
Plasma treated PCL scaffolds have demonstrated surface modification of the 
material. XPS analysis showed presence of nitrogen on the scaffold surface and 
section. Two new contributions appear with respect to untreated PCL, the first 
being a peak for the N-C=O (BE 288.1 eV) and the second being a peak for C-N (BE 
286.0 eV). This makes the surface more hydrophilic resulting in better attachment 
of ECM proteins and cells. 
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Previous work has demonstrated that amounts of human serum albumin (HSA), 
human serum immunoglobulin (IgG) and human serum high density lipoprotein 
(HDL) adsorbed from 20% serum-containing culture medium to plasma-treated 
polymer films were much larger than those adsorbed to unmodified polymer films. 
The amounts of adsorbed HSA and HDL to nitrogen and oxygen plasma-treated 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) films were independent of measured contact 
angle. However, the amount of IgG adsorbed to polymer films treated with oxygen 
plasma increased with decreasing contact angle. Fn adsorbed to treated PTFE 
films treated with oxygen plasma increased with decreasing contact angle (Dekker 
et al., 1991). Therefore, quantification of hydrophilicity will be used as an initial 
signal for how long PCL films should be treated for before cells are cultured onto 
them. 
 
 
2.1.6 Chapter Aims and Objectives 
 
This chapter aims to characterise PCL film as a substrate for modelling stretching 
of soft tissue.  
 
As PCL can be formed in either a crystalline (C-PCL) or amorphous (A-PCL) manner, 
the aim here was to compare mechanical and structural properties which may 
influence cell responses between the 2 forms of the material before determining 
how the mechanical behaviour (ideally plastic deformation) can be utilised to 
model stretching of soft tissue. 
 
In order to meet these aims the following objectives were outlined: 
 
• Make a crystalline and amorphous version of PCL (C-PCL and A-PCL) through a 
spin coating process using temperature modifications.  
o C-PCL will be created by allowing natural crystallisation to enable 
thermodynamic equilibrium during solidification.  
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o A-PCL will be created by keeping the polymer at its melt temperature 
before applying a fast-deep temperature quench to solidify it in an 
amorphous state. 
 
• Define the substrates mechanical properties and differences between them to 
identify which version of the material (if either) is a better representation of 
soft tissue being stretched. 
o Tensile testing (in adherence with ASTM standard testing for polymer 
films) will first be used to outline differences between stress/strain 
profiles. 
o Finite element analysis (FEA) will then be used to determine differences 
in strain profile homogeneity. 
 
• Analyse structural differences between the 2 materials to understand if surface 
topography, as well as structural changes induced by stretching, will 
eventually impact cell responses in a different manner for each substrate. 
o Initial observations will be made using microscopy, before polarised 
light microscopy and SEM are used to better understand structural 
changes of the materials in response to stretch. 
 
• Determine surface hydrophilicity of PCL in response to varying plasma 
treatment times, with the view of optimising cell attachment on the substrate. 
 
 
It was hypothesised that C-PCL would significantly differ in its appearance as well 
as mechanical properties from A-PCL. It is expected to be stiffer than A-PCL due 
to high bond strength between molecules in its crystal structure, and is likely to 
be more opaque in appearance than A-PCL; amorphous materials are transparent 
as light can pass through the medium of disorderly distributed macromolecules 
without being diffracted. Polymer crystals however will diffract the light leading 
to a degree of opaqueness. 
 
As C-PCL will have amorphous regions within the material, it was predicted that 
upon being stretched, the strain would manifest from a localised region on the 
material, whereas this would not be the case for A-PCL as the material would be 
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homogenous; furthermore stretching has been shown to initiate crystallisation via 
nucleation in amorphous polymers which would further lead to strain being more 
evenly distributed.  
 
Structural differences were expected to be seen under microscopy between the 2 
materials, where visible crystal structures should be able to be seen for C-PCL and 
nothing should be able to be seen for the A-PCL (as it is transparent). Under 
polarised light microscopy (PLM), C-PCL is hypothesised to diffract light enabling 
crystal imaging through the second polariser; this should not be the case with A-
PCL, where no light should pass through the second polariser. 
 
It is expected that after C-PCL has been stretched passed its yield point, crystals 
will begin to stretch, and this should be visible under microscopy and is likely to 
give a change in observation in PLM. A-PCL upon stretching past its yield point 
may remain transparent with no light passing through the second polariser under 
PLM, however light passing through would be indicative of a change in structure 
within the material. 
 
With regards to hydrophilicity of PCL in response to being plasma treated; water 
contact angle is hypothesised to decrease as plasma treatment time increases, 
indicating an increase in hydrophilicity of the surface in response to treatment. 
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2.2 Methods 
 
2.2.1 C-PCL Film Development 
C-PCL films were made by dissolving PCL beads (80, 000 MW, Sigma) in chloroform 
at a 12% weight/weight (wt/wt) ratio before 5 ml of the solution was spin coated 
onto a hydrophobic silanised silicon wafer (78.55cm2) at 1500 RPM with 
acceleration of 200 RPM/s for 30 seconds to give a uniformly thick film (20μm) of 
area 0.157cm3. The film was left to dry for 20 minutes.  
 
2.2.2 A-PCL Film Development 
The above spin coating parameters were kept the same to produce an amorphous 
version of the film, however upon spin completion, the silicon wafer was removed 
and placed on a hotplate at 80oC. This would allow the polymer to melt and again 
become entangled upon evaporation of the chloroform as PCL melt temperature 
is 70oC; it was important to keep the temperature close to the Tm of the polymer 
and not too far above it as this could break the long monomer chains. The wafer 
was kept on the hotplate for 5 minutes. 
 
Whilst the silicon wafer (7855cm2) was on the hotplate, a brass block (350g) was 
left to cool to the temperature of liquid nitrogen (-196oC). Once the 5 minutes 
were completed, the silicon wafer was taken off the hotplate, and instantly the 
cooled brass block placed on top to apply a deep temperature quench to the PCL. 
The silicon wafer has a high thermal conductance of 1.3 W cm-1°C-1 enabling a quick 
transition between temperatures. The thickness of the A-PCL was 20μm resulting 
in an area of 0.157cm3. 
 
 
2.2.3 Tensile Testing 
Tensile testing of C-PCL and A-PCL was conducted to evaluate mechanical 
properties of the materials when they are being stretched. Tensile testing involves 
the application of force to stretch a material. The displacement and force 
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required to displace are 2 of the raw data outputs. As the materials being 
investigated are 2 thin polymer films which are less than 1mm in thickness, ASTM 
guidelines for tensile testing thin plastic sheets were adhered to (ASTM, 2002). 
 
Samples were cut from PCL developed films using a mould (15mm x 70mm 
rectangle) and scalpel before the thickness of each sample was measured using a 
micrometer screw gauge. For the tensile test each sample was clamped using 
pneumatic rubber grips in a tensile testing system (Zwick Roell z2) so that the 
gauge length (length between the 2 grips) was 30mm (See Figure 2.7). Samples 
were then stretched at 60mm per minute till breaking point using a 2kN load cell 
(Figure 2.7). 
 
Figure 2-7. Schematic of tensile testing apparatus (Zwick Roell z2. The specimen to be tested 
(PCL films in this case) is gripped at each end by the holding grips. The gauge length is the 
distance between the end of each grip. When the crosshead moves up it stretches the material 
and the load cell records the force required to stretch the material. 
 
Force and displacement values were exported through the Zwick software 
(TestXpert II) and these values were converted to stress and strain respectively. 
Stress is calculated by dividing the force by the cross-sectional area of the 
specimen, and strain is calculated by dividing the displacement by the original 
gauge length of the specimen. 
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2.2.4 Digital Image Correlation 
DIC is a method used to assess how during mechanical testing, samples/specimen 
are being deformed using an optical flow approach. DIC uses a mathematical 
correlation analysis to examine digital image data taken while samples are in 
mechanical tests. This technique involves capturing consecutive images with a 
digital camera during the deformation period to evaluate the change in surface 
characteristics and understand the behaviour of the specimen while it is subject 
to incremental loads. The deformation readout during tensile testing enables 
calculation of the engineering strain which is what strain has referred to so far in 
this chapter. However, analysing the optical flow of the material undergoing 
deformation allows the calculation of finite strains (through FEA) within the 
material as it is undergoing deformation. 
 
Material deformation can be described by depicting the material to be a collection 
of small line elements. As the material is deformed, the line elements stretch, or 
get shorter and can also rotate in space relative to each other. Strain at a point 
is characterised by the movement of any two mutually perpendicular line-
segments. If it is known how these perpendicular line segments are stretching, 
contracting and rotating, it will be possible to determine how any other line 
element at the point is behaving, by using a strain transformation rule. This is 
analogous to the way the stress at a point is characterised by the stress acting on 
perpendicular planes through a point, and the stress components on other planes 
can be obtained using the stress transformation formulae (Kelly, 2015). 
 
The surface of the PCL film is a two-dimensional case. If 2 perpendicular line-
elements emanating from the same point are considered during a deformation, 
two things happen in conjunction: The line segments will change length; and the 
angle between the line-segments can change. The change in length of line 
elements is called normal strain and the change in angle between initially 
perpendicular line segments is called shear strain (Kelly, 2015). Normal strain in 
direction x is denoted as εxx, whereas normal strain in y direction is denoted as 
εyy. Shear strain is then denoted by εxy. Figure 2.8 depicts εyy, εxx and εxy for a 
single point when a material has been deformed.  
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Figure 2-8. Example of strain measurements of a single point on a material undergoing 
deformation. A) Point A displaces along the x and y axis to A’; it’s perpendicular line elements 
B and C change length and angle in relation to A during this deformation (B’, and C’). The 
change in angle for C is defined by λ and for B the change in angle is defined by θ. B) These 
are the equations for normal strain in the x and y direction (εxx, εyy) and the shear strain (εxy) 
which is defined by the angle change in elements (Figure adapted from Kelly, 2015). 
 
Finite element analysis maps several of these points as a heat map on a material. 
This displacement field can be a function of the coordinates of the material 
particles in the reference/undeformed state or the coordinates in the deformed 
state. If the displacement is a function of the coordinates of the material particles 
in the reference configuration it is called the Lagrangian representation of the 
displacement field. If the displacement is a function of the coordinates of the 
material particle in the deformed state, it is said to be Eulerian (Kelly, 2015). For 
the purposes of the results displayed in this chapter, the Eulerian strain fields for 
samples are depicted and analysed. 
 
To be able to use DIC to map strains, specimens need to be prepared by the 
application of a random dot pattern (speckle pattern) to its surface. This method 
was used in conjunction with tensile testing of the samples on the Zwick Roell z2. 
The initial image taken before loading is used as a reference image, and a ‘region 
of interest’ is defined on here; this is to be the region of material to be strained. 
A series of pictures are then taken during the deformation process and the 
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displacement of the dots is tracked by software (Vic-2D, Correlated Solutions Inc, 
USA) to create a strain distribution map through loading (Figure 2.9). 
 
 
Figure 2-9. Illustration of what DIC tracks as a specimen deforms. A) Schematic of speckles 
to be tracked during material deformation. B) Schematic of speckles moving relative to their 
original position upon material deformation. 
 
The speckle pattern is therefore essential as it permits the software to be able to 
identify and calculate displacements with accuracy. To obtain accurate results 
with the digital image correlation it is important to get an adequate speckle 
pattern. An adequate speckle pattern must have a considerable quantity of black 
speckles with different shapes and sizes. The effectiveness of the speckle pattern 
can be determined by the quantity of pixels per black speckle. A good speckle 
pattern must have small black speckles (10 pixels), medium black speckles (20 
pixels) and large black speckles (30 pixels). To generate this pattern Holts car 
spray paint (matt black) was used. Samples were placed flat on a table and the 
spray can was held approximately 50cm away from the samples. The spray was 
lightly applied by applying a small amount of pressure on the nozzle while moving 
the spray can from left to right. 
 
The sample was then clamped between rubber grips in the Zwick Roell z2, and a 
digital camera was set up on a tripod to image specimens (2048×2448 pixels, Vic-
Snap, Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, SC). A white sheet was placed behind 
the specimen to maximise the contrast on the speckle pattern. Regions of interest 
were manually defined (see Figure 2.10). 
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Figure 2-10. DIC set up. A) Speckled specimen clamped between rubber grips on Zwick 
Roell z2, and brought into focus using Vic-Snap camera. B) Specimen zoomed into and 
region of interest manually created using Vic-2D software. 
 
Data were tracked (Vic-2D Version 2009, Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, SC) 
using a seed point defined near the stationary grip (Vic-2D parameters, subset: 
40, step size: 5), with the results used to compute Eulerian strains. 
 
 
2.2.5 Light Microscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy 
C-PCL samples were observed under microscopy to link deformation behaviour 
observed at a finite level in DIC to structural changes that may be occurring in the 
material throughout various points in its deformation; imaging was conducted on 
a Olympus BX51, under 10x/0.30 magnification lens. Samples were cut (1cm x 
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2cm) and stretched to various levels of deformation; each end of the films were 
then stuck down to microscope slides using tape, ensuring the sample lay flat and 
taut over the slide. Due to the random molecular arrangement of A-PCL samples 
(as described in the introduction section), these samples could not be observed 
under light microscopy as they are completely transparent. 
 
A-PCL was therefore observed under scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and C-
PCL was used as a comparison. SEM is useful in this case as light wavelength is a 
limiting factor when analysing the A-PCL surface. Electrons have much shorter 
wavelengths, enabling better resolution. Both sample types were cut (and 
stretched for analysing the polymers stretched) and attached to aluminium stubs 
with double-sided conductive carbon tape and sputter coated with gold-palladium 
to a thickness of 15-20 nm (Polaron SC515 SEM coater). Sputter coating and image 
acquisition were performed with kind assistance from Margaret Mullin (University 
of Glasgow) using a JEOL JSM 6400 scanning electron microscope with Olympus 
Scandium software at an accelerating voltage between 5 and 20kV. 
 
 
2.2.6 Polarised Light Microscopy 
Polarised light microscopy is another useful tool in analysing A-PCL, particularly 
when analysing whether it displays a change in structure in response to being 
stretched. Light is initially vertically polarised before travelling through a sample. 
If it passes through the sample without diffracting (such as in an amorphous 
material such as glass or the A-PCL) it does not travel through the second polariser 
as this polarises in the perpendicular direction to the first polariser (Figure 2.11). 
However, if structures cause the light to diffract, they will pass through the 
second polariser. 
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Figure 2-11. Schematic of how light travels during polarised light microscopy. A polariser is 
filters light to only enable light oriented in a specific direction through (polarising direction). 
There are two polarisers in a polarizing optical microscope, and they are oriented 
perpendicularly to one another. The polarising direction of the first polariser is oriented 
vertically to the incident beam, enabling only waves with vertical direction to pass through. 
This is then blocked by the second polarizer as it is horizontal to the incident wave unless an 
object between the polarisers causes the light to diffract (Image taken from 
chem.libretexts.org). 
 
C-PCL and A-PCL samples were cut (1cm x 2cm) and each end of the films were 
stuck down to microscope slides using tape, ensuring the sample lay flat and taut 
over the slide. Stretch samples to be analysed were stretched at 50% strain prior 
to being stuck down. Samples were imaged under 40x magnification with crossed 
polarised light. The microscope stage was slowly rotated through 90o with images 
being captured every 10o. Rotating the stage enables analysing of whether 
structures are orienting in a particular direction, based on the intensity of light 
that passes through as the stage is rotated. 
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2.2.7 Plasma Treatment and Water Contact Angle Measurements 
To determine the effect of plasma treatment on PCL, samples of C-PCL were 
treated for a range of times between 0 and 5 minutes with air plasma generated 
using a Harrick Plasma PDC-002 cleaner at 29.6 W. WCA measurement was carried 
out using the static drop technique with an Attension Theta (Biolin Scientific) 
instrument.  
 
 
Figure 2-12. Contact angles were measured using the static drop technique on PCL surfaces 
with different plasma treatment times and fitted with a circular line to determine angles. The 
contact angle varies depending on the hydrophobicity of the surface. 
 
High contrast images were recorded for 30 seconds after a droplet was placed on 
the surface. OneAttension software was used to define the contact angle by fitting 
a circular equation around the droplet to determine the contact angles across the 
series of images taken (Figure 2.12). 
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2.3 Results 
 
The 2 types of PCL (C-PCL and A-PCL) appeared visually different upon formation 
(Figure 2.13). C-PCL was spin-coated and left to dry at room temperature, 
allowing crystal formation during drying; this causes the film to be translucent. A-
PCL was spin-coated, before being kept just above its melt temperature prior to 
being rapidly quenched below its glass transition; this causes it to be amorphous 
and completely transparent. Both films consistently had a uniform thickness of 
20µm. 
 
 
Figure 2-13. Developed PCL films. A) C-PCL, as the polymer is crystalline its translucency 
can be seen against a black background. B) A-PCL. 
 
Having developed 2 variations of PCL film, a series of tests were conducted to 
characterise the differences between the 2 versions of the film and to outline 
whether cell behaviour in general may be impacted by certain characteristics such 
as force required to stretch the films, surface deformation behaviour, and 
topographical influences (as described in aims and objectives section of this 
chapter).  
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2.3.1 Tensile Testing 
 
Tensile testing was first used to evaluate the force required to stretch C-PCL and 
A-PCL. Figure 2.14 below show the stress/strain curves obtained for 4 tested 
samples of each variant of the polymer. 
  
 
Figure 2-14. Stress strain curves for 2 versions of PCL. A) Semicrystalline (C-PCL), tensile 
characteristics are outlined here. The initial slope where stress and strain increase is the 
Young’s modulus. This slope leads into a peak called ‘the yield point’, the material is no 
longer elastic after being stretched further than this point. The drop in stress while strain 
increases is known as stress relaxation. The flat region following stress relaxation is known 
as ‘plastic flow’. The increase in stress alongside strain after the flat region is known as strain 
hardening; the peak reached at the end of strain hardening is where the material breaks 
(fracture point).  B) Amorphous (A-PCL). Deformation for both materials was applied at 
60mm/min (n=4 spin coated samples for both sample types). 
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The initial slope between stress and strain is the Young’s modulus and is the 
elasticity of the material. In this region bonds are stretched, and energy is stored 
in a reversible manner (Hookean elasticity, linear viscoelasticity). As the stress 
rises further, the response becomes nonlinear; energy is still recoverable on 
release of the stress, but at a slow rate (Milisavljević et al., 2012). Eventually, 
the yield point is reached, accompanied by the onset of components of irreversible 
deformation. During this deformation, energy is dissipated in a viscous manner 
(plastic flow). The stress drops initially in this period (stress relaxation) and 
extension proceeds easily; necking of the polymer is seen here and this 
continuously undergoes drawing through increased strain (Milisavljević et al., 
2012) (Figure 2.15).  
 
 
Figure 2-15. Example of polymer necking after yield point. A) Image of PCL before yield 
point reached; width of sample is uniform. B) Image of PCL after yield point is reached; 
width of PCL is non uniform due to necking of sample. 
 
Towards the end of the plastic flow region, the material strain hardens before 
reaching its fracture point. The tensile curves for C-PCL and A-PCL can be seen to 
differ in figure 2.15. The differences between the curves are highlighted and 
explained in the figures and paragraphs below. 
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The Young’s modulus is higher for C-PCL than A-PCL (91.98 vs 47.04MPa, Figure 
2.16). Crystalline structures are generally very ordered, which is what gives them 
strength and rigidity; the molecular chains are largely locked in place against one 
another. The polymer chains are easier to uncoil for the A-PCL on the application 
of stress; the entropy is reduced as the chains have fewer conformations available. 
When the stress is removed the chains increase their entropy by readopting the 
random conformations. As the chains can move across each other the material 
remains elastic for larger strains, which is why the strain at which the yield point 
occurs for A-PCL is greater than that of C-PCL (20.9 vs 14.34%, Figure 2.16). 
 
 
Figure 2-16. Difference in Young’s Modulus and yield point between CPCL and APCL. A) 
Young's Modulus. B) Yield Point. (n=4 for both C-PCL and A-PCL. (Error bars represent 95% 
confidence intervals based on standard deviations. P values indicating significance, *** ≤ 
0.001). 
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Both C-PCL and A-PCL are in plastic flow after the yield point, and both polymers 
show a degree of stress relaxation. Following stress relaxation the two polymers 
respond differently to being further stretched (Figure 2.17).  C-PCL exhibits a 
stress plateau before it starts to strain harden. Conversely, A-PCL immediately 
begins to strain harden. Strain-hardening is generally attributed to the amorphous 
behaviour of the fibrillar structure and is assumed to increase with content of tie 
molecules (Bartczak, 2005; Makke et al., 2012). The probability to form tie 
molecules decreases as a function of crystallinity (Jabbari-Farouji et al., 2015). 
As a result, the onset of strain hardening occurs at a higher strain in C-PCL.  
 
 
Figure 2-17. Difference in plastic flow regions between C-PCL and A-PCL. A) C-PCL plastic 
flow and B) A-PCL plastic flow. For both graphs, the mean region of plastic flow is plotted 
between 4 samples (black); a polynomial equation has been fit to each mean line. The grey 
lines represent the 95% confidence interval. 
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The rate at which stress increases during the plastic flow period analysed in Figure 
2.17 for C-PCL and A-PCL can be calculated by differentiating the respective 
equations (y=3E-5x2-0.0012x+6.2762 and y=1E-5x2-0.0021x+9.5732, see Figure 
2.17) for each: 
 
C-PCL:  
dy/dx = 2E-5x - 0.0021 (1) 
 
A-PCL:  
dy/dx = 6E-5x – 0.0012 (2) 
 
A relevant use of these equations here would be to compare C-PCL and A-PCL film 
when extended to similar strains. For example, when both are displaced to a strain 
of 300%, the rate of stress increase in the of C-PCL would be 3.9kPa per 1% strain 
and for A-PCL this would be 16.8 kPa per 1% strain, showing how different the 
polymers behave in plastic flow. 
 
The strain hardening modulus (the linear portion of the graph after plastic flow) 
is higher for C-PCL than A-PCL (1.32 vs 2.53MPa, Figure 2.18) after the initial stress 
plateau shown above. This lines up with previous research which shows influence 
of crystalline content in strain hardening behaviour (Hiss et al., 1999). At strains 
beyond the yield point, the chain-folded structures align partially in the direction 
of tensile stress. At larger deformations in the strain hardening regime, chains in 
crystalline domains are unfolded as a result of tensile stress, and both chains in 
amorphous and crystalline domains are stretched and aligned (Hiss et al., 1999).  
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Figure 2-18. Difference between C-PCL and A-PCL in A) Linear strain hardening and B) 
Fracture point. (n=4 for both C-PCL and A-PCL. Error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals based on standard deviations. P values indicating significance, ** ≤ 0.01). 
 
To summarize, plastic deformation of C-PCL is more complex than that of A-PCL; 
it involves tilting of crystallites and separation of crystalline blocks during stress 
relaxation/plateau followed by stretching and alignment of both amorphous and 
folded chains in the strain-hardening regime.  
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2.3.2 DIC 
 
To investigate whether the difference in force profile between C-PCL and A-PCL 
effects the way in which the material deforms, DIC was next used to track the 
materials as they were being stretched using the same set up as the tensile testing 
in the above section. The below figure is an example of the output Eulerian strains 
(εyy) for one test sample per polymer variation (figure 2.11). 
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Figure 2-19. DIC tensile testing comparison between C-PCL and A-PCL. Images taken at 50% 
Engineering Strain for A) C-PCL B) A-PCL, and at 167% strain for C) C-PCL and D) A-PCL. The 
bar on the right of each image is a scale for the colours present (red=high strain, purple=low 
strain) on the material and is not equal between images. This is depicted by the min and max 
strains highlighted in each image. 
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A clear difference can be seen by looking at the heat map of local strains across 
the 2 PCL variations. The range in strain values between each sample is a good 
indicator for how homogenous the strain distribution is in each material; the 
material displaying a lower range (at the same level of Engineering Strain) would 
be evaluated to have a more homogenous strain profile, as this would indicate 
that the strain is more evenly distributed through the material, as a pose to a 
localised point on the material taking the bulk of the strain. Figure 2.20 quantifies 
the range in Eulerian strains (εyy) obtained from DIC images across 3 samples of 
each polymer variant. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-20. Difference between C-PCL and A-PCL when looking and localised strain (A) and 
stress (B).  (n=3 for both C-PCL and A-PCL. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals 
based on standard deviations. P values indicating significance, * ≤ 0.05). 
 
The first range value was taken at 15% as this is towards the end of the elastic 
range for both materials. The remaining quantifications are made through the 
plastic flow/strain hardening region of the curve. After 283% strain, tracking could 
not continue on the CPCL material due to the deformed crystals refracting light. 
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The initial strain ranges don not significantly differ, and it is clear in both cases 
that stress and strain localise to a ‘necking’ region (Figure 2.19). The localisation 
of this strain is greater in C-PCL during the plastic flow stage at 167% and 283% 
Engineering Strain where the difference in Eulerian Strain range is significantly 
higher than in A-PCL. 
 
 
2.3.3 Microscopy, and SEM Imaging 
 
To understand the stretching behaviour illustrated in the above section of C-PCL, 
microscopy images were taken while the material was stretched underneath it. 
Figure 2.21 illustrates how the crystalline structure changes throughout being 
stretched. Crystals are initially closely packed with small amorphous spaces 
between. Just after the yield point (35% strain) noticeable stretching can be seen, 
however the crystalline structure around the region which looks unstretched also 
has changed; this is due to tilting of crystallites and separation of crystalline 
blocks during stress relaxation/plateau. This is followed by stretching and 
alignment of both amorphous and folded chains propagating along the necked 
region (Jabbari-Farouji et al., 2015). 
 
 
Figure 2-21. Light Microscopy images of C-PCL being stretched. A) At 0% strain, the initial 
crystal structure can be seen. B) At 35% strain, just after the yield point of the material, a 
clearly stretched region can be seen; crystals outside of this region also look deformed in 
comparison to the 0% image. C) At 50% strain, the strain can be seen to propagate through 
the clearly stretched region; further deformation of crystals outside of this area continues to 
be seen. D) At 200% strain, the stretched region has propagated further through the material. 
Scale bar is equal to 100um in each image. 
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A-PCL structural changes cannot be determined in the same way under a light 
microscope as the light just passes through the sample. A-PCL structural changes 
due to stretch were therefore first investigated through SEM imaging. Unstretched 
samples were imaged followed by samples stretched to 50% strain (within the 
plastic flow range). Figure 2.22 shows how no structure could be identified under 
SEM for unstretched A-PCL samples, however at 50% strain, small elongated oval 
structure features (~5um maximum diameter) can be seen to be developed. 
 
 
Figure 2-22. SEM images of A-PCL (A) unstretched (B) Stretched at 50% strain. Small oval 
nodes ~5um in size develop on the stretched sample. 
 
These features may be nucleation points of crystallisation developing due to strain 
on the amorphous material; this could contribute as to why A-PCL displayed more 
strain homogeneity. The nucleation points may act as a series of anchor points 
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developing through the material as it’s strained providing a more homogenous 
strain profile through the material. 
 
2.3.4 Polarised Light Microscopy Imaging 
 
Polarised light microscopy was used to further analyse the structural changes 
occurring in both materials. Specifically, this technique will provide information 
on the orientation of the structures within both materials. Unstretched versions 
of both C-PCL and A-PCL were first put on the stage of the microscope before the 
stage was rotated through 90o. C-PCL, as expected produced a rotating image of 
crystals as the stage was turned (Figure 2.23, A-C); this is due to the crystals 
diffracting light through the second polariser. Conversely, A-PCL produced an 
unchanging image of darkness, due to light not diffracting through it and hence 
not passing through the second polariser (Figure 2.23, G-I).   
 
However, upon stretch (50% strain), both materials give a different output. 
Initially neither material enables light to pass through the second polariser, 
however upon the stage being turned, light passes through and increases in 
intensity as the stage is turned to 50o(Figure 2.23, D-F, J-L). The light intensity 
then drops back down as the stage is turned from 50o to 90o (Figure 2.24). In both 
cases, this suggests that the structures are monoaxially oriented in each film in 
the direction of stretch.  
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Figure 2-23. Polarised light microscopy images of C-PCL and A-PCL under crossed polarised 
light. A-C are images of unstretched C-PCL when the stage is turned from 0-50o. D-F are 
images of stretched C-PCL (50% strain) when the stage is turned from 0-50o. G-I are images 
of unstretched A-PCL when the stage is turned from 0-50o. J-L are images of stretched A-PCL 
(50% strain) when the stage is turned from 0-50o. The circles in the top right corner in each 
image determine how much the stage has been rotated for each image. Scalebar represent 
50um. 
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Figure 2-24. Quantification of light intensity generated by polarised light microscopy imaging 
of unstretched and stretched C-PCL and A-PCL samples. Samples were rotated under 
polarised light microscopy from 0-90o. Unstretched samples of C-PCL and A-PCL show no 
difference in light intensity between rotations. Stretched samples have low light intensity at 
0o, this increases through rotation, and peaks at 50o before intensity drops from 50 to 90o 
rotation again. 
 
2.3.5 Water Contact Angle 
Having characterised mechanical and structural differences between the 2 
versions of PCL, the effect of surface treatment on material hydrophilicity was 
then determined for future cell attachment studies. The aim here was to 
determine a range of plasma treatment times to test against cell attachment and 
proliferation so that the surface could be optimised to support cell attachment 
and proliferation over long time frames required for investigating tissue growth 
via stretch.  
 
WCA measurements were taken for C-PCL plasma treated under a range of times 
(0-5 minutes). Figure 2.25 shows that as plasma treatment time is increased WCA 
decreases due to the surface becoming more hydrophilic as a result of nitrogen 
and oxygen bonding to the surface of the material. However, there is no significant 
difference between WCA for samples treated for 2 minutes and samples treated 
for 5 minutes. 
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Figure 2-25. Water contact angle measurements for C-PCL treated at different air plasma 
times. n=4 samples with n=5 droplet measurements on each sample for each plasma 
treatment time. (Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals based on standard deviations. 
P values indicating significance, *** ≤ 0.001). 
 
 
As WCA decreases for plasma treatment times up to 2 minutes, samples tested for 
optimisation of cell attachment and proliferation will be treated for varying times 
up to 2 minutes before being evaluated. 
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2.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
This chapter characterised differences between 2 types of PCL film, amorphous 
and crystalline. The stress/strain profile for C-PCL correlates with previous data 
for tensile testing of PCL  (Duling, 2008; Ragaert et al., 2014). Utilisation of the 
polymer for modelling stretching of soft tissue for the purposes of growth is 
however unexplored. Both versions of the polymer (A-PCL and C-PCL) initially have 
an elastic period which is unrepresentative of the deformation characteristics of 
soft tissue, firstly because the polymers are stiffer than most soft tissues at this 
point (Young’s Modulus 91.98 and 47.04 MPa for C-PCL and A-PCL respectively), 
and secondly soft tissue is viscoelastic and therefore stress-relaxes upon being 
stretched. Stretching in the elastic phase of both C-PCL and A-PCL maintains a 
consistent tension over time.  
 
The ultimate goal of considering stiffness in tissue engineering strategies is the 
recapitulation of qualities of living tissue. Static mechanical properties are 
initially considered by trying to mimic the stiffness and/or softness of the native 
structure. However, in the case of this project the elasticity (Young’s modulus) is 
not as important as the deformation behaviour of the material. This is because 
the dynamic nature of tissue stretching is aimed to be captured and the Young’s 
Modulus does not consider the coming together of several molecular components 
to remodel tissue in response to stretching. Furthermore, certain tissues are 
multi-layered, where each layer has its own elastic property, which enables 
functional nonlinearity of the stress-strain curve (Levental et al., 2007). It is 
therefore important to incorporate the dynamic nature of change in response to 
stretch of biological tissues in this model. 
 
To capture this element of stretching soft tissue, it was decided that both 
substrates would be pre-stretched past their yield points and held at that point 
before cells are cultured on, so that any stretching regime conducted after cells 
are cultured on is in the plastic flow region of each material and more 
representative of the change in tension soft tissue would undergo. It is important 
to realise the degree of stress-relaxation is different in C-PCL compared to A-PCL, 
where C-PCL exhibits more stress-relaxation after the yield point; furthermore, 
the stress plateau displayed in the plastic flow region (Figure 2.17) also signals 
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that it will stress-relax more compared to A-PCL (Duling, 2008). This property 
difference may be utilised in the future for the purposes of modelling different 
tissues which stress-relax/deform differently. 
 
There are also differences between C-PCL and A-PCL in terms of how each material 
deforms (Figure 2.19, and 2.20) and structural topography of each material before 
stretch and after stretch. However, in both cases the material structures align to 
the direction of stretch. Previous work on pre-stretched PDMS has shown that cells 
align in the direction of ‘highest stiffness’ in the direction of stretch, where 
topography impact was negated by deposition of a non-fibrous poly-L-lysine matrix 
for cells to be cultured on (Liu et al., 2014). Work prior to that suggested 
topographical changes aligned fibrous collagen to the direction of stretch to 
determine cell orientation (Haston et al., 1983). Pre-stretched semi-crystalline 
PCL shown to develop microgroove like structures has also shown cells to align in 
the stretched direction when the material was not held under tension (Z. Y. Wang 
et al., 2014). Therefore, the structural change and tension in the material are 
likely to contribute to cell alignment if both materials are taken and held past 
their yield point prior to cells being seeded on. 
 
The WCA measurements taken for different plasma treatment times indicate that 
a range between 0 and 2 minutes should be tested as part of a cell 
attachment/proliferation study in Chapter 4. 
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3 Devices Developed for Experimentation 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Stretching substrates with attached cells has been used as a means of investigation 
for various mechanobiological applications; many of which use cyclic stretching of 
elastic substrates. Examples involve investigation of cells subjected to a dynamic 
stimulation; such as cells in the connective tissue of heart or lung. The focus of 
this chapter is to detail how PCL substrates are to be stretched under cell culture 
conditions. Chapter 2 of this thesis concluded that PCL films will be used as a 
model substrate for stretching soft tissue cells. Furthermore, it was concluded 
that substrates were to be stretched past their yield point prior to cells being 
cultured on. As the current rate of distraction osteogenesis in surgery is ~1 mm 
every 24 hours, the rate at which substrates cultured with cells are stretched will 
not exceed 1 mm over 24 hours. This is not designed to be a stretching mechanism 
which is cyclic, and the substrates will be continuously stretched over long periods 
of time (≥ 1 day), where they will be permanently deformed.  
 
This chapter will first define parameters around stretching that the substrate must 
undergo in relation to cell culture, before outlining and comparing devices used 
so far in the application of stretch to cell cultured substrates. These devices will 
be analysed with the view of either applying them or using features of them for 
the purposes of this project. Subsequent sections of the chapter will then describe 
the development of devices and how they compare to the aforementioned 
devices. 
 
 
3.1.1 Defining the Mechanism of Stretch 
Research studies in relation to stretch are commonly cultured under stretch 
regimens that mimic the physiological mechanical strain of the tissue of interest. 
For example, to condition engineered bladders, the pattern of stretch was set 
based on the bladder activity within a period of 24 hours. Four sets of filling/ 
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emptying were defined to occur in a 16-hour period followed by 8 hours of rest. 
In each fill-empty cycle, stretching increased from 0 to 2.5% equibiaxially for the 
first 3 hours, this was followed by 1 hour with larger strain ranges (5% to 25%). To 
simulate the rest period, the construct was relaxed back to 0% strain (Luo et al., 
2015). Looking at neurons at the opposite end of the scale; axons were grown 
under stretch by taking 1um steps uniaxially every minute over 1000 iterations 
resulting in 1mm elongation growth each day (Loverde et al., 2011).  
By the same principle, the stretching regimen used to stretch PCL constructs with 
cells cultured on must be uniaxial and done in small increments. The stretching 
regime will be uniaxial as during DO the stretching is done in one axis. The length 
usually between the fixation points for the fracture sight in a DO procedure is ~40-
60mm (Figure 3.1). However, there are further fixture points at each end of the 
bone (Figure 3.1); as the soft tissue is the primary concern for this project, the 
model should be scaled to the entire length of the bone being distracted.   
 
 
Figure 3-1. Schematic depicting typical device fixation points for distraction osteogenesis 
procedure. Although the distraction site for bone is isolated to a small region, the soft tissue 
being stretched is over the length of the whole bone (image taken from: 
www.jnjmedicaldevices.com/en-EMEA/product/distraction-osteogenesis-ring-system). 
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The substrates are likely to be significantly smaller than bone (50mm compared 
to ~500mm) and the 1mm over 24 hours rate of distraction (G. Kumar & Narayan, 
2014) should therefore be scaled down. However a 1mm stretch over 24 hours was 
still aimed to be the starting rate of stretching substrates after cells have been 
cultured on and this was to be done in small hourly increments; stretching during 
DO is usually done in 1-4 increments over the 24 hours (G. Kumar & Narayan, 
2014). The significantly higher deformation (x10 relatively) alongside the increase 
in steps should provide a strong signal when analysing cell responses to ensure 
plastic deformation of PCL has an effect on cell populations. However, for the 
purposes of experiments beyond the scope of this project, the device should be 
able to administer 0.1mm deformation over 4 steps in 24 hours to substrates 50mm 
in length to directly simulate DO for the purposes of limb lengthening. This 
equates to a minimum strain of 0.05% being able to be applied (for each 
increment) by the device/devices to be used.  
Furthermore, as the substrate needs to be stretched passed its yield point into 
the plastic flow region (see chapter 2 conclusions), the machine must be able to 
initially strain substrates by 25% at 1mm per second. If substrates are to be 50mm 
in length for when cells are to be cultured on, they can be stretched from 40mm 
to 50mm prior to culture. The needs of the device/devices are specific in relation 
to the stretching regimen, however a scan of devices used to date can be used to 
provide direction and input into what should be developed and how it should be 
developed.  
 
3.1.2 Devices Used for Cell Substrate Stretching 
 
Flexcell (https://www.flexcellint.com) is one of the most  used type of device for 
cell mechanotransduction studies; they have 3 main devices which come into 
consideration with regards to application of tension on a substrate cultured with 
cells. The ‘FX-6000T™’ and ‘Flex Jr.™’ tension systems are designed to cyclically 
stretch silicone substrates whereas the ‘Tissue Train®’ 3D culture systems strain 
3D collagen gel scaffolds. The minimum applicable strain that can be applied is 
0.1% and the maximum is 33% in the 3 mentioned systems. The ‘Flex Jr.’ is a single 
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chamber device, designed to be used in conjunction with microscopy to enable 
real-time imaging and analysis of cells responding to strain. 
 
Strexcell (https://strexcell.com/) has two main types of devices, one of which, 
like Flexcell is a high-throughput, long term stretching machine; the other device 
is also a microscope mountable option for live-cell imaging. Both Strexcell systems 
are designed to apply strain to their own designed PDMS chambers in a cyclic 
motion, and the machines have prewritten programmes meaning that the 
flexibility to create a unique programme to slowly stretch a substrate is not there 
or would need customisation through the company. Furthermore, the minimum 
strain that can be applied is high at 1.5% compared to the Flexcell devices and the 
maximum strain it can apply to substrates is 20%, again performing significantly 
worse than the Flexcell devices. 
 
As the Flexcell and Strexcell devices come with built in substrate platforms they 
would require substantial modification to use in the application of strain to cell-
cultured PCL. There are however 2 CellScale (https://cellscale.com) systems 
which unlike the above systems cater for interchangeable substrate testing. 
Therefore, PCL would be able to be tested without excessive device manipulation. 
The MCJ1 Bioreactor has six chambers, each coming with its own load cell for real-
time measurement of force change during substrate stretching (Figure 3.2A). 
Although the device is built to test specimens by applying load cyclically, small 
displacements may be able to be applied and held, however this is not outlined in 
the specification. The smallest displacement this machine can apply seems load 
dependant; 0.02N. The clear advantage in using this device would be that force-
displacement graphs would be able to be seen in real time as substrates are 
stretched and each sample can be strained at different rates/increments. The 
second CellScale device which is applicable for the purposes of this project is the 
MCT6. This device is designed for the purposes of stretching long rectangular 3D 
constructs, however the clamping mechanism (Figure 3.2B) for the device may 
well be applied to hold thin PCL films. This device is however primarily used for 
cyclic stretching at high magnitudes relative to what this project aims to look at; 
the lower end of strain that can be applied through this device is not specified, 
and several studies use this device to apply strains of 5-20% (Ali et al., 2019; D. 
Kumar et al., 2019). Furthermore, as the samples are all attached to one block 
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(Figure 3.2B) which displaces all the substrates simultaneously upon moving, all 
samples will be subjected to the same deformations.       
 
 
Figure 3-2. CellScale devices used to uniaxially stretch cell cultured substrates. A) The MCJ1 
has vertically orientated culture chambers with a load cell attached to each chamber 
alongside individual actuators. substrates are attached via outlined clamps. B) The MCT6 has 
horizontally oriented chambers with one actuator for all chambers, substrates are attached 
via outlined clamps (images taken from: https://cellscale.com/products/).  
 
 
Each of the above systems have their own mechanisms which control substrate 
stretching, the main mechanism used to drive the displacement or load applied is 
called actuation. The Flexcell systems are all actuated pneumatically. This means 
that substrate strain is controlled via pressure changes. Pneumatic actuators have 
been widely used in in-house devices as well as the commercial Flexcell systems 
to induce mechanical stress or strain to cells via substrates in-vitro. Both positive 
and negative pressure sources have been utilised for stretching membranes. 
Research has been conducted on cells cultured on serially connected balloons 
which apply strain on inflation (increase in pressure) (Shimizu et al., 2011) (Figure 
3.3A), as well as on substrates stretched using a vacuum source to deform a wall 
attached to the sides of the substrate (Huang & Nguyen, 2013) (Figure 3.3B). This 
concept has been further developed to stretch membranes biaxially where four 
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independently controlled low-pressure compartments are used instead of 2, to 
pull membranes in directions perpendicular to one another. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-3. Example pneumatic actuator mechanisms. A) Positive pressure used to inflate 
series of balloon membranes, thereby stretching cell cultures. B) Negative pressure applied 
to each end of cell cultured membrane to stretch from each end. 
 
The desired overall deformation may not be achievable with pneumatic systems, 
as in the Flexcell devices the smallest achievable substrate strain is 0.1%. However 
even if the minimum strain of 0.025% strain was achievable with a pneumatic 
system, there would still be problems related to deforming PCL in small 
increments over 24 hours. This is because the deformation would rely on a 
negative pressure calibrated to give a certain amount of displacement. This would 
bring about sample variation in displacement if mechanical properties between 
samples slightly varied, but furthermore problems would be encountered after 
deformation has been applied using a negative pressure; when the substrate is 
held at a specified deformation, it will stress relax. This would result in the 
substrate continuing to deform if held at that negative pressure. To avoid this, a 
sophisticated feedback loop would be required; however regardless of a feedback 
loop being developed the inaccuracy that would have the potential to accumulate 
after several increments would make samples incomparable. 
 
Piezoelectric devices have also been used to deform cell-cultured substrates. 
Piezoelectric manipulators using a high displacement resolution have been 
included in a number of studies to induce cell stretching, where the key 
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advantages have been precision while being able to apply a broad range of 
controllable strains, from a few microns to tens of microns (Kamble et al., 2016). 
Generally piezoelectric actuators require a direct physical contact with cells 
which limits their application, however indirect stretching through 
microstructures has been used to overcome this problem; microwells with a 
flexible bottom membrane have been placed over piezoelectrically actuated pins 
to apply stress/strain to cells. Pins were independently actuated using a 
customised computer program that pushed the bottom membrane to achieve 
membrane deformation (Figure 3.4A) (Kamotani et al., 2008). Other devices have 
used piezoelectric actuators in conjunction with linear fixtures to deform PDMS 
membranes (Figure 3.4B), where the maximum applied substrate displacement 
was 89um (Deguchi et al., 2015). 
 
 
Figure 3-4. Example piezoelectric actuator mechanisms to stretch cell cultured substrates. A) 
Microwell substrates placed over piezoelectric pin, displacement controlled via power input. 
B) Stretching of cell cultured PDMS membrane through moving stages; the linear stage 
moves away from the spring stage upon piezoelectric actuation, upon relaxation, the spring 
helps the PDMS recoil back to its original shape. 
 
 
Piezoelectric actuators would provide accuracy in displacement, however, are 
unviable for the purposes of this project as they cannot easily enable incremental 
displacement; the range in which they do displace would suffice for approximately 
one-tenth of the overall displacement required per substrate (1mm).  
 
Motors are the most common method of actuation when considering linear 
displacement due to their relatively simplicity in running and cheap cost. The 
Strexcell and CellScale devices previously mentioned use motors as the method 
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for actuation for their systems. The movements and forces generated by motors 
can be precisely monitored and controlled. Rotary stepper motors can rotate 
0.09o/step, and displacements in one microstep linearly have been shown to be 
as low as ~0.1um (Metzler et al., 2012). However, parts connected to motors often 
must be inserted into the culture chamber to drive substrate displacement, which 
increases the possibility of contamination and can transfer heat generated by the 
motor during operation, so it must be ensured that that the motor does not sit 
close to the culture as not to  effect the culture chamber temperature. 
 
As motors operate via rotation, rotation must be converted to linear actuation 
through certain mechanisms. A summary of these mechanisms can be seen in 
Figure 3.5. Timing-belt pulleys and engaged gears have linear speeds and motion 
determined by the size of the pulleys or gears (Feng et al., 2005; Masoumi et al., 
2014).  Cam-shafts can generate high force at high speeds. A cam can be shaped 
to be axisymmetric such as a 4-sinusoid waveform superimposed around the 
circumference of a circle (Gupta et al., 2008). Thus, it can stretch the substrates 
multiple times with each cam rotation at high frequencies. However, these 
methods can only apply a set displacement cyclically. For the purposes of this 
project a rotating lead screw mechanism should be considered, where small 
displacements are achievable due to a combination of small motor steps in 
rotation as well as fine pitch dimensions of lead screws(Lei & Ferdous, 2016). 
Precision can then be achieved by driving the motor through a software platform. 
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Figure 3-5. Motor mechanisms to create linear displacements. A) Timing-belt pulley; size of 
pulley dictates displacement. B) Engaged gears; size of gears dictates displacement. C) 
Camshaft; Non-concentricity of cam dictates displacement. D) Screw pitch, length, and 
direction of motor rotation dictate displacement (Lei & Ferdous, 2016). 
 
  
As pneumatic actuation is an unsuitable mechanism in this situation due to small 
displacements of PCL requiring extensive pressure calibration to accommodate for 
material stress relaxation, and the fact that piezoelectric actuation would not 
enable a large range of overall deformation, motors were selected as the 
mechanism of actuation. Furthermore, as precision can be achieved for small 
displacements in a controlled manner, independent of the tension which PCL 
would be under, a stepper motor leadscrew mechanism was selected to be used 
in the design of the main device for this project.  
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3.1.3 Devices to be Developed 
This project is targeted at analysing the active stretching of confluent cell layers 
on plastically deformable substrates to develop a model for stretching/growing 
soft tissue. Therefore, the key difference within this project, in comparison to 
existing set ups currently used is that the intention is for the substrate to be 
continuously stretched uniaxially rather than being stretched cyclically where 
substrates are stretched and then relaxed at a set frequency. Therefore, devices 
developed relating to this project were to incorporate precision in stretching 
uniaxially. Based on devices outlined in this section, 2 devices are to be designed 
for stretching PCL substrates in cell culture conditions for the following reasons: 
 
1) To stretch several substrates at 1mm/sec up to a displacement of 10mm 
before continuing to stretch these substrates under culture conditions at a 
minimum stepped displacement of 0.025mm, 4 times over 24 hours. 
 
2) To stretch a single substrate precisely and manually with the view of 
tracking cells on it under a microscopy set up. 
 
Components designed to be 3D printed were designed in AutoCAD as ‘dwg’ files. 
These were then converted to ‘stl’ files which were then opened in a software 
called ‘Cura’. The printing parameters input to Cura are outlined in the table 
below. Once set, the file is saved as a G-code on an SD card which is then inserted 
into an Ultimaker 2 3D printer. The material used for all prints was ABS (2.85mm 
diameter, Innofil3D).  
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3.2 Results 
 
3.2.1 Cell Sheet Stretching Device 
The aim of the first device developed was to enable precision stretching of 
multiple polymer films in cell culture conditions. Requirements for the device 
were that: 
 
• It was to be able to incorporate a 4-well plate into the design so that separate 
conditions could be tested (if need be) within a single experiment.  
• The media within the wells had to be easily accessible so that cells on 
substrates within the device could easily be fed, and so that immunostaining 
methods (as well as other likewise methods) could easily be conducted.  
• The device should be easily dismantlable so that substrates could readily be 
removed for imaging. 
• The part of the device that would hold the substrates should be compatible 
with a microscope in case substrates were to be held in tension whilst imaging.  
• The device should be able to reside in an incubator (37°C, 5% CO2) for the 
duration of cell culture experiments. 
• Linear actuation should be easily input and quantifiable to know how much 
strain has been applied to substrates. 
 
The concept to be developed here was to create a framework to build a platform 
which could hold a 4-well-plate above the height of a motor/leadscrew unit, and 
then to make a lid which could be driven forward/backwards by the leadscrew 
over the attached well plate to stretch substrates in the well-plate. Blocks 
attached to either end of the substrates could be used where one end would 
remain fixed and the other would attach to the lid and hence move forward 
stretching the substrate upon turning of the leadscrew (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3-6. Schematic depicting a concept of how a substrate material for cells may be 
stretched with precision. 
 
 
3.2.1.1 Motor and Leadscrew Selection and Control 
Motor and leadscrew selection were important factors in developing the device 
due to these components governing the precision of the system over large time 
frames.  Stepper motors are consistently used in mechanisms where linear 
precision is required. They're found in printers, machine tools, and process control 
systems and are built for high-holding torque which in this case would ensure 
substrates would be held in tension once stretched.  
 
Every revolution of the stepper motor is divided into a discrete number of steps, 
and the motor is sent a separate pulse for each step. The stepper motor can only 
take one step at a time and each step is the same size. As each pulse causes the 
motor to rotate a precise angle (typically 1.8°), the motor's position can be 
controlled without a feedback mechanism. As digital pulses increase in frequency, 
the step movement changes into continuous rotation, with the speed of rotation 
directly proportional to the frequency of the pulses (Sija, 2000). The rotation 
angle of the motor being proportional to the input pulse gives the motor high 
precision positioning and repeatability of movement.  
 
The torque required to lift or lower a load can be calculated by unwrapping one 
revolution of a thread. The unwrapped thread forms a right-angle triangle where 
the base is πdm long and the height is the lead. The force of the load is directed 
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downward, the normal force is perpendicular to the hypotenuse of the triangle, 
the frictional force is directed in the opposite direction of the direction of motion 
(perpendicular to the normal force or along the hypotenuse), and a reaction force 
is acting horizontally in the direction opposite the direction of the frictional force. 
The torque required to stretch 4 substrates can therefore be calculated from 
equation 1 for different leadscrews, and a stepper motor can then be chosen 
accordingly. 
 
𝑇 =
𝐹𝑑𝑚
2
(
𝑙+𝜋𝜇𝑑𝑚
𝜋𝑑𝑚−𝜇𝑙
)   (1) 
 
Where F is lateral force; dm is diameter of the lead screw; l is the lead length; µ 
is the coefficient of friction of the lead screw.  It is known from tensile testing 
(Chapter 2) that the maximum load required to stretch one substrate is 5N; 
therefore, to stretch 4, the force applied must be at least 20N. 
 
The motor selected for the purposes of this project was a NEMA 17 stepper motor 
with an attached 6.35mm diameter lead screw which had a lead length of 2mm 
(Stepperonline). This motor was to be controlled by an Arduino Board 
(Arduino/Genuino-Uno-R3) alongside a motorshield (Adafruit-motorshield-V2) 
which was soldered to it (Figure 3.7 a). There are 2 sets of ports (M1-M2, and M3-
M4) which can be used to run 2 stepper motors simultaneously. The motorshield 
is powered via a 12v, 2A output adapter, and the Arduino is powered via a 5v, 2a 
output USB adapter. The rate at which the motor turns; how much it turns by; and 
how it does it, is controlled by a script uploaded to the Arduino Uno (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3-7. Stepper motor driven by arduino to achieve precision stretching of cell culture 
substrates. A) Arduino configuration with Adafruit V2 motorshield fitted on top. B) Nema-17 
Stepper motor with welded leadscrew (6.35mm diameter, 2mm lead length). 
 
This motor/lead screw/microcontroller configuration was chosen as it suffices the 
holding torque requirement based on equation 1 above. The lead length (l) is 
2mm; the coefficient of friction (µ) is ~0.15; the diameter of the lead screw (dm) 
is 6.35mm. This results in a maximum torque (T) of 0.97N.cm (0.099kg.cm) being 
required. The holding torque generated by the NEMA 17 stepper motor 2.6kg.cm, 
and it therefore suffices the requirements of being equal to or more than 
0.099kg.cm. 
 
The minimum required displacement for the system was outlined as 0.025mm 
(0.1mm overall stretch in 4 increments), and the minimum linear displacement 
achievable with this motor-leadscrew combination is 0.01mm. Furthermore, the 
maximum rate of displacement that the actuation mechanism was to achieve was 
1mm per second (through a displacement period of 10mm); as this motor has a 
minimum rotary speed of 4688RPM and the lead length of the attached screw is 
2mm, this rate is easily achievable.  
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Figure 3-8. Example script uploaded to Arduino to provide 1mm stretch over 24 hours. Before 
the ‘void loop’ line, certain libraries are being selected, and the motor and which port it’s 
connected to have been defined, as well as the speed that it will go through the amount of 
steps that are input within the ‘void loop’. The delay function stops the motor from turning 
and is defined in milliseconds. The line highlighted defines how many steps (2) it takes in one 
cycle before the next delay; which way the motor rotates the lead screw (FORWARD), and 
which method it uses to turn the lead screw (MICROSTEP). 
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3.2.1.2 Device Design 
MakerBeam is an open source construction set which utilises a miniature version 
of larger T-slot building systems. The kit consists of various lengths in extruded 
aluminium beams, 10mm by 10mm in width and height with various connectors 
and panels that slot into the sides of the beam. The kit was used to create a frame 
which the motor/leadscrew unit could sit in below a platform for a 4-well plate 
(Figure 3.8). 
 
 
Figure 3-9. Frame assembly for cell substrate stretcher. A) Assembled Makerbeam beams 
(30cm x4, 15cm x 5, 6cm x 4), corner cubes (x8), M3 12mm square headed screws (12mm x 
20, 6mm x 16), and L-brackets (x10). B) Blowout of a corner joint to connect 2 beams at a right 
angle. 2 x 6mm M3 screws are required. They are each pushed in through the large hole on 
the cube through to the small which sits against an M3 threaded hole on the end of the beam. 
C) Blowout of how an L-bracket connects the 15cm beams to the 30cm ones. A screw slotted 
into each beam goes through one of the holes on the bracket and is kept in place by screwing 
down a nut on each screw. D) Blow of the L-bracket joint again. Different view to show how 
screws slot into T-beams.  
 
As depicted by Figure 3.6, the concept was being generated so that the motor 
would sit on a level below the well plate. A Nema-17 bracket was bought alongside 
the stepper motor from Stepperonline and fitted onto the bottom two 15cm beams 
(Figure 3.10). 
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Figure 3-10. Motor/leadscrew assembly on frame. A) Full assembly with motor fitted onto 
bottom 2 15cm brackets. B) Blowout showing how the motor attaches to the brackets, 4x 
12mm M3 screws go through 4 corners of the front of the bracket into 4 threaded corners into 
the motor. The bracket is attached via 4x 6mm M3 screws (2 slotted in each 15 cm beam before 
being tightened with M3 nuts). 
 
 
3D printed parts were then designed on AutoCad to fit around the frame and in 
the well-plate. Various studies have shown cell viability not to be effected by the 
3D-printed material ABS (Hyde et al., 2014; Rosenzweig et al., 2015). The frame 
was dimensioned to hold a 4-wellplate (Thermofischer) on its top level. A 4-well-
plate frame was designed, and 3D printed to sit flush against the MakerBeam 
framework put together with a 4-well-plate underneath (Figure 3.11). The holes 
on the 4 corners of the fixture are 4mm in diameter and would allow screws placed 
through the T-slot of beams underneath through; M3 nuts can then be used to 
tighten the 4-well-plate frame to its corresponding beam. When 3D printed, the 
M4 threaded holes are printed at a 3mm diameter and are then manually threaded 
in. The ridges allow the M4 threaded holes to sit in the well-plate. 
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Figure 3-11. 4-well-plate assembly on frame. A) Full assembly with well-plate fitted on. B) 
Blowout of just the well-plate and the frame fixture which keeps the well-plate locked onto the 
frame. The ridges of the fixture fit over the spacers between each well. The M4 threaded holes 
are for components described next. C) Blowout depicting how the well-plate frame, well-plate 
and Makerbeam frame fit together. 2x 12mm flat headed M3 screws are slotted into the 2 15cm 
beams surrounding the well-plate. The 4 holes on the corners of the well-plate frame are 
placed over the screws and bolted down onto the frame. 
 
The next component designed, and 3D printed was an attachment for the 
leadscrew nut (Leadscrew block). This component needed to fit onto the nut and 
resist the nut from turning as the leadscrew turns for lateral movement of the 
part to occur. The way in which this happens is that it sits on top of the two 30cm 
beams (Figure 3.12). 
 
 
Figure 3-12. Leadscrew block assembly on frame. A) Full assembly with leadscrew block 
fitted. B) Blowout showing how the block attaches to the leadscrew nuts. The leadscrew nut 
has 3 holes on it 120 degrees apart on the larger circle side of it. The block has 3 holes 
corresponding to them. The arch of the block fits over the smaller part of the leadscrew nut; 
the holes are aligned and 3x 12mm M3 screws are pushed through the aligned holes before 
being bolted off. 
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A lid was then designed to be fixed on top of the leadscrew block and over the 
well-plate, where it would sit against the well-plate frame (Figure 3.13). The lid 
was designed in 2D on AutoCAD and saved as a dxf file before being lasercut from 
a piece of Perspex 5mm thick (Technologies Supply ltd.). After being laser cut, 
the part was annealed at 90oC to relieve internal stresses from the material. 
 
 
Figure 3-13. Assembly of lid on frame. A) Blowout diagram to show how lid fits onto the 
leadscrew block. Holes between the 2 are aligned. The 2 holes on the leadscrew block are 
manually threaded to allow a 12mm M3 screw to be screwed in. B) Full assembly with lid. 
 
The M4 threaded holes which sit inside the well-plate provide a fixation point for 
blocks (small blocks) attached to substrates to screw into (Figure 3.14).  
 
The lid can be seen to consist of circular and rectangular shaped holes sitting over 
each well in the well-plate. The circular holes are there to enable media feeding 
of cells during experiments. When not being fed, parafilm is used to keep them 
covered. The rectangular holes are what enable the movement of the lid to stretch 
cell substrates. Large blocks which attach to the substrate (opposite end of the 
substrate to small blocks which fix into the well-plate frame) fit through the lid 
and therefore move with it as the leadscrew turns (Figure 3.14). The large blocks 
were designed longer in length to protrude through the lid for the device. The PCL 
substrates would be attached by dipping the bottom of these blocks into molten 
PCL on a hotplate and pressing them onto the PCL substrates cut to specific 
lengths. 
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Figure 3-14. Assembly of how substrates fit into the well plate. A) View of how a small block 
(a substrate would be attached) screws into the frame. B) The larger block sits opposite the 
fixed in small block (the other end of the substrate would be attached to it. C) The full 
assembly; the lid fits over, where the large block protrudes through one of the lid’s 
rectangular holes. 
 
The Arduino/Motorshield unit then connects to the stepper motor via 4 wires (into 
a motor port on the shield) and the assembly is complete (Figure 3.15 A). The 
amount of lateral movement per step is known as the motor completes one 
rotation through 200 steps, and the lead length is 2mm; therefore, the lateral 
movement of the lead screw attachment per step is 0.01mm. The response ratio 
of the large block is 1:1, and this can be seen in Figure 3.15 where 20 rotations of 
the leadscrew resulted in a 40mm deformation of PCL attached to each of the 4 
wells on the device. Therefore, dimension of substrate stretch is precisely known 
by the amount of steps input into the Arduino script.   
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Figure 3-15. Overall assembly and functionality of the device designed. A) Picture of 
components assembled to make stretcher. B) Top view of device with PCL (20mm length) 
attached in all 4 wells of the well-plate. C) Top view of stretcher after 20 rotations of the lead 
screw is applied through 4000 steps of the stepper motor. 
 
The device created here enables testing of multiple samples within a single 
experiment; enables media access; and has an easy disassembly process to enable 
imaging of samples used on it. Furthermore, it can be placed and run in cell 
culture incubators and applied strain to materials on it are known as a function of 
what is put into its Arduino script. This device does not however cater for live 
imaging whilst stretching of single substrates. 
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3.2.2 Live Cell Sheet Stretching Device 
The previous device outlined enabled stretching of multiple sheets under separate 
conditions over extensive culture times. However, there are research benefits in 
having a device which can be used under a microscope to image the cell response 
to strain in real-time. 
 
The key area that this device was designed to research was the effect of localised 
strain in the material on cell response (e.g. migration/remodelling). This was seen 
as a potential issue based on the DIC material analysis in the previous chapter 
where highly localised strain regions could be seen through plastic deformation of 
PCL, particularly with the C-PCL. Therefore, key features of the device to be 
designed were that it should be: 
 
• Portable to be able to be moved easily from culture conditions to microscope. 
• Able to stretch cell substrates by a known amount whilst under microscopy. 
• Stationary when being stretched and imaged for tracking purposes. 
• Cell culture compatible. 
 
The concept to be developed (Figure 3.16) was to essentially scale down the initial 
4-well-plate device into a 52mm petri dish and use manual actuation to turn a 
small lead screw with a high-resolution lead length. A fixed block and moveable 
block would still be used to stretch the substrate, and an interference fit would 
be used keep the device components in the petri dish upon media addition as well 
as actuation. A clamping set up would also be required to ensure the petri dish 
does not move through imaging during stretching of substrates. 
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Figure 3-16. Schematic depicting a concept of how a substrate material for cells may be 
stretched with precision under a microscope for live imaging. 
 
 
 
3.2.2.1 Device Design 
A substrate guide component was made to fit tightly inside a 50mm petri dish 
(Thomas Scientific) (Figure 3.17). The component was designed to enable 
controllable stretching of substrates in one plane in a petri dish. A designed slider 
fits on top; this part enables a clamping point for one end of substrates as well as 
keeping a large contact area to the substrate guide component. This is important 
as it stops a pivot point from developing where the material would lift in response 
to turning of the leadscrew. The leadscrew fits through the substrate guide 
component all the way till the end of the knob comes into contact with the column 
part of the substrate guide component (Figure 3.17). The column on the substrate 
guide component has a slight curve in it to stop leakage of media via capillary 
action between the column and the inside edge of the petri-dish. 
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Figure 3-17. Partial assembly of petri-dish device. A) Blowout diagram; A substrate guide 
component is used to keep substrates in the petri-dish. The OD of this (50.5mm) is slightly 
larger than the petri-dish's (50mm), and this allows for an interference fit in the dish. A slider 
component screws down into the tramlines of the substrate guide component, and the 
leadscrew pushes through the hole in the column. B) Assembly showing that the leadscrew 
pushes all the way through till the knob is against  the column. 
 
Two blocks were designed to attach the substrate to the substrate guide 
component. The bottom of the large sliding block attaches to one end of the 
substrate, and the block is screwed into the slider (Figure 3.18). 
  
 
Figure 3-18.  Subassembly of components in petri-dish. A) Blowout diagram showing how 
blocks clamping the substrate down attach. The sliding block screws into the slider, and the 
fixed block screws into the substrate guide component. The leadscrew then screws into the 
sliding block after it has been pushed up against the column of the substrate guide 
component. 
 
The fixed block attaches to the substrate at the other end and clamps it to the 
substrate guide component. Both blocks have a front end which folds the substrate 
downwards at its clamping sit so that it would sit at the bottom of the petri dish 
rather than towards the top (Figure 3.19). If the substrate did fit towards the top 
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end of the petri dish, it is likely the top of the substrate would not receive 
sufficient media to maintain cell growth over long time periods. 
 
 
Figure 3-19. Side view of components attached to substrate. On both blocks, there is a part 
designed to make the substrate sit at the bottom of the petri-dish. 
 
The M2.5 leadscrew (obtained from Thorrlabs is 20mm in length) has a fine lead 
length of 0.2mm which enables precision stretching; one turn of the knob 
attachment (also obtained from Thorrlabs) would stretch the substrate by 0.2mm.  
The leadscrew screws into a threaded hole in the sliding block (Figure 3.18), and 
as the knob of the screw is pushed up against the column on the substrate guide 
component, tightening of the screw pulls the sliding block back, hence stretching 
the substrate. 
 
The components mentioned so far fit inside a 50mm plastic petri dish (Figure 
3.20). Cells can therefore be cultured on and incubated within the device. To 
enable real-time imaging of substrates a fixture for the Olympus microscope stage 
was made for the device to stably sit in whilst allowing imaging. The ring on the 
stage fixture fits around the petri-dish, and the smaller ring below provides a 
platform for the dish. To ensure no moving of the petri dish during imaging and 
turning of the leadscrew, clamps were designed to hold the petri dish down against 
the microscope stage fixture (Figure 3.20). 
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Figure 3-20. Assembly of Petri-dish device stretcher. A) Blowout of components fitting 
together. The well plate with the subassembly that fits inside it’s in the ring of the microscope 
stage fixture. The sides of the petri-dish are clamped down by being screwed to the 
microscope stage fixture, which fits directly onto the microscope stage. B) Diagram of the 
petri-dish device fully assembled. 
 
The amount of lateral movement per rotation of the leadscrew is 0.2mm. The 
response ratio of the sliding block was tuned through iterations of the design to 
be 1:1 (incorporation of the slider and changes to the column of the substrate 
guide component) therefore lateral stretching of substrates is precisely known 
from marks that can be put on the knob to know how much it has been turned. 
Figure 3.21 illustrates the 1:1 response obtained by turning of the leadscrew; 
when rotated ten times PCL polymer is stretched by 2mm (0.2mm x 10 = 2mm). 
 
Figure 3-21. Overall assembly and functionality of the live-imaging stretcher device designed. 
A) Top view of stretcher with PCL film attached. B) Image and length of PCL film before being 
stretched through 10 rotations of the leadscrew. B) Image and length of PCL film after being 
stretched through 10 rotations of leadscrew. The film stretched by 2mm. 
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The device created here enables testing of single substrates, cultured with cells 
under a microscopy set up. The device has been optimised to enable 
determination of applied strain to the substrate via counting of leadscrew turns, 
and this strain can be administered during imaging due to the custom designed 
clamps and microscope stage for the device. 
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3.3 Discussion and Conclusion 
The devices designed and made have been customised for the purposes of this 
project where PCL substrates will be required to initially be strained into their 
plastic flow region (10mm displacement) at a rate of 1mm/sec (as this correlates 
to testing done on PCL substrates in chapter 2), before being slowly and precisely 
deformed in their plastic flow regions.  
The minimum displacement after plastic deformation and cell culture that needs 
to occur is 0.025mm every 6 hours, and the maximum deformation is 0.042mm 
every hour. The only commercially available device that may have been able to 
meet the needs of this project with regards to a multi-well system is the CellScale 
MCJ1 system; however this is based from a minimum appliable load specification, 
whereas the important parameter to consider for the purposes of stretching PCL 
is a precise displacement control. Using a load control in conjunction with small 
stretch hold cycles would be inaccurate due to further displacement occurring 
during a held load as a result of stress relaxation in the material. For this reason 
a customised stepper motor leadscrew combination was utilised as described in 
the above to meet these requirements without the need for a feedback loop; 
Arduino software is used to drive how many steps are taken by the stepper motor 
and when they are taken.  
The surrounding framework of the multi-well device enables addition and removal 
of media and solutions with regards to immunostaining and prevents media 
contamination. As the motor is far from the culture plate, heat stimulation of 
cultures is not a problem. Furthermore, the device is able to be disassembled with 
substrates kept in tension to view under microscopy post-fixation if necessary. 
The second device works via manual turning of a finely threaded lead screw 
(0.2mm pitch) and can be used for live analysis of substrate stretching on cells. 
Substrates can still be pre-stretched on this device manually to be in the plastic 
flow region, and again this device holds the advantage of being able to apply and 
hold small (<0.2mm) displacements accurately. In the case of commercial devices 
described which enable stretching of cell cultures under microscopy (for example 
Flexcell, Strexcell), the devices tend to come with their own custom well plates 
which have in-built PDMS or collagen substrates, therefore these devices would 
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require custom modification to be used with PCL. The one advantage these devices 
do hold over the custom designed one in this chapter is that they are not manually 
actuated, therefore, future work around this device would involve attaching an 
automated actuation mechanism. 
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4 Fibroblast Response to a Continuously 
Stretched Substrate  
 
4.1 Introduction 
Fibroblasts are required for structure and maintenance of soft tissue as they 
secrete ECM components, such as collagen. Mechanosensitivity is essential to 
fibroblast function as they counteract extracellular tension by exerting contractile 
force on the ECM to maintain tensional homeostasis of the tissue (Brown et al, 
1998). Increased mechanical tension in combination with biochemical signals can 
induce fibroblast differentiation into a highly contractile phenotype; 
myofibroblasts (Tomasek et al, 2002). Myofibroblasts are characterised by 
increased proliferation, secretion of collagen and expression of α-smooth muscle 
actin (αSMA), which is integrated into intracellular stress fibres and contributes 
to their contractility. These features allow myofibroblasts to remodel surrounding 
tissue, after which they normally undergo apoptosis (Humphrey et al, 2014). 
Continuously upregulated secretory activity and failure to enter apoptosis causes 
formation of scars and other fibrotic pathologies (Sewell-Loftin et al, 2017). Due 
to such impacts that fibroblasts can have on soft tissues, they will be focussed on 
as a first cell type to be investigated on continuously stretched PCL in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 3 of this thesis determined that the stretching regime will be uniaxial (as 
during DO the stretching is done in one axis) and stepped in small hourly 
increments summating to 1mm over 24hours. The rate of stretch during DO is 1mm 
over 24 hours across approximately 4 stepped increments (G. Kumar & Narayan, 
2014), and although substrates will be significantly smaller than bone (50mm 
compared to ~500mm) this will be the starting rate of stretching substrates after 
cells have been cultured on. The significantly higher relative deformation (x10 
relatively) alongside the increase in amount of steps that the deformation is 
conducted in should then provide a noticeable signal when analysing cell responses 
to PCL plastic deformation; ensuring that the mechanism does have a detectable 
effect on cell populations. Both PCL types (C-PCL and A-PCL) investigated in 
Chapter 2 will be investigated as cell substrates; differences in cell responses can 
then be elucidated to relevant material properties such as topography, stiffness, 
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stress-relaxation and strain localisation. Investigating fibroblasts is one 
component from several impacting soft tissue growth in response to being 
stretched; by isolating the fibroblast response  a top down approach is being 
taken, where the long term idea is to investigate a range of individual cell 
lines/soft tissue components using similar stretching regimes to build an overall 
model for tissue growth via stretch. 
 
 
4.1.1 Fibroblast Mechanotransduction and Cell Morphology 
Mechanical signal transduction from the external environment of a cell in general 
to its cytoplasm and nucleus relies on an intact actin cytoskeleton and cell-ECM 
attachments via focal adhesions as discussed in Chapter 1. Ras homolog family 
member A (RhoA) belongs to the Rho family of small guanosine triphosphatases 
(GTPases). Rho GTPases are small signalling G-proteins involved in the regulation 
of cytoskeletal organization; they switch between the active guanosine 
triphosphate (GTP) and the inactive guanosine diphosphate (GDP) bound states. 
They affect multiple cellular functions, including cell motility, polarity and 
division. (Maeda et al., 2011). 
 
RhoA can be activated by biomechanical stimuli or a variety of signalling 
molecules, such as the cytokine TGF-β(Ji et al., 2014). In all cases, the switching 
of RhoA between the inactive GDP-bound form to the active GTP-bound form is 
regulated by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), GTPase activating 
proteins (GAPs) and guanine dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) (Figure 4.1). 
  
RhoGAPs support the intrinsic GTPase activity of RhoGTPases, converting them 
from a GTP-bound state to a GDP-bound state, thereby leading to their 
deactivation. RhoGEFs on the other hand help maintain RhoGTPases in the active 
state by facilitating their switch from the GDP-bound form to the GTP-bound form. 
RhoGDIs, stabilize the RhoGTPases in the inactive GDP form (Thomas et al., 2019).  
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Figure 4-1. Cycling of RhoA between active and inactive forms: Switching of RhoA between 
inactive GDP-bound form to the active GTP-bound form is regulated by GEFs, GAPs and GDIs. 
Binding to GTP changes the conformation of the molecule, thus allowing the binding of 
various downstream effectors of RhoA such as ROCK, thereby facilitating various 
downstream signalling pathways (Figure adapted from Thomas et al., 2019). 
 
Binding to GTP changes the conformation of the molecule, thus allowing the 
binding of various downstream effectors of RhoA. One such example is GTP-RhoA 
activating rho associated kinase (ROCK), which facilitates activating of LIM kinase 
(LIMK) by phosphorylation (Figure 4.2) (Ohashi et al., 2000). Active LIMK targets 
cofilin for inactivation by phosphorylation and therefore inhibits actin filament 
depolymerisation (Ohashi et al., 2000). Another target protein of GTP-RhoA is 
mDIA1. mDIA1 is a formin family protein, that binds the fast-growing end of actin 
fibres and protects these from capping proteins, allowing F-actin extension. It also 
recruits profilin to the polymerising end of actin fibres, which associates with 
monomeric actin and accelerates filament assembly (Shekhar et al., 2015). 
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Figure 4-2. Schematic representation of RhoA mediated formation of F-Actin. RhoA-GTP 
activates ROCK, which phosphorylates LIMK, resulting in its activation. Active LIMK 
phosphorylates actin depolymerising protein cofilin, inactivating it and stabilising forming 
actin fibres. In addition, RhoA activates formin mDia1, which binds the fast-growing ends of 
fibres and recruits profilin to fibre assembly site. Profilin brings monomeric actin to the fast 
growing end of the fibre, while mDia1 protects it from capping proteins, resulting in 
accelerated actin polymerisation. Adapted from Parmacek (2007). 
 
The actin cytoskeleton is an important regulator of cell shape, and therefore 
activation of RhoA can lead to changes in cell morphology. Reorientation of a cell’s 
long axis in direction of the lowest perceived strain has been observed in several 
cell types and is important for maintenance of stable focal adhesions and stress 
fibres (Qian et al., 2013). Cell reorientation in response to stretch has been shown 
to determine the axis of cell division and could regulate tissue growth into a 
particular direction (E. H. Kim et al., 2015).  
 
RhoA influences actin fiber organisation and actin fibers have been shown to 
impact morphological changes in the cell nucleus. This may be as a result of stress 
fibers running over the nucleus putting it under compression, or lateral pulling by 
the direct coupling between adhesion proteins and nuclear membrane via 
cytoskeletal components (Jean et al., 2004; Khatau et al., 2009). Experiments 
where cells are grown on adhesive islands of different shapes or adhesive strips 
show that variation in cell spreading is transmitted to the nucleus by actin stress 
fibers and results in nuclear deformation (Khatau et al., 2009; Roca-Cusachs et 
al., 2008; Versaevel et al., 2012). It has been demonstrated that when cells are 
spread on highly anisotropic patches, the nucleus is elongated along the long axis 
of the pattern and actin stress fibers running on either sides of the nucleus are 
responsible for the observed deformation (Versaevel et al., 2012). Stress fibers 
have also been observed to run over the nucleus, and ablation of these fibers 
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result in reorganization of nuclear structures (Khatau et al., 2009; Nagayama et 
al., 2011). Furthermore, integrin manipulation used for cytoskeletal reorientation 
was linked to nuclei distortion along the axis of tension. It was found that at low 
strain, F-actin mediated force transfer to the nucleus however, it is important to 
realise intermediate filaments mediated force transfer to the nucleus under high 
strains (after tearing of F-actin) and low strains, where microtubules acted to hold 
open the intermediate filament lattice and to stabilize the nucleus against lateral 
compression (Maniotis et al., 1997). 
 
All these results point towards a mechanical connection between the actin 
cytoskeleton and nucleus which could regulate nuclear deformations. RhoA 
induced F-actin reorganization can therefore affect nuclear shape (Haase et al., 
2016).  
 
This mechanism is likely to be key when stimulating cells to grow using a stretching 
mechanism. Pharmacologic inhibition of MLCK or disruption of the actin 
cytoskeleton for example has shown to inhibit cell proliferation (Huang et al., 
1998). Inhibiting RhoA activity with C3 exoenzyme or dominant-negative mutants 
of RhoA has also been shown to block cell proliferation, whereas microinjection 
of constitutively active RhoA has been shown to promote DNA synthesis (Pirone et 
al., 2006). Looking further downstream, RhoA and actin impact fibroblast 
differentiation into myofibroblasts via activation of myocardin related 
transcription factor A (MRTF-A). 
 
 
4.1.2 Myocardin related transcription factor A 
MRTF-A is a co-activator of serum response factor (SRF), which can be involved in 
controlling expression of over 900 genes, the majority of which are also MRTF 
regulated (Esnault et al., 2014). As SRF is expressed at constant levels and always 
associated with serum response elements (SRE) of the DNA, MRTF-A activation is 
the key regulatory step in MRTF-A/SRF induced gene expression.  MRTF-A has a g-
actin binding site and a nuclear localisation sequence; when bound to g-actin 
MRTF-A cannot localise to the nucleus and stays inactive, sequestered in the 
cytoplasm. Dissociation of actin monomers from MRTF-A molecule causes its 
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translocation to the nucleus. In the nucleus, MRTF-A enhances SRF binding to the 
SRE and activates the transcription of its target genes (Velasquez et al., 2013). 
RhoA activation results in increased F-actin polymerisation and reduced 
availability of G-actin in the cytoplasm, causing G-actin release from MRTF and 
allowing its nuclear transport (Olson & Nordheim, 2010). 
 
 
Figure 4-3. Schematic representation of MRFT-A activity regulation by ECM tension and TGF-
β signalling via activation of RhoA GTPase. In response to stimulation, integrins and TGF-β 
receptors activate Rho GEFs. Active Rho GEFs mediate exchange of GDP for GDP activating 
RhoA. RhoA-GTP upregulates actin polymerisation via mDia1 and downregulates 
depolymerisation via ROCK pathway. Increased actin filament growth reduces concentration 
of monomeric actin in the cytoplasm, leading to G-actin dissociation from MRTF-A. MRTF-A 
is translocated to the nucleus, where it binds SRF and activates gene transcription (Olson & 
Nordheim, 2010) . 
 
 
MRTF is 99 kDa protein comprised of 929 amino acids. It contains a N-terminal 
RPEL domain, consisting of three RPEL motifs connected by 22 amino acid spacer 
sequences. Each RPEL motif binds one actin monomer, and RPEL2 and RPEL3 
motifs also recruit two additional G-actin molecules to spacer regions (Mouilleron 
et al., 2011). RPEL domain also contains two basic sequences, which can interact 
with importin complexes on the nucleus and serve as nuclear localization signals. 
Located near actin binding sites, these sequences are not accessible for importin 
interaction in G-actin bound MRTF-A (Pawłowski et al., 2010). Any G-actin bound 
MRTF-A that is imported into the nucleus is quickly removed by exportin crm-1. A 
low rate of import and a high rate of export results in mainly cytoplasmic 
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localisation of the protein (Vartiainen et al., 2007). Phosphorylation of several 
serine residues of MRFT-A also plays a role in its localisation. Ser98, located within 
RPEL domain, was shown to be phosphorylated by extracellular signal–regulated 
kinases upon dissociation from G-actin. Ser98 phosphorylation promotes MRTF-A 
nuclear localisation and activity by preventing G-actin rebinding. Ser33 
phosphorylation was shown to have the opposite role and facilitate MRTF-A export 
from the nucleus (Panayiotou et al., 2016). 
 
 
Figure 4-4.  Cartoon representation of MRTF-A RPEL domain bound to 5 actin monomers. 
Actin monomers that are bound to RPEL motifs 1-3 are shown in grey, monomers recruited 
to spacer regions – in cyan. RPEL motifs are shown in magenta, spacer regions in yellow and 
nuclear localization sequences 1 and 2 (NLS) in green (Mouilleron et al., 2011). 
 
Nuclear MRTF-A in fibroblasts increases the expression of CArG box-containing 
contractile genes such as  -smooth muscle actin (αSMA) and caldesmon (Latif et 
al., 2015). Upregulation of αSMA by MRTF-A/SRF pathway is key in identifying 
differentiation of fibroblasts to myofibroblasts. An in-between stage where cells 
differentiate into protomyofibroblasts can be identified by the presence of β- and 
γ-actins in cytoplasmic stress fibers (Darby et al., 2014). 
 
Incorporation of αSMA into stress fibres increases intracellular tension and 
fibroblast contractility. Contractile stress fibers are also required for supermature 
focal adhesion formation (B. Hinz, 2003) and reinforcement of adherens junctions 
(B. Hinz, 2004) in myofibroblasts. Increased adhesion and contractility allow 
myofibroblasts to efficiently exert force on the surrounding ECM. Applying force 
to the ECM through integrins can also potentiate inactive TGF-β stored in the ECM, 
further increasing RhoA activity and creating a positive feedback loop for 
promoting and maintaining the myofibroblast phenotype (Klingberg et al., 2014).  
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4.1.3 Chapter Aims and Objectives 
 
Based on the above literature, the aim of this chapter is to define fibroblast 
behaviour and their phenotypical changes in response to a novel stretching regime 
which is characteristic of stretching soft tissue in vivo for the purposes of 
distraction osteogenesis.  
 
In order to achieve this the following objectives must be sequentially met: 
 
1. Develop a scale-down method to optimise PCL surface treatment to support 
fibroblast growth and to produce a growth curve for fibroblasts cultured on PCL 
at a low density using the scale-down method and optimal surface treatment.  
 
2. Scale-up the finalised growth curve onto the stretching device and develop a 
protocol where the cell-seeded substrates are stretched to produce a comparable 
mechanical mechanism to when soft tissue is stretched. 
 
3. Define mechanical differences between C-PCL and A-PCL through the stretching 
regime to be implemented. 
 
4. Use immunofluorescence to analyse cell morphological responses (i.e. cell 
elongation and orientation), and actin dynamics (i.e. MRTF translocation, aSMA 
expression, and F-actin characterisation) on the two different PCL (C-PCL and A-
PCL) substrates being stretched. 
 
There are two hypotheses addressed in the following chapter: 
  
• It was hypothesised that C-PCL and A-PCL differ in their response to 
unidirectional stretch in small stepped increments.  
• It was hypothesised that cells respond to passive unidirectional stretch in a 
way similar to passive cyclic stretch or active extension on patterned 
substrates, adapting their cytoskeleton and activation of mechanosensitive 
signalling pathways. 
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The materials response to the stretching mechanism defined was addressed by: 
• Analysing force response to displacement of each substrate. 
• FE analysis of each material. 
 
The reaction of the cells to stepped unidirectional stretch was addressed by 
determining: 
• Cell morphological changes such as elongation. 
• Alignment of cells to the axis of stretch. 
• MRTF-A nuclear translocation. 
• Actin texture changes 
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4.2 Methods 
 
4.2.1 Mechanical Testing of PCL 
As a stretching regime had now been determined, further tensile testing of C-PCL 
and A-PCL was conducted to evaluate how the materials differ through small 
displacements during their plastic flow phases. 
Samples were cut from PCL developed films using a mould (15mm x 70mm 
rectangle) and scalpel before the thickness of each sample was measured using a 
micrometer screw gauge. For the tensile test each sample was clamped using 
pneumatic rubber grips in the tensile testing system used in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.7) 
(Zwick Roell z2) so that the gauge length (length between the 2 grips) was 30mm. 
Samples were then stretched  by 10mm at a rate of 60mm per minute, before 
being stretched by a further 1mm at a rate of 1mm per 10 seconds. 
 
4.2.2 Finite Element Analysis 
DIC was used as a means of analysing localised strains in C-PCL and A-PCL in 
Chapter 2 during mechanical testing. DIC enables analysis of the optical flow of 
the material undergoing deformation allowing the calculation of finite strains 
(through FEA) within the material as it is undergoing deformation. 
Material deformation can be described by depicting the material to be a collection 
of small line elements. As the material is deformed, the line elements stretch, or 
get shorter and can also rotate in space relative to each other. Strain at a point 
is characterised by the movement of any two mutually perpendicular line-
segments. If it is known how these perpendicular line segments are stretching, 
contracting and rotating, it will be possible to determine how any other line 
element at the point is behaving, by using a strain transformation rule. This is 
analogous to the way the stress at a point is characterised by the stress acting on 
perpendicular planes through a point, and the stress components on other planes 
can be obtained using the stress transformation formulae (Kelly, 2015). 
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The surface of the PCL film is a two-dimensional case. If 2 perpendicular line-
elements emanating from the same point are considered during a deformation, 
two things happen in conjunction: The line segments will change length; and the 
angle between the line-segments can change. The change in length of line 
elements is called normal strain and the change in angle between initially 
perpendicular line segments is called shear strain (Kelly, 2015). Normal strain in 
direction x is denoted as εxx, whereas normal strain in y direction is denoted as 
εyy. Shear strain is then denoted by εxy. Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2 depicts εyy, εxx 
and εxy for a single point when a material has been deformed. 
To generate a speckle for the DIC, Holts car spray paint (matt black) was used. 
Samples were placed flat on a table and the spray can was held approximately 
50cm away from the samples. The spray was lightly applied by applying a small 
amount of pressure on the nozzle while moving the spray can from left to right. 
The sample was then clamped between rubber grips in the Zwick Roell z2, and a 
digital camera was set up on a tripod to image specimens (2048×2448 pixels, Vic-
Snap, Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, SC). A white sheet was placed behind 
the specimen to maximise the contrast on the speckle pattern.  
For the purposes of DIC testing in this chapter, samples (both C-PCL and A-PCL) 
were set up at a gauge length of 30mm before being stretched by 10mm at a rate 
of 60mm per minute. The reference region of interest was selected on this 
stretched sample before further stretching it by 1mm at a rate of 1mm per 10 
seconds. The strain profile was mapped for both C-PCL and A-PCL using this 
stretching mechanism. 
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4.2.3 Optimising Cell Proliferation on PCL 
 
From Chapter 2 it can be seen that water contact angle changes between different 
plasma treatment times (Figure 2.25). Treating PCL with plasma is required for 
media ECM proteins to adsorb (and hence cell attachment) due to the material 
being naturally hydrophobic. Therefore, an experiment was designed to look at 
cell proliferation on PCL at different plasma treatment times to determine the 
optimum plasma treatment time for cells to attach and proliferate to confluence. 
 
As only 4 samples can be cultured on at a time when using the stretching system, 
a scale down model was to be used to optimise cell attachment on PCL. This 
required a method to be developed where many PCL samples with differing plasma 
treatment times could be analysed at several time points after cells had been 
cultured on them. As PCL is a 20 µm thick film, it is difficult to handle and image 
due to it not remaining flat in a well plate. Furthermore, the stretching device 
will initially keep the PCL taut when cells are being cultured on. Therefore, to 
determine optimum culture conditions the PCL was to be kept taut for these 
experiments. Wells which were able to fit in a 24-well plate were 3D printed on 
PCL to overcome these problems. 
 
 
4.2.3.1 Method Development 
 
PCL films of 20 µm thickness were made by spincoating as described in Chapter 2. 
A cylinder of 20 mm external diameter, 10 mm height and 2 mm wall thickness 
was designed on AutoCAD (Figure 4.5) and 3D printed out of acrylonitrile 
butadiene styrene (ABS) on top of PCL after it was taped down flat onto the 
printing build plate (ULTIMAKER 2). The printing nozzle was kept at a far enough 
distance from the PCL in order not to melt it, and the printing speed was kept low 
to ensure the process did not rip the film. Furthermore, the fan speed on the 
printer was set at maximum, again to prevent the PCL from melting. These 
measures were taken in a trial and error approach until the parameters in Table 
4.1 were decided upon. 
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Table 4.1. Optimum parameters used on the Ultimaker 2 3D printer for printing wells onto 
PCL 
Parameter Setting 
Layer height 0.2 mm 
Shell thickness 0.4 mm 
Fill density 90% 
Print speed 10 mm/s 
Nozzle temperature 260oC 
Build Plate temperature 0oC 
Fan Speed 100% 
Nozzle distance from PCL 2 mm 
 
As the PCL was taped down onto the build plate of the 3D printer while the rings 
were printed on, the material within the rings remained flat and taut (Figure 4.5). 
 
 
Figure 4-5.  Wells developed to keep PCL taut for cell culture. A) AutoCAD design of the wells. 
B) How the wells look printed onto the PCL. 
 
For each plasma treatment time 10 wells were required per experiment. Glass 
coverslips were used as a positive control. The wells were cut out with a scalpel 
before being plasma treated for various times ranging between 0 and 2 minutes. 
They were then left in a beaker filled with 70% ethanol for 30 minutes alongside 
the coverslips. After being removed from ethanol in the culture hood, the wells 
and coverslips were dipped in RO water 3 times before being air dried. The 
samples were then placed in a 24-well plate before hTERT immortalised human 
dermal fibroblasts cells were seeded on at a density of 127 cells/mm2 in Dulbecco’s 
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Modified Eagle’s medium (Sigma-Aldrich, D5671) supplemented with 20% (v/v) 
Medium 199 (ThermoFisher Scientific, 31150-022), sodium pyruvate solution (Sigma-
Aldrich, S8636) and 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, at 37°C. Half the media in each 
well was removed after 2 days and replaced with new media. Two samples from 
each condition were fixed using 10% (v/v) formaldehyde and permeabilized using 
0.2% (v/v) Triton X in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at time points of 2 hours, 1 
day, 2 days, 3 days and 4 days after culture, before being stained with DAPI 
(Vector Laboratories, H-1200) to visualise cell nuclei.  
 
A fluorescent microscope (Olympus BX51) was used to image the stained cells and 
as the cells were contact inhibited and did not grow on top of each other the area 
coverage of nuclei to the surface expressed as percentage coverage was used to 
quantify cell proliferation.  
 
After establishing an optimal treatment time, the same experiment was repeated, 
however cell adhesion, spreading and proliferation was analysed at 5 minutes, 2 
hours, 2 days, 3 days, 5 days, 8 days, 10 days, 12 days and 14 days. This allowed 
cell seeding density to be optimised and proliferation followed until the plateau 
phase was reached. Percentage coverage of nuclei to the surface was again used 
to quantify proliferation in this experiment, however after fixing and 
permeabilizing samples as above, rhodamine phalloidin (ThermoFisher Scientific, 
R415) diluted 1:100 in PBS/1%BSA was used to stain F-actin. These images were 
used to assess cell coverage of the surface, as all cells contain F-actin. If 100% 
confluence had been reached the entire surface would be covered with F-actin 
containing cells. 
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4.2.3.2 Method Development Results 
Plasma treatment times between 0 and 2.5 were shown to adequately support cell 
growth (Figure 4.6). The optimal treatment time was taken as 1 minute due to it 
marginally supporting a higher cell proliferation rate. 
 
 
Figure 4-6. Optimising plasma treatment time of C-PCL for cell growth. A) Graph depicting 
percentage nuclei coverage on C-PCL plasma treated between 0.5 and 2.5 minutes (Glass = 
positive control, 0 = negative control). B) Image of cell nuclei on PCL (plasma treated for 1 
minute); nuclei attachment after 2 hours. C) Image of cells on PCL (plasma treated for 1 
minute); cells have increased markedly after 4 days. Curves show mean of 3 repeats. 
 
Cell compatibility on 1 minute plasma treated C-PCL was therefore further tested 
over a period of two weeks with the aim to assess hTERT fibroblast proliferation 
and the time point when 100% confluence was reached. Figure 4.7 illustrates how 
C-PCL, treated for 1 minute under plasma, supports cell attachment and 
proliferation over a two-week period. 
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Figure 4-7. Cell proliferation on C-PCL, plasma treated for 1-minute vs 0 minutes over 2 weeks. 
A) Graph showing cell numbers increase over a 2-week period when cells cultured onto C-
PCL which has been plasma treated for 1 minute. The exponential curve provides a fit for the 
data till it reaches a plateau (confluence) where cell density (y) can be approximated by 
culture time (x). B), C) Immunofluorescent images at 2 hours after culture, DNA and F-actin 
respectively. D), E) Immunofluorescent images at 2 days after culture, DNA and F-actin 
respectively. F), G) Immunofluorescent images at 5 days after culture, DNA and F-actin 
respectively. H), I) Immunofluorescent images at 8 days after culture, DNA and F-actin 
respectively. All scale bars are 50μm. Curves show mean of 3 repeats. 
 
Results here suggest that C-PCL, treated for 1 minute under plasma enable cells 
to proliferate to 100% confluence in approximately 1 week after being cultured on 
at a density of 127 cells/mm2. The same cell density was used when culturing on 
substrates in the ‘4-well plates’ used in conjunction with the motorised stretching 
device described in chapter 3. The exponential curve (Figure 4.7 A) can be utilised 
to estimate cell density populations when lower cell densities are to be analysed. 
 
 
4.2.4 Cell Culture and Analysis Methods in Relation to the 
Stretching Device 
Having developed a growth curve for hTERTs on C-PCL, the next aim was to upscale 
this to the stretching system. As the global aim of the project is to develop a 
model for ‘growth by stretch’, it was decided that the substrates would be 
stretched beyond their elastic deformation point into the area of plastic 
deformation before cells were cultured on. The cells could then be left to grow 
to confluence and substrates could then be stretched at a low rate which would 
resemble a typical stretching profile of soft tissue.  
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4.2.4.1 Cell Culture on Stretching Device 
 
C-PCL and A-PCL were made by spincoating as described in Chapter 2. A stencil 
and scalpel were used to cut the substrates into 50 mm by 10 mm rectangles. The 
blocks were attached to the substrates by being dipped into molten PCL before 
being placed on each end of the rectangular shaped substrates (gauge length of 
PCL is therefore 40mm at this point). The substrates with their attached blocks 
were then plasma treated for 1 minute, before being sterilised in 70% ethanol for 
30 minutes alongside the 3D printed well-plate frame, cover for the stretcher, and 
plastic screws for the small blocks. 
 
The sterilised components were removed from 70% ethanol inside the culture hood 
and dipped in RO water three times before being air-dried. The substrates with 
their attached blocks were placed in a 4-well plate which was placed on a 
stretcher. The well-plate frame was placed on top of the well plate and screwed 
down using a sterile nut driver. The small blocks attached to the substrates were 
then screwed into the well-plate frame using sterile plastic screws and a sterile 
screwdriver. The large blocks were placed upright in the 4-well plate, and the 
cover was placed on top, allowing the large blocks to fit through. The cover was 
then screwed down onto the ‘Leadscrew-hood attachment’. A script was uploaded 
to the Arduino/Motorshield unit to turn the stretcher’s stepper motor at a speed 
of 3 rpm so that the substrate would be stretched at a rate of 6 mm per minute. 
The substrates were stretched by 10 mm to ensure each substrate was in the 
plastic deformation stage before the Arduino/Motorshield unit was disconnected 
(substrate gauge length is therefore 50mm at this point). For each experiment 2 
stretchers were used; the first stretcher was to be used as a control where the 
substrates would not be further stretched after cells had been cultured on; the 
second stretcher was used to further stretch substrates after cells had been 
cultured on. 
 
hTERT immortalized human dermal fibroblasts were cultured onto the substrate 
at a concentration of 127 cells/mm2  in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium 
(Sigma-Aldrich, D5671) supplemented with 20% (v/v) Medium 199 (ThermoFisher 
Scientific, 31150-022), sodium pyruvate solution (Sigma-Aldrich, S8636) and 10% 
(v/v) fetal bovine serum, at 37°C. Parafilm was stretched over the cover of the 
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stretcher to ensure media was not left exposed, thereby decreasing the risk of 
contamination. Stretchers were then left in an incubator at 37oC 5% CO2. Half the 
media in each well was removed after 2 days and replaced with new media. After 
7 days, a new script was uploaded to the Arduino/Motorshield unit to stretch the 
substrates 1 mm over 24 hours; 4 steps per hour (0.04mm per hour) (Figure 4.8). 
This was connected to one of the stretchers whilst substrates on the other 
stretcher were not further deformed (control samples). 
 
 
Figure 4-8. Example script uploaded to Arduino to provide 1mm stretch over 24 hours. Before 
the ‘void loop’ line, certain libraries are being selected, and the motor and which port it’s 
connected to have been defined, as well as the speed that it will go through the amount of 
steps that are input within the ‘void loop’. The delay function stops the motor from turning 
and is defined in milliseconds (3600000 = 1hour). The line highlighted defines how many steps 
(4) it takes in one cycle before the next delay; which way the motor rotates the lead screw 
(FORWARD), and which method it uses to turn the lead screw (MICROSTEP). 
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4.2.4.2 Cell Culture on Petri dish Device 
 
For experiments requiring culture on the petri dish stretching device, the same 
protocol was used as for the larger stretching device. However, the substrate was 
attached between the 2 clamping sections using molten PCL, and the entire 
internal piece to sit in the petri dish was plasma cleaned prior to being placed in 
ethanol with the substrate attached. Pre-stretching of the substrate was then 
done manually using the actuation knob and lead screw. Cells were cultured on at 
the same density as the larger stretcher device 127 cells/mm2.  
 
 
4.2.4.3 Immunostaining on Stretched Samples 
 
Cells were fixed using 10% (v/v) formaldehyde and permeabilized using 0.2% (v/v) 
Triton X in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Stretched PCL samples were stained 
using rabbit polyclonal antibodies for either MRTF-A (Abcam, ab49311) or αSMA 
(Abcam, ab5694) diluted 1:100 in PBS with 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA), 
with secondary biotinylated anti-rabbit antibody (Vector Laboratories, BA-1100) 
and fluorescein-streptavidin (Vector Laboratories, SA-5001), both diluted 1:50 in 
PBS/1%BSA. Rhodamine phalloidin (ThermoFisher Scientific, R415) diluted 1:100 
in PBS/1%BSA was used to visualise F-actin.  
 
Following the addition of antibodies, the cover was unscrewed from the 
‘Leadscrew-hood attachment’ and carefully lifted off ensuring that the substrates 
were not further stretched. The small blocks were then unscrewed from the well-
plate frame before both blocks were cut away from each substrate using a scalpel. 
A drop of DAPI was placed on each substrate before they were turned onto 
coverslips. Each coverslip was placed on a microscope slide for imaging. 
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4.2.4.4 Live/Dead Staining on Petri Dish Device 
 
A LIVE/DEAD® Viability/Cytotoxicity kit was used to image cells fluorescently in 
real time and to determine cell viability under extensive strains. The assay is a 
two-colour fluorescence assay that allows simultaneous staining in both live and 
dead cells (via calcein AM and ethidium homodimer respectively. After cells had 
been grown to confluence in the petri dish device stretcher, media was removed 
and PBS at 37oC was used to wash media out (x3), before  10 mL of new media 
consisting of 1 μL calcein-AM and 1 μL ethidium homodimer was added. The device 
was then incubated for 1 hour (37°C, 5% CO2).  
 
After incubation, media was removed, and samples were washed twice in new 
media (at 37oC). After the second wash CO2 independent media consisting of 100 
μM ascorbic acid (AA) was added to prevent light induced cell-death. The 
excitation/emission wavelengths were 485/515 nm for calcein AM and 525/590 for 
EthD-1 and were therefore viewed with FITC and TRITC filters on the Olympus 
microscope with the clamp set up described in Chapter 3. 
 
 
4.2.4.5 Imaging 
 
Imaging was conducted on an Olympus BX51 with a Prior filter wheel, x-, y-, z-
stage, 10x/0.30 magnification lens and a QSense cooled CCD camera. Surveyor 
software was used for automated image acquisition using a x10 0.3NA LD Olympus 
objective. Samples on microscope slides were fixed to the stage using a platform 
built to hold slides. The top left corner of each sample was focussed to provide 
the software with coordinates for the sample ‘origin’. Using the joystick 
controller, the bottom right of each sample was brought under the objective, and 
a grid was set on the software between the 2 points. Due to the sample being a 
thin film, creases and folds caused them to lie unevenly on their slides; therefore, 
the samples were imaged through the z plane as well as in the x, y direction. The 
aim of the imaging protocol used was to create one image of the entire sample 
after taking a series of images in the x, y and z axes. 
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After setting the exposure and gain for each channel to be imaged, the range of 
images required to be taken through the z axis was determined by focussing at 
the lowest and highest focus point for a range of positions on the film. The lowest 
and highest z value were taken, and the difference between them was divided by 
7 to give a step size which was put into the software (alongside the value 7 as the 
number of steps). The microscope stage was then set back to its origin, and the 
z-coordinate was set to halfway between the lowest and highest focal points. The 
scan button was then selected to take z-stack images all the way through the film. 
Upon scan completion, the workspace was saved so that the individual images that 
were taken could be opened in various other software packages. 
 
 
4.2.4.6 Live/Dead Imaging 
 
For live/dead imaging of the petri dish device stacks were not required to be taken 
as the material is observed in tension where it remains relatively flat in 
comparison to substrates no longer held in tension. The petri dish device was 
clamped down as described in chapter 2, and the actuating knob was turned 
however many times necessary for certain strain values to be transmitted to the 
material. Images were taken at x10 for FITC (live) and TRITC (dead) directly after 
strain was applied and every 10 minutes from there on in. 
 
 
4.2.4.7 Image Processing 
 
Once the workspace had been saved, all TIFF images could be accessed. Each 
image is labelled ‘Tile’ followed by a number. The first objective was to convert 
each z-stack into a single focussed image. To do this, the software FIJI (imageJ) 
was used alongside an extended depth of field filter (EDF) (Aguet et al., 2008; 
Schindelin et al., 2012). A macro was created on the software to open a z-stack, 
process it, and save the resulting image in an output folder before moving onto 
the next stack (Figure 4.9). The macro would start at the lowest tile number and 
work consecutively through them; the stack size was set at 7 but could be adjusted 
if bigger/smaller stack sizes were taken. 
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Figure 4-9. FIJI Macro used to open image stacks and process them into one focussed image 
for an entire sample. Text on the right explains key elements of the macro. 
 
 
After the z stacks were converted into single images, the fluorescent channels 
were separated by opening each channel as an image sequence before saving this 
image sequence to another new output folder. Once the channels had been 
separated out, the images within the channel could be stitched together using the 
stitching ‘Add on’ on the software FIJI; this resulted in one complete image of 
cells (or cell components tagged using immunofluorescence) on the entire sample; 
Figure 4.10 is a segment of such an image (6 images produced from 6 stacks of 
images stitched together). 
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Figure 4-10. Example of processed image of cells cultured to confluence on stretched C-PCL. 
A) DNA and B) F-actin. Six consecutive image stacks have been processed using an EDF filter 
here for images taken at two different wavelengths of light 405nm, to image DAPI bound to 
DNA and 561.4nm to image F-actin. 
 
However, due to the size of the sample there is often an uneven illumination of 
the cells or a background illumination. This causes problems when analysing the 
morphology of the cells as well as the fact that many cells become lost in the 
background. Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalisation (CLAHE) was 
therefore applied to stitched images and used (Figure 4.11) to solve the problem 
of uneven illumination. The way in which CLAHE does this, is by using histogram 
equalisation (bin count: defines amount of bins used for this equalisation) in local 
regions (block size: input as a larger pixel size than the minimum feature in the 
image); a slope size parameter can be used to increase the local contrast output 
(https://imagej.net/Enhance_Local_Contrast_(CLAHE)). It then uses them to 
redistribute the lightness values of the image. This results in improved local 
contrast and enhances definitions of edges in each region of an image. The 
parameters used for the purposes of processing the stitched images were 2.5 for 
the slope size, 31 for the block size and 256 for the number of bins.  
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Figure 4-11. Example of part of PCL substrate with cells attached. A) Image of nuclei (DAPI 
stained) after images have been run through macro and stitched. This image highlights how 
some nuclei blend in with the background. B) Same image processed through CLAHE. 
 
 
4.2.4.8 Further Image Processing to Analyse Cell Morphological Response 
 
F-Actin staining of cell bodies cannot be separated out to analyse the morphology 
of each cell when cell layers are highly confluent, and determining a 
morphological response was important as a first step to knowing whether the 
stretching of the substrate was providing a general response from the cells. Cell 
elongation and orientation was therefore an important starting point, as many 
studies have shown that under certain mechanical stress or strain regimes many 
adherent cell types respond by aligning parallel to the deformation direction or 
perpendicular to it (Boccafoschi et al., 2007; Peters et al., 2014; J. H. C. Wang et 
al., 2004a; Y. C. Wang et al., 2010). The analysis of the F-Actin filaments is a 
common way in which this is done, however due to the confluency of the samples, 
the filaments are very condensed on each sample.  This makes it hard to separate 
filaments from the background to analyse. Another way in which cellular 
orientation and elongation can be analysed is by looking at the morphology of each 
nuclei. The Feret angle of a nucleus is the angle at which the maximum diameter 
lies to a set axis, and this angle correlates to the orientation of a cell body (B. 
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Chen et al., 2015). The aspect ratio of the nuclei can also be used to determine 
whether nuclei are elongating in response to stretch. The aspect ratio is found by 
dividing the ‘Feret’ by the ‘Min Feret’ as illustrated in Figure 4.12.  
 
 
Figure 4-12. Illustration of what the Feret, Min Feret and Feret Angle are. The Feret is the 
maximum diameter of the particle. The Min Feret is the smallest diameter of the particle. The 
Feret Angle is the angle between the Feret and Normal. 
 
To analyse nuclei for the with respect to the parameters described above , the 
final nuclei image for each sample was put through ‘particle analysis’ on FIJI, 
where anything smaller than 100 pixels or larger than 600 was filtered out (in 
separate runs it was determined that the average nucleus imaged with the above 
described settings has a size of 350±250 pixels, thus allowing to apply a size 
discrimination to separate out background noise and /cell clusters). The 
parameters selected to be analysed were the Feret angle, minimum Feret and 
Feret. 
 
 
4.2.4.9 Image Process Development to Analyse Translocation of 
Cytoplasmic Protein  
 
When analysing images regarding the translocation of protein (in this case MRTF) 
from the cytoplasm into the nucleus in response to stretching of the substrate, a 
similar problem to the one encountered for morphological analysis occurred for 
confluent samples. As the cell body in this case is important, the data obtained 
cannot just be from the nuclei as was the case for the morphological analysis. 
Therefore, the decision to grow samples to a tenth of their confluence was taken, 
purely to analyse protein translocation in cells. The culture density was kept the 
same, but the total cell culture time was 3 days; therefore, stretched samples 
were stretched from 2 days after culture to 3. 
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To analyse whether MRTF is being translocated to the nucleus in response to 
substrate stretching, a ratio was to be taken from the stitched immunofluorescent 
images for MRTF between the fluorescent intensity in the cytoplasm and nucleus 
per cell. As it is fluorescent intensity which is being analysed, it was important 
that the image analysed was not processed in any way where the pixel intensity 
would be affected. Therefore, the CLAHE step previously mentioned in the general 
processing section could not be used. A software called ‘Cell Profiler’ was used to 
conduct this analysis (McQuin et al., 2018); Appendix A details how it was used for 
the purposes of this analysis.  
 
 
4.2.5 Statistical Analysis 
Analysis of statistical differences between conditions in all experiments was 
performed using Minitab 17 software (Minitab Inc., USA), with a Mann-Whitney U 
test for non-normal data and Welch’s t test for normal data with unequal variances 
as appropriate. Prior to this, the data distribution was determined to be either 
normal or non-normal using an Anderson-Darling normality test. Statistical 
differences were defined by P values and confidence intervals were indicated with 
a *. As a guide for confidence intervals of P values: ns > 0.05, * ≤ 0.05, ** ≤ 0.01, 
*** ≤ 0.001. Other statistical analyses were performed as required, using the 
methods provided by the software. To ensure robust statistical analysis all 
experiments were performed at least 3 times independently (3 biological repeats). 
Data analysed with the Mann-Whitney U test uses the median as the centre point 
for data; the ‘Point Difference’ is the difference between the 2 means and the 
‘Confidence Interval’ provides a range of likely values for the population 
difference.  
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4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Mechanical Characterisation of Crystalline and Amorphous 
Polycaprolactone  
Stress-strain curves of C-PCL and A-PCL were analysed in Chapter 2, where C-PCL 
was defined to be initially stiffer in the elastic region than A-PCL and required a 
higher force to deform it through it’s ‘plastic flow’ stage. However, what has not 
been determined is how the tension in each material changes through 1mm 
stepped stretching after the material has yielded and is in its plastic flow stage 
(after pre-stretch). Figure 4.13 below shows the difference in force required to 
stretch each material by 1mm over 10 seconds after 40mm (30mm gauge length) 
strips of C-PCL and A-PCL were stretched by 10mm. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-13.Stress relaxation in C-PCL and A-PCL when stretching materials by 1mm after 
pre-stretch has been applied. A) Image of A-PCL being stretched from 30-40mm, before being 
stretched by 1mm to 41mm. B) Top: Force drop (stress-relaxation) deforming 40mm C-PCL to 
41mm. Bottom: Force drop (stress-relaxation) deforming 40mm A-PCL to 41mm. Stress-
relaxation gradient for is 0.08N/mm for C-PCL and 0.02 for A-PCL. 
 
What can be seen here in Figure 4.13, is that although a lower force is required 
to stretch the A-PCL as much as the C-PCL, the stress-relaxation that takes place 
over 1mm is four times greater in the C-PCL (gradient of stress relaxation is 0.08 
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in C-PCL and 0.02 in A-PCL). This means that in a stepped system of extension 
such as the one used where the polymer is being stretched 0.04mm each hour, C-
PCL will have a greater fluctuation of tension in the material than A-PCL.  
 
Further to analysing the material tension differences in the stretching regimen to 
be applied to fibroblasts, FEA was also conducted on both materials when each 
was stretched over 1 mm after being pre-stretched by 10mm using the MATLAB 
plugin NCorr (Blaber et al., 2015). This was done to evaluate whether there is a 
difference in deformation behaviour between C-PCL and A-PCL in order to 
understand differences which may be observed in cell responses between the 2 
materials. Eulerian strain analysis was conducted as an evaluation of each 
material. Figure 4.14 below depicts the Eulerian strain field (εyy, εxy) for C-PCL 
and A-PCL for when both materials are extended by 1mm after being pre-
stretched. The reference image in each case is therefore the pre-stretched film. 
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Figure 4-14. Finite strain analysis comparison between C-PCL and A-PCL when both materials 
are stretched by 1mm after being pre-stretched by 10mm from a 30mm gauge length. A) Finite 
element Y-strain (εyy) plotted in the Eulerian configuration shows a more localised strain 
region on C-PCL to A-PCL. The strain propagates on from one point on C-PCL. Although 
strain is still localised to the necked region on A-PCL, the profile is more homogenous in 
comparison to C-PCL (see light blue and yellow regions on films). B) Finite element shear-
strain (εxy) plotted in the Eulerian configuration again shows to highly localised points of 
shear on C-PCL, whereas shear strain is more evenly distributed on A-PCL).  
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C-PCL can be seen to have a more localised y-strain and shear strain region in the 
material when being stretched in comparison to the A-PCL. For both materials the 
strain is highest in the region where it necks, however the strain field extends 
beyond that region for A-PCL, showing that the strain is more homogenously 
spread through the material than in C-PCL.  
 
 
4.3.2 Nuclei morphological analysis 
Aspect ratio and orientation of nuclei on pre-stretched and further stretched 
samples of C-PCL and A-PCL were the first cell related parameters to be 
investigated to gain an initial read as to whether the stretching conditions of 
utilising the plastic flow of the material were mechanically stimulating confluent 
fibroblasts. 
 
 
4.3.2.1 Aspect Ratio 
 
As aspect ratio is a measure of maximum diameter divided by minimum diameter 
(as detailed in the methods section), the higher the aspect ratio of a nucleus, the 
more elongated it is. The aspect ratio of nuclei on C-PCL and A-PCL samples was 
first analysed. Aspect ratio for each experiment was plotted as a histogram where 
the data for the control pre-stretch condition was overlaid onto the response 
stretch condition. As large quantities of cells were being analysed per experiment 
(>35,000 cells), it was important to plot the data in this way to understand how 
the data was distributed and how this distribution changed in response to the 
stretch variable. Figure 4.15 below is an example of one experiment on C-PCL; 
the importance of viewing the distributions in analysing these results is illustrated 
here by labelling of the means and medians of nuclei aspect ratio on the pre-
stretch and stretch conditions. Both data sets are right-skewed, which causes the 
mean to fall to the right of where the centre point (peak) of the data would be 
expected. However, the median in this instance is a better representation of the 
centre point for both data sets in the experiment (falls closer to peak in both 
instances).    
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Figure 4-15. Histogram plotting aspect ratio of cell nuclei when cells grown to confluence on 
C-PCL that has been pre-stretched, and then C-PCL which has been pre-stretched, then 
further stretched for 1mm over 24 hours for one experiment. The distribution of nuclei aspect 
ratio for both conditions indicates that the median should be used to gauge the centre point 
of the data rather than the mean as the median in both cases is closer to the peak of the data 
than the mean. 
 
Analysing how/if the aspect ratio changes in response to stretch on C-PCL first; it 
can be seen in Figure 4.16 that there is consistency between the control 
distributions of each experiment (blue). In each experimental case the control 
distribution appears slightly right skewed. The further stretch condition causes 
the distribution to become more right-skewed (red), which indicates the opposite 
of what was hypothesised. The cell nuclei start more elongated on the pre-
stretched C-PCL, and as a result of a further stretch, cell nuclei become rounder.  
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Figure 4-16. Summarised data for aspect ratio of cell nuclei when cells grown to confluence 
on C-PCL that has been pre-stretched, and then further stretched for three experiments. A) 
Boxplot of individual experiments. The bottom of each box represents the first quartile and 
the top is the third quartile. The centre point in each box is the median for each experiment. 
The whiskers extend from either side of the box. The whiskers represent the ranges for the 
bottom 25% and the top 25% of the data values. The median of the pre-stretch data is 1.76 
and the median of the further stretched data is 1.53. These median aspect ratios are 
significantly different (p<0.001, using the Mann-Whitney Test)). ncells=61836 for pre-stretch 
and ncells=74482 for the further stretched condition. Point estimate for η1 - η2 is 0.2087, 99.9 
Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (0.2025,0.2149), Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is significant at 0.0000. B) 
Histogram of pooled aspect ratios of nuclei on pre-stretched C-PCL vs further stretched C-
PCL. An overall shift can be seen where nuclei are more elongated in the pre-stretch condition 
in comparison to the further stretched condition. C) Example of nuclei analysed in pre-
stretched condition on C-PCL. D) Example of nuclei analysed in further stretched condition 
on C-PCL. Nuclei can be seen to be more elongated in C) than D). Scalebars in white in C and 
D are 20µm in length. 
 
Based on the above aspect ratio results it was expected that the aspect ratio 
behaviour of the nuclei would be similar on the A-PCL as it was for the C-PCL. 
However, upon analysing the distributions of aspect ratios for each experiment 
the opposite can be seen; the aspect ratio is right skewed for control samples for 
each experiment, and this distribution becomes less skewed in the stretch 
condition. This means that cell nuclei are elongating in response to the further 
stretch condition. Aspect ratio goes from low to high for this material with regard 
to the median (1.61 to 2.00), and a Mann-Whitney test was again used to show 
that there is a significant change in aspect ratio here (Figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4-17. Aspect ratio of nuclei of cells grown to confluence on pre-stretched A-PCL, 
compared to cells grown to confluence on pre-stretched A-PCL and then further stretched. A) 
Boxplot of individual experiments. The bottom of each box represents the first quartile and 
the top is the third quartile. The centre point in each box is the median for each experiment. 
The whiskers extend from either side of the box. The whiskers represent the ranges for the 
bottom 25% and the top 25% of the data values. When pooled median aspect ratios are 
significantly different (p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U test). ncells=92864 for the pre-stretch 
condition and ncells=91514 for the further stretched condition. Point estimate for η1 - η2 is -
0.3477, 99.9 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (-0.3548, -0.3406), Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is significant 
at 0.0000. B) Histogram of pooled aspect ratios of nuclei on pre-stretch A-PCL vs further 
stretched A-PCL. An overall shift can be seen where nuclei are more elongated in the further 
stretched condition in comparison to the pre-stretched condition. C) Example of nuclei 
analysed in pre-stretched condition on A-PCL. D) Example of nuclei analysed in further 
stretched condition on A-PCL. Nuclei can be seen to be more elongated in D) than C). 
Scalebars in white are 20μm in length. 
 
 
4.3.2.2 Orientation Analysis 
 
To analyse whether cells had an orientation response to each material being 
stretched, the Feret angle of all nuclei was analysed where the normal direction 
was taken to be the direction of stretch. The Feret angle gives values in the range 
of 0-180o, where anything between ~0-20o and ~160-180o is nuclei aligning to the 
direction of strain and anything in the range of ~70-110o is aligning perpendicular 
to the direction of strain. Therefore, to avoid bimodal distributions, nuclei Feret 
angle values between 180 and 90o were reflected back into a value between 0 and 
90o by subtracting the original value from 180 (Figure 4.18). 
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Figure 4-18. Transformation of orientation Feret angle values. A) Example data point to be 
transformed to avoid bimodal data sets. B) Data point from A) transformed by subtracting 
original value from 180o. 
 
Cells align to the direction of strain on the pre-stretched C-PCL material (median 
19.9o, Figure 4.19), and when the material is further stretched over 1mm in 24 
hours, cells begin to orient more perpendicularly to the strain direction (median 
50.2o, Figure 4.19). This response is consistent through 3 separate experiments, 
and the median was taken as a comparison due to the data being skewed. The 
circular histograms indicate the overall direction change of the nuclei when the 
data between experiments is pooled. 
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Figure 4-19. Orientation of cell nuclei grown to confluence on pre-stretched C-PCL, compared 
to cells grown to confluence on pre-stretched C-PCL and then further stretched. A) Boxplot 
of individual experiments. The bottom of each box represents the first quartile and the top is 
the third quartile. The centre point in each box is the median for each experiment. The 
whiskers extend from either side of the box. The whiskers represent the ranges for the bottom 
25% and the top 25% of the data values. When pooled, median orientation angles are 19.9o in 
pre-stretch, and 50.2o when further stretched (p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U-test). ncells=61836 for 
pre-stretch and ncells=74482 for the further stretched condition. Point estimate for η1 - η2 is -
21.404, 99.9 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (-21.866, -20.947). Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is significant 
at 0.0000. B) and C) are circular histograms for C-PCL, pre-stretched and stretched data 
respectively; the red line is a mean vector indicating how well the distribution is spread 
around the mean. D) Example of cells orienting in the direction of stretch on the pre-stretched 
material and E) Example of cells losing orientation to stretch direction when C-PCL is further 
stretched. Scalebars in white are 20μm. 
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Cell nuclei alignment to the strain direction in the pre-stretch condition on A-PCL 
is not as pronounced as was for the C-PCL (median of 30.5o compared to 19.9o on 
C-PCL) and there is more variability between experiments when analysing the 
stretched response (medians of 25o, 32o, 76o, 31o). Pooling the experiments shows 
a response where cell orientation starts to slightly shift in aligning perpendicular 
to the strain direction (median of 38o) (Figure 4.20).  
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Figure 4-20. Orientation of cell nuclei grown to confluence on pre-stretched A-PCL, compared 
to cells grown to confluence on pre-stretched A-PCL and then further stretched. A) Boxplot 
of individual experiments. The bottom of each box represents the first quartile and the top is 
the third quartile. The centre point in each box is the median for each experiment. The 
whiskers extend from either side of the box. The whiskers represent the ranges for the bottom 
25% and the top 25% of the data values. When pooled, median orientation angles are 30.5o in 
pre-stretch and 38o when further stretched (p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U-test). ncells=92864 for 
the pre-stretch condition and ncells=91514 for the further stretched condition. Point estimate 
for η1 - η2 is -8.54. 99.9 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (-8.8, -8.2). Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is 
significant at 0.0000. B), C) Circular histograms for A-PCL, pre-stretched and stretched data 
respectively; the red line is a mean vector indicating how well the distribution is spread 
around the mean. D) Example of cells on pre-stretched A-PCL orienting towards stretch 
direction. E) Example of cells on further stretched A-PCL continuing to orient in the direction 
of stretch. Scalebar in white are 20μm. 
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To validate whether the morphological and directional changes observed above 
translated to cell bodies, staining of F-actin was qualitatively compared to staining 
of DNA in all quantified samples. The below image in Figure 4.21 indicates that 
directional changes quantified in the above section are representative of F-actin 
fiber directionality on the substrates. 
 
 
Figure 4-21. Nuclei direction analysis indicative of F-actin fiber direction. A) 
Immunofluorescent F-actin staining of confluent cells cultured on A-PCL, stretched for 1mm 
over 24hours after pre-stretching of material. Arrows indicate direction of nearby fibers. B) 
Immunofluorescent DNA staining of confluent cells in the same region as A). Arrows indicate 
direction of nuclei represents direction of F-actin fibers. 
 
As two separate effects were observed on cells cultured on each polymer (C-PCL 
and A-PCL), the data was to be evaluated to determine if cells are contracting as 
a result of the strain applied or elongating on each material.  
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4.3.2.3 Aspect Ratio vs Orientation 
 
To understand if there was a trend between aspect ratio and orientation, one was 
plotted against the other for each condition and material as binned heat maps on 
MATLAB. For  C-PCL, high nuclei aspect ratios could be observed in the direction 
of stretch (Figure 4.22 A) however upon further stretching of the substrate the 
decrease in aspect ratio couples with a shift in the orientation of where the 
highest aspect ratio is found (Figure 4.22 B). 
 
 
Figure 4-22. Heat maps plotting Feret angle of cells to their aspect ratios on C-PCL. A) For all 
pre-stretched samples (ncells=61836), and B) for all further stretched samples (ncells=74482). 
Schematic nuclei have been drawn into the them most populated bins. Their circularity and 
orientation represent circularity and orientation for the bin that they are in. The schematic 
nuclei show that cells are responding to the surface being plastically stretched by becoming 
more circular and orienting against the direction of stretch. 
 
For A-PCL, there is a difference in how the cells respond to substrate strain. In 
the pre-stretched condition, the high aspect ratio values can be seen to be in 
parallel with the direction of stretch (Figure 4.23 A, yellow bin) and this is similar 
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to how cells react on the pre-stretched C-PCL; although cells cultured on C-PCL 
have a higher aspect ratio in parallel to stretching direction (Figure 4.22 B, orange 
bin). However a difference in comparison to how cells react on C-PCL can be seen 
in response to when the substrate is further stretched; a shift occurs where nuclei 
aspect ratio increases in the direction parallel to strain as well as perpendicular 
to it (Figure 4.23 yellow/orange bin). 
 
  
Figure 4-23. Heat maps plotting Feret angle of cells to their aspect ratios on A-PCL. A) For all 
pre-stretched samples (ncells=92864), and B) for all further stretched samples (ncells=91514) 
n=3 biological repeats. Schematic nuclei have been drawn into the them most populated bins. 
Their circularity and orientation represent circularity and orientation for the bin that they are 
in. The schematic nuclei show that cells are responding A-PCL being plastically stretched by 
becoming more elongated and are slightly orienting against the direction of stretch. 
 
 
It can be seen that cells behaved differently on C-PCL compared to A-PCL in 
response to being stretched under the same regimen. Stress relaxation and local 
strain regions were defined as differences between C-PCL and A-PCL and were 
next investigated in relation to cell culture. 
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4.3.3 Live Imaging of Cell Remodelling 
 
To understand the impact of the finite element analysis data and the cell aspect 
ratio/orientation response seen on C-PCL, cells cultured on the petri-dish 
stretching device were analysed in real-time in the necked region of the polymer 
after being stained with a live/dead stain (Figure 4.24). Due to the short length 
of time that cells can survive using this kit, the stretching regime was accelerated 
in order to determine whether cell contraction could be displayed under live 
imaging on C-PCL. Two strain values were applied in separate experiments (4%, 
15%). 
 
Figure 4.24 outlines two images of cells on a pre-stretched C-PCL substrate in the 
necked region. In the first case the material is strained by 4% in one motion, and 
in the second case, the material is strained by 15% in one motion. Images for each 
were taken every 10 minutes (FITC and TRITC for live/dead respectively). For both 
strain values the first image is directly after strain is applied with the next being 
the image taken at 30 minutes after the strain application. The blue/green 
combination image displayed for each is the difference between the original image 
and the image at 30 minutes. The green highlights regions missing from the image 
at 30 minutes after strain in comparison to the image taken straight after 
application of strain. 
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Figure 4-24. Live images using a live/dead stain of: A) Directly after 4% strain has been applied 
to C-PCL substrate, B) 0.5 hours after image A taken. C) Is the same image as B, but with 
remodelled areas outlined in green, cells are made blue so that the green is better visualised. 
The green areas are a subtraction of image B from A. D) Directly after 15% strain has been 
applied to substrate, E) 0.5 hours after image D taken. F) Is the same image as E, but with 
remodelled areas outlined in green. Scalebars in red are 50µm. 
 
It can be seen that at 4% strain there is less shape change and contraction of cells 
than at 15% when images are taken half an hour after applying strain. Cells could 
visibly be seen to contract and become smaller after application of 15% strain, 
whereas at 4% strain cells seem to move and remodel rather than contract 
depicting the importance of strain rate and material tension in inducing cell 
responses. The observation of cell contraction here, alongside the numerical data 
determining an aspect ratio decrease in cell nuclei cultured on C-PCL in response 
to substrate stretching demonstrates that the change in tension coupled with 
localised strain in response to being stretched  for C-PCL leads to a contraction 
mechanism in cells on the substrate. 
 
C-PCL has a pre-orienting effect on cells cultured on it and this causes a change 
in the cell response to the direction of stretch/growth compared to flat 
substrates. Cells grown on pre-stretched A-PCL grow not as aligned as they do on 
the C-PCL. Therefore, A-PCL was selected as the material to be further 
investigated for the purposes of developing a soft tissue growth/stretch model.  
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4.3.4 MRTF-A Nuclear Translocation 
 
A-PCL samples were next seeded at the same cell density to the prior nuclear 
aspect ratio and orientation experiments, however stretching was initiated 2 days 
after culture as opposed to 7 which was used for nuclei aspect ratio and 
orientation analysis. Both the pre-stretch and stretch condition cells were fixed 3 
days after culture (~5-10% nuclei coverage). This was to enable MRTF-A 
translocation analysis. A low cell density on the surface was required so that cells 
could be separated so that nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio could accurately be 
evaluated per cell (as described in the “Image Process Development to Analyse 
Translocation of Cytoplasmic Protein”   methods section of this chapter).  
 
Images were analysed using Cell Profiler where MRTF-A translocation was 
determined by its nuclear to cytoplasmic ratios in pre-stretched and further 
stretched samples. Mean intensity measurements, which show sum of all pixel 
intensity values divided by the number of pixels within an object were obtained 
from CellProfiler analysis. The mean intensity of the nucleus was divided by mean 
intensity of the cytoplasm of the same cell. 
 
It was observed that in both the stretched and pre-stretched control cells MRTF-
A predominantly localised to the cytoplasm as median nuclear/cytoplasmic MRTF-
A ratio did not exceed 1 in either group. However, the stretched condition did 
show a significant increase in uptake of MRTF-A into the nucleus cells where the 
ratio increased by almost 3-fold when comparing the medians of the 2 data sets 
(0.35 pre-stretch to 0.99 in the further stretched condition). Figure 4.25 displays 
translocation of MRTF-A occurring due to the stretching mechanism applied to A-
PCL. Furthermore, plotting each cell from both conditions against their nucleus 
aspect ratio demonstrates nuclei becoming more elongated in response to the 
stretch condition, showing the mechanical effect seen earlier in confluent samples 
remains consistent on less confluent samples. 
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Figure 4-25. MRTFF-A translocation from cytoplasm to nuclei for cells grown to one-tenth 
confluence on pre-stretched A-PCL, compared to translocation on further stretched A-PCL. 
A) Box plot showing when 3 experiments pooled, median MRTF-A ratio from nucleus to 
cytoplasm in the pre-stretch control condition is 0.35 whereas when stretch is further applied 
this increases to 0.99 (p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U-test). ncells=7238 for the pre-stretch condition 
and ncells=7606 for the further stretched condition. The bottom of each box represents the first 
quartile and the top is the third quartile. The centre point in each box is the median for each 
experiment. The whiskers extend from either side of the box. The whiskers represent the 
ranges for the bottom 25% and the top 25% of the data values.  Point estimate for η1 - η2 is -
0.63947. 99.9 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (-0.65097, -0.62806). Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 ≠ η2 is 
significant at 0.0000. B) All cells MRTF-A translocation ratio (log10) plotted against aspect 
ratio showing there is still an increase in aspect ratio of nuclei in response to stretch. C) 
MRTF-A in the cytoplasm with very little in the nucleus in the pre-stretch condition. D) MRTF-
A in the cytoplasm as well as the nucleus in the further stretched condition. (Nuclear regions 
for images C and D defined by black outline, scalebar is 10µm). 
 
As MRTF-A translocation is dependent on F-actin polymerisation and as actin fibers 
have been shown to impact morphological changes in the cell nucleus, F-actin 
texture analysis was next investigated to see if cytoskeletal changes were 
occurring in response to plastic deformation of the A-PCL substrate. 
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4.3.5 F-Actin Texture Analysis 
 
A-PCL samples were seeded at the same cell density, however stretching was 
initiated 2 days after culture (the same as the MRTF-A section above). Both the 
pre-stretch and stretch condition cells were fixed 3 days after seeding cells on to 
substrates. This lower culture period was required to enable quantification per 
cell of changes in F-actin due to stretching of the substrate.  F-actin cell changes 
were quantified using Haralick’s texture features analysis, which was developed 
in the 1970s for image classification based on greytone spatial dependencies 
(Haralick et al, 1973). 
 
This type of analysis uses the Grey-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) which is a 
statistical method of examining texture that considers the spatial relationship of 
pixels at the grey level (Haralick, 1973). The example below in Figure 4.26 is a 
4 by 4 region of interest (ROI) where 3 grey levels (for example purposes) are 
represented by numerical values from 1 to 3. The GLCM is constructed by 
considering the relation of each pixel with its neighbouring pixel. The below 
example is only looked at in terms of the neighbour to the right. The GLCM acts 
like a counter for every combination of grey level pairs in the image. For each 
pixel, its value and the neighbouring pixel value are counted in a specific GLCM 
element (Löfstedt et al., 2019). The value of the reference pixel determines the 
column of the GLCM and the neighbour value determines the row. In the Figure 
4.26 example, there are two instances when a reference pixel of 3 occurs with a 
neighbour pixel of 2, (indicated in blue), and there is one instance of a reference 
pixel of 3 with a neighbour pixel of 1 (indicated in dashed red); the normalized 
GLCM represents the frequency or probability of each combination to occur in the 
region of interest in a given direction (Löfstedt et al., 2019). 
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Figure 4-26. Schematic of how a normalised GLCM is developed. A region of interest is 
selected, and each pixel is assigned a grey value. A GLCM is developed with respect to 
neighbouring pixels in a specified direction (in this case to the right); for each pixel, its value 
and the neighbouring pixel value are counted in a specific GLCM element. The value of the 
reference pixel determines the column (i) of the GLCM and the neighbour value determines 
the row (j). As an example, there are two instances when a reference pixel of 3 “co-occurs” 
with a neighbour pixel of 2 (blue), and there is one instance of a reference pixel of 3 with a 
neighbour pixel of 1 (red). The normalised GLCM represents the estimated probability of each 
combination to occur in the image (Figure adapted from Löfstedt, Brynolfsson, Asklund, 
Nyholm, & Garpebring, 2019). 
 
 
All of the texture features are differing functions of the normalized GLCM, which 
take into account different combinations of the grey level distribution in the ROI. 
For example, in Figure 4.26, the diagonal elements in the GLCM have pixel pairs 
with equal grey levels; ‘contrast’ here will value these a low weight but will value 
elements with differing grey level value a high weight (3 and 1).  
 
Using the same pipeline on ‘Cell Profiler’ as was used to separate out cells for 
MRTF-A analysis alongside the ‘Orange’ data mining toolbox 
(https://orange.biolab.si/), four Haralick texture features (homogeneity, 
contrast, entropy, correlation) were analysed for F-actin stained, pre-stretched 
and further stretched A-PCL samples. Table 4.2 outlines the formulae for how 
each feature is calculated. Breaking down the formulae for each feature, it can 
be seen that homogeneity is a measure for uniformity throughout the GLCM. If 
variation is low, then homogeneity will be high; values range from 0-1 for this 
feature. Contrast as previously described measures local variation in the GLCM; 
high contrast values would be expected when an image has heavy edged textures, 
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and conversely, low values would be expected for smooth edged textures. In the 
context of GLCM entropy, is a measure used to determine the unpredictability of 
the grey level distribution; a completely random distribution would have very high 
entropy. Finally, the correlation feature shows the linear dependency of grey level 
values in the GLCM. 
 
 
Table 4.2. Haralick texture features and how they are calculated on ‘Orange’. Mathematical 
formulae (right column) using the GLCM values (see Figure 4.26) can be used to determine 
defined texture measurements (left column). P(i,j) is the probability value at position (i,j) in 
the generated GLCM. Pij values in the GLCM are therefore a measure of commonness of 
occurrence between neighbouring pixel values; as it is a probability measure, the value 
ranges between 0 and 1. Contrast (CO) measures similarity of pixels. When i and j are equal, 
(i-j=0), this represents pixels entirely similar to their neighbour, so they are given a weight of 
0 (no contrast). The weights increase exponentially as (i-j) increases. Homogeneity (HO) 
increases with less contrast as essentially homogeneity weights values by the inverse of the 
contrast weight. Entropy (EN) is a measure used to determine the unpredictability of the grey 
level distribution; the ln of the probability will always be 0 or negative as the probability range 
is between 0 and 1. The (-1) multiplier makes each term positive. Therefore, the smaller the 
Pij value, the greater the weight, and the greater the value of entropy. The GLCM Mean (ME) 
is not simply the average of all the original pixel values in the image window. The pixel value 
is weighted by its frequency of its occurrence in combination with a certain neighbour pixel 
value. The equation can calculate the mean based on the reference pixels (i) or the neighbour 
pixels (j). GLCM variance (VA) uses the GLCM, therefore it deals specifically with the 
combinations of reference and neighbour pixel; it is not the same as the variance of grey 
levels in the original image. The Correlation (CO) texture measures the linear dependency of 
grey levels on those of neighbouring pixels; it is expressed by the regression equation. 
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Contrast and entropy can be seen to significantly increase in the actin 
cytoskeleton of the fibroblasts in response to stretching of the substrate after pre-
stretch in Figure 4.27. As both of these values depend on the range in grey pixel 
values to a certain degree, and as these in turn are correlated to the relative 
amount of F-actin, which can be assessed using fluorescently labelled phalloidin 
(Verderame et al., 1980). Therefore, this increase in contrast and entropy can be 
linked to F-actin formation in response to stretch, as F-actin formation leads to 
higher grey intensities in certain regions of the imaged cells. Texture correlation 
decreased after stretching which links to the entropy results in that pixels are 
more randomly distributed in response to the stretch condition.  
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Figure 4-27.  F-actin texture difference on A-PCL, pre-stretch vs further stretch. Texture 
homogeneity (a), contrast (b), entropy (c) and correlation (d) values were measured in 4 
different directions. Homogeneity (a) and correlation (d) decreased after stretching, while 
contrast (b) and entropy (c) increased. All measurements, except for entropy, also varied 
dependent on direction. Box plots show inter-quartile range (25% above and below the 
median), whiskers show 10-90 percentile of the data, *** indicates p<0.0001 by Welch’s t-test. 
Data shown from 2 independent repeats and 22095 cells. (Figure and data courtesy of Egle 
Antanaviciute, undergraduate project student at the time). Image (e) is an image of 2 
phalloidin stained cells on the pre-stretch control condition. The areas indicated by the yellow 
arrows are areas that are highly homogenous which would have a low entropy. Image (f) is 
an image of 2 phalloidin stained cells on the further stretched condition. The areas indicated 
by the red arrows are areas that will lead to higher contrast and entropy values. Scalebar is 
10μm in each case. 
 
The fact that homogeneity also decreases in response to stretch, leads to the 
conclusion that the stretching condition is increasing actin polymerisation, leading 
towards the formation of stress fibers. No specific trend was seen in terms of 
direction of the GLCM. 
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4.4 Discussion 
 
In relation to the orientation and aspect ratio data evaluated on C-PCL and A-PCL, 
previous research where MSC cells were cultured on PCL films where microgrooves 
were purposely created via stretching of crystals has demonstrated self-aligning 
along the ridges into a more elongated morphology. Furthermore these grooves 
resulted in the MSCs obtaining a contractile SMC-like phenotype with upregulation 
and ordered organization of a-SMA (Z. Y. Wang et al., 2014). In chapter 2, it can 
be seen that stretching C-PCL creates ‘waves’ in the membrane in parallel to the 
long axis that act like microgroove topography to orient cell alignment; this is the 
state of the membranes when these membranes have undergone ‘pre-stretch’. 
The intention of this work was not to induce cell responses via topography and 
allow that to be a dominating factor; microtopographies on PDMS have also shown 
to affect alignment of cells more than the stretching direction of PDMS (J. H. C. 
Wang et al., 2004b).  
 
The C-PCL nuclei results also demonstrated a decrease in aspect ratio in response 
to further stretching suggesting that fibroblasts cultured on pre-stretched C-PCL 
have a high cytoskeletal tension which is released upon further stretching of the 
substrate; reorientation has been shown to involve F-actin depolymerisation and 
RhoA dependent reassembly into stress fibres (Kaunas et al, 2005) as well as 
remodelling of focal adhesions (Jungbauer et al, 2008). This results in a temporary 
loss of intracellular tension and reduced tension after the reorientation. This 
effect can be seen in the live imaging characterisation where a large strain is 
applied to the substrate and cells are seen to contract over a half hour period. 
The remodelling demonstrated here supports findings on elastic silicone substrates 
where a continuous 5% stretch and hold caused a decrease in overall cell aspect 
ratio when cells were observed over a 40 minute period after stretch was applied 
(Y. Chen et al., 2013). This exaggerated response in a short time frame is likely 
to resemble the cell reaction to 1mm stretch over 24 hours on the C-PCL, where 
an overall negative shift in aspect ratio distribution was quantified in response to 
stretch. However, the question remains as to why this is seen to be the case on 
the C-PCL and not the A-PCL. 
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Measuring the force required to stretch A-PCL and C-PCL by a further 1mm after 
they have been pre-stretched past their respective yield points shows that more 
force is required to displace the C-PCL than the A-PCL. However, the stress 
relaxation when the material is being continuously stretched by 1mm is greater in 
C-PCL than for A-PCL (Figure 4.13). This gradient is likely to be more exaggerated 
in the stepped stretch regime used to stretch substrates by 1mm over 24 hours 
(material stretched 0.04mm every  hour) as the material would further relax when 
being held at each step (Mirani et al., 2009). The main point is that the C-PCL has 
a higher gradient for stress relaxation than the A-PCL (0.08 compared to 0.02). 
Therefore, cells cultured on this material are experiencing higher tension upon a 
step as well as more relaxation between steps thereby giving 2 possible reasons 
(or a combination of reasons) as to why an increase in cell contraction is seen as 
a response on this surface. 
 
The mechanism of substrate stretching clearly differs here when compared to 
cyclic stretching on elastic surfaces such as PDMS; research showed cyclic 
stretching not to have an effect on cell orientation when grooves were 
perpendicularly aligned to strain direction (8% at 0.5Hz for up to 3 days)  as well 
as parallel (J. H. C. Wang et al., 2004b). In the case of the C-PCL in this 
experiment, cell orientation starts to shift away from the direction of the grooves 
despite the relatively low strain rate (0.1%/hr). This could either be due to high 
tension or relaxation of the material (or both). When looking at the physical 
process of generating contractile force in non-muscle cells, activation of non-
muscle myosin-II motors, which act to crosslink, organize and affect sliding 
between actin microfilaments is key (Landsverk and Epstein, 2005). In the 
presence of strong adhesion against an underlying substrate, these filaments tend 
to coalesce into stress fibers that are tethered at sites of adhesion (Chrzanowska-
Wodnicka and Burridge, 1996). Numerous findings have demonstrated that 
mechanotransduction of applied forces is often lost when myosin-based 
contractility is inhibited (Zhao et al., 2007; Sarasa-Renedo et al., 2006; Torsoni et 
al., 2005). One explanation for this finding is that cell-generated forces and 
applied forces must act together on a mechanosensor to generate a response. 
 
Research has shown a loss in substrate rigidity modulated cell spreading and focal 
adhesion size. FAK activation and serum-induced ERK phosphorylation increased 
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with rising substrate rigidity as did expression of a-SMA, whereas myocilin and a-
B-crystallin expression increased on soft substrates, suggesting this could be a 
likely effect of the overall drop in stiffness of the C-PCL substrate after undergoing 
1mm stretch (Schlunck et al., 2008). Pre-strained collagen lattices have shown 
cells to appear more elongated within them, whereas when these lattices are 
relaxed, cells can be seen to have a more rounded and less stretched morphology 
(Kessler et al., 2001). The shift in nucleus aspect ratio is subtle (median of 1.77 
decreasing to 1.53 in response to stretch) but does imply rounding of cells between 
the pre-stretch and further stretch conditions.  
 
However recent work on fibroblasts has suggested high regions of tension cause 
proliferation of fibroblasts from myofibroblasts with a deposition of a less strained 
matrix (Kollmannsberger et al., 2018). This maybe applicable to the C-PCL 
material where cells were already pre-strained due to the topography, and then 
when further stretch is applied, the strain is likely to have been very localised 
(Figure 4.14); it could be in these regions  where new rounded fibroblasts are 
developing causing the shift in aspect ratio. 
 
It may therefore be beneficial to track material deformation and cell 
morphological response simultaneously, however there may also be the 
component of ECM proteins to consider; for example fibronectin may unfold due 
to substrate deformation and then may potentially be remodelled by cells when 
the substrate is undergoing stress relaxation (Antia et al., 2008; Ao et al., 2015). 
To investigate these interactions through live imaging, the petri dish device 
stretcher set up must be further developed to enable live imaging for longer time 
periods. 
 
The A-PCL also demonstrated alignment of nuclei in the pre-stretch direction to a 
certain degree. This may be explained by fibroblasts aligning to the direction of 
tension (Hyun et al., 2006). Results from chapter 2 (polarised light microscopy) 
indicate that fibres in the A-PCL align in the direction of stretch during pre-
stretching of the material; there may therefore be an element of topography being 
involved in the alignment of cells during pre-stretch. Further stretching of the 
material over 24 hours, showed there was a degree of strain shielding (more cells 
orienting away from the direction of stretch, although this was variable between 
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experiments). In general, the response of the cells was to extend in the direction 
of strain where higher nuclear aspect ratios could be seen. It is difficult to 
compare these results with previous observations due to the difference in 
stretching regime in this study. However cyclically stressed collagen matrices 
(10%, 0.1Hz, 24 hrs) have demonstrated cell alignment in parallel to strain 
direction. The heat map (Figure 4.23) showing an increase in nuclei aspect ratio 
in the stretched direction implies cells are being polarised and stretch in the plane 
of the substrate’s stretch (Versaevel et al., 2012). This is an important factor in 
producing a model for growing a tissue via stretch as tissues will not form correctly 
if cell polarity formation is impaired (Maninová et al., 2013).  
 
To demonstrate that the change in morphology represented an effect which can 
be seen in soft tissue (in tension), analysis of MRTF-A translocation to the nucleus 
was conducted on the A-PCL under the same stretching conditions. The results of 
the MRTF-A experiments confirm fibroblasts were sensitive to the stretching 
regime applied. Higher nuclear to cytoplasmic ratios were quantified when 
substrates were further stretched from pre-stretch than pre-stretch controls. The 
aspect ratio of nuclei was also higher in the stretched condition (Figure 4.25). This 
result is not as exaggerated as results seen on cyclically stretched PDMS pillar 
surfaces where ratios of up to 3 were reported in response to 2 hours cyclic 
stretching at 5% with a frequency of 0.1Hz on mouse fibroblast. As the stretching 
regime is continuous in small stepped increments over 24 hours, it is not surprising 
that the cellular response is not as acute as under cyclical stretch, when cells 
undergo sudden deformations repeatedly. Both MRTF-A nuclear translocation and 
polarising of cells towards the stretch axis are cellular responses dependant on 
changes in the intracellular actin dynamics and structure (Goldyn et al, 2009). 
Differences seen in actin texture results indicate that the actin cytoskeleton is 
affected by slow continuous stretch, where polymerisation of actin is occurring 
(Haralick, 1973). F-actin polymerisation in response to passive stretching is a 
known response, and further proves that cells are responding to substrate 
stretching via remodelling of cytoskeletal structures (Pot et al., 2010). In 
comparison to stimulating fibroblasts through cyclic stretching (Gadhari et al., 
2013; Montel et al., 2019) or substrate topographical changes (Ahmed et al., 
2010), the changes found in this study (with respect to MRTF-A nuclear 
translocation and F-actin changes mentioned) are of a smaller magnitude but more 
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representative of the cell response when tissue is placed under slow increasing 
tension. 
 
The fact that these changes can be induced through the process of step stretching 
A-PCL substrate plastically over 24 hours is novel; the next step then is to 
determine when these changes have a negative impact. For example, with respect 
to MRTF-A nuclear translocation, MRTF-A has been reported to have a negative 
effect on cell proliferation as it upregulates the transcription of some 
antiproliferative proteins (Descot et al, 2009, Gualdrini et al, 2016). Furthermore, 
it has also been shown that αSMA positive cells do not actively proliferate, 
suggesting that contractile and proliferative activities of myofibroblasts are not 
regulated by mutually exclusive pathways (Grotendorst, Rahmanie, & Duncan, 
2004). This is further supported by work which suggested that myofibroblast 
proliferation, required for skin expansion, is regulated by another SRF co-activator 
ternary complex factor, which directly competes with MRTF-A for SRF binding sites 
(Gualdrini et al., 2016). The point/magnitude at which these changes have 
negative impacts on key pathways is where this model must next go.  
 
 
4.4.1 Conclusion 
This chapter has shown the application of a stretch regimen, where the plastic 
flow of polymer is utilised to apply stretch to a combination of cells and their 
extracellular matrix. The utilisation of plastic flow here is novel in relation to 
modelling stretching of soft tissue for the purposes of surgical techniques such as 
distraction osteogenesis. Fibroblast behaviour on 2 variations of PCL (C-PCL and 
A-PCL) has been defined; each version of the material may be useful to serve 
different purposes. 
The C-PCL has a more localised strain region when stretched, this version of the 
PCL may therefore be useful to model scenarios such as wound healing, where the 
necked region in the polymer acts as the wound site. Fibroblast behaviour on this 
material is characterised by an initial alignment to the pre-stretch direction where 
high nuclear aspect ratios can be seen indicating cells elongating in the direction 
of stretch (Figure 4.22). When a stepped stretching regime of 1mm is applied over 
a 24 hour period, cell nuclei begin to round and orient perpendicular to stretch. 
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This effect is likely due to a combination of localised strain on the material when 
1mm stretch is applied after pre-stretch; and high stress relaxation occurring 
between each step of stretching. 
The A-PCL has a more homogenous strain region when stretched in comparison to 
the C-PCL; this version of the PCL may therefore be useful to use more generically 
as a model for stretching soft tissue for growth purposes. Fibroblast behaviour on 
this material is characterised by an initial alignment to the pre-stretch direction, 
and when a stepped stretching regime of 1mm is applied over a 24 hour period, 
cell nuclei elongate in the direction of stretch (Figure 4.23).  
This overall effect of stimulating cells to elongate in the direction of stretch is a 
representative scenario of tissue growing due to application of stretch. 
Furthermore, a mechanotransductive response was seen in fibroblasts where 
MRTF-A translocated from the cytoplasm to the nuclei of cells, as well as F-actin 
texture changing (indicating actin polymerisation in response to stretch).  
Therefore, variables such as rate and amount of deformation could be optimised 
to fine tune the fibroblast response (or other cellular responses) to, for example 
promote proliferation while decreasing MRTF-A translocation. 
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5 Final Discussion and Project Perspectives 
 
PCL polymer films were used as a substrate for investigating the effects of stretch 
on cells with a view to building towards a model for soft tissue damage incurred 
during surgical DO. Initial work involved tailoring a material to resemble a 
deformation profile close to what can be seen in a typical soft tissue in tension. 
This was met by investigating mechanical changes in tension of PCL after altering 
its crystallinity (C-PCL and A-PCL). Although C-PCL was more rigid than A-PCL 
through tensile testing, both materials demonstrated that they plastically deform 
after being stretched past their yield points and this stress/strain profile after the 
yield point is representative of how soft tissue responds to tension (Payne et al., 
2014). Custom devices were then created to analyse fibroblasts behaviour in 
relation to the two materials being stretched in their plastic flow regions (1 mm 
over 24 hours after 33% strain pre-stretch). A difference in fibroblast response was 
quantified in relation to both materials (pre-stretch and further stretch 
conditions) and this had implications for the study of fibroblast 
mechanotransduction in relation to the impact of: substrate topography; material 
rigidity and stress-relaxation during stretching mechanisms; and localisation of 
strain through stretching mechanisms. This chapter will discuss the impact of this 
work on each of these topics before providing an overall perspective on the 
findings of this project. Future work which can be conducted to further 
understand concepts discussed in this work will then be explained.  
 
5.1 Material Topography 
C-PCL and A-PCL characterisation in Chapter 2 showed how the materials differ in 
their structure where crystallites in C-PCL cause the material to appear 
translucent with a rougher surface structure (crystal size ~400 μm2). Previous work 
has demonstrated that crystallinity has an effect on cell response where the 
rougher crystalline surface has caused hepatocytes to form spheroids faster (A. 
Park & Cima, 1996) and cells in general to grow at a slower rate when compared 
to growing on amorphous versions of poly‐L‐lactide (PLLA) (A. Park & Cima, 1996; 
Washburn et al., 2004). However, decrease in growth rate did not significantly 
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effect cell area, number of adhesions, or degree of actin polymerisation in 
osteoblasts (Washburn et al., 2004); this study also reported no change in adhesion 
protein accessibility, suggesting a direct topographical effect from crystallites.  
In this work, the developed amorphous ‘smooth’ polymer (A-PCL) was compared 
as a cell culture substrate to the frequently used semicrystalline PCL (C-PCL) 
(Izquierdo et al., 2008; Puig-De-Morales et al., 2001; Sarkar et al., 2008; Uto et 
al., 2014) in stretched configurations prior to and post cell seeding. Previous work 
has been conducted on pre-stretched semicrystalline PCL, where groove like 
features characterised substrate topography (Z. Y. Wang et al., 2014). Consistent 
with this data hTERT fibroblasts aligned in the direction of these stretched grooves 
in this study. Research has also demonstrated the impact of microgrooves on cell 
alignment in the same way through different materials (Dalby et al., 2007; 
Meredith et al., 2007; Oakley et al., 1997). Further work in relation to fibroblasts 
implies that after cells flatten and spread, active filaments form longitudinal 
stress fibers parallel to topographical grooves (Walboomers et al., 2000). Such 
changes  and the variability in alignment have been related to the depth of 
grooves, where deeper grooves have a more pronounced effect on orientation 
(Loesberg et al., 2005; Teixeira et al., 2004), highlighting a possible cause as to 
why cell nuclei were more elongated on pre-stretched C-PCL than A-PCL, where 
features induced by stretching of the substrate past its yield point were more 
pronounced. 
Despite cells aligning to structural features in the pre-stretch condition, further 
stretching of both C-PCL and A-PCL led to differing responses. Previous data would 
suggest that topography would be the main driver of cell orientation when paired 
with cyclic stretching of substrates (Loesberg et al., 2005; J. H. C. Wang et al., 
2004a). However, the cellular response to the stepped stretching regime in this 
work suggests an initial cell response is determined by topography, before further 
stepped stretching induces a separate response. In the case of this work fibroblasts 
begin to orient away from substrate structural features in both C-PCL and A-PCL 
(although variably in the case of A-PCL). However, there is a difference in cell 
elongation, where cells elongate in the direction of stepped stretch (on A-PCL), 
or contract against it (C-PCL). Although fibroblasts do not align away from 
microgrooves on cyclically strained substrates, they have expressed higher levels 
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of α-smooth muscle actin when they were oriented parallel to the stretching 
direction (using topographical cues) compared to when they were oriented 
perpendicularly to the stretching direction (J. H. C. Wang et al., 2004b), implying 
that topography must be taken into account alongside the strain regime applied 
to cells. 
The implication of this work with regards to topography is that it highlights a new 
area to be explored; where cells do not remain completely aligned to their 
substrate topographical features under a stepped stretching regime. Furthermore, 
cells can be cultured in alignment and stressed using pre-stretched C-PCL or 
aligned under no/limited stress using A-PCL before application of further stretch 
which can be based on the in vivo situation aimed to be investigated. However, it 
is important to remember that topography is one influencing factor in determining 
the fibroblast cell response in both pre-stretch and further stretch conditions on 
C-PCL and A-PCL. With regards to the fibroblasts appearing to be stressed before 
contracting due to stepped stretch on C-PCL, change in material rigidity in 
particular could be an influencing factor. 
 
5.2 Material Rigidity and Stress-Relaxation 
PCL is known to behave like a viscoelastic material which stores and dissipates 
energy within the complex molecular structure, producing hysteresis and allowing 
creep and stress relaxation to occur (Duling, 2008). C-PCL was seen to be more 
rigid than A-PCL in tensile testing where it had a higher elastic modulus, and 
during its plastic phase required higher stress than A-PCL to deform, however it 
was also shown to stress-relax more than A-PCL when both polymers are stretched 
in their plastic phase. For amorphous polymers (such as A-PCL), entanglements 
are the only connecting points in the material, and the atoms are free to twist on 
carbon-carbon bonds. The elastic properties are mainly due to the entropy of 
variation of the positions of entanglements (Schirrer, 2001). The stronger rigidity 
in the crystalline polymer (C-PCL) is because molecular motion does not occur to 
the same degree in the crystalline section due to the intermolecular and/or 
intramolecular forces holding the ordered groups of atoms and molecules together 
(Wagner et al., 2014).  
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Research has shown a loss in substrate rigidity modulated cell spreading and focal 
adhesion size. FAK activation and serum-induced ERK phosphorylation increased 
with rising substrate rigidity as did expression of a-SMA, whereas myocilin and a-
B-crystallin expression increased on soft substrates, suggesting this could be a 
likely effect of the overall drop in stiffness of the C-PCL substrate after undergoing 
1mm stretch (Schlunck et al., 2008). Pre-strained collagen lattices have shown 
cells to appear more elongated within them, whereas when these lattices are 
relaxed cells can be seen to have a more rounded and less stretched morphology 
(Kessler et al., 2001).  
The shift in nucleus aspect ratio on C-PCL substrates here indicates rounding of 
cells through the 24 hour stretching period. To support this recent research has 
shown switchable PCL films (which can be switched from rigid to soft) cause 
myofibroblasts to become rounded when switching from a rigid to soft 
configuration, and this change in shape did not translate to fibroblast cultures 
(Uto et al., 2014); this indicates that fibroblasts cultured on pre-stretched C-PCL 
may have differentiated into myofibroblasts due to the topography and tension in 
the material (Uto et al., 2014; J. H. C. Wang et al., 2004b), before stress-
relaxation of the material (when it was further stretched by 1mm over 24 hours) 
caused these myofibroblasts to become rounded to a degree. Conversely, in the 
case of A-PCL, topography may not have had the same level of impact in terms of 
straining fibroblasts upon culture. Furthermore, the material undergoes less 
stress-relaxation between stretching steps, generating a different response 
altogether. The key point here is that, the topography of each substrate, alongside 
the rigidity and stress-relaxation properties of them seem to all impact fibroblast 
behaviour from the point of when they are cultured onto each substrate.  
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5.3 Material Strain Homogeneity 
Both materials (C-PCL and A-PCL) were characterised through strain via DIC to 
determine homogeneity of the strain profile through being stretched. An 
important finding here was that A-PCL displayed a more homogenous profile 
through strain than C-PCL, and this is likely due to multiple nucleation points 
developing upon the material being stretched, acting as multiple anchor points 
(Kamal et al., 2012). 
Recent work on fibroblasts has suggested high regions of tension cause 
proliferation of fibroblasts from myofibroblasts with a deposition of a less strained 
matrix over time (Kollmannsberger et al., 2018). This may be applicable to the C-
PCL material where cells may have already been pre-strained due to the 
topography, and then when further stretch is applied over long periods where 
there is a localised strain point, new rounded fibroblasts could be developing. 
Overall, it can be seen that topography has an initial impact on fibroblast 
alignment and stress. Analysing the fibroblast response on C-PCL to further stretch 
then has two factors which may be responsible for what is seen as an overall cell 
population result of rounding: stress relaxation during stretching step causing a 
shift towards rounding in the overall population; and the fact that strain is applied 
in a localised region of the cell population, which would cause the population 
median (C-PCL nuclei aspect ratio in Chapter 4) to shift towards being more 
rounded. A-PCL was therefore the material taken forward to analyse with respect 
to MRTF-A nuclear translocation and F-actin texture analysis in relation to being 
used as a model for stretching soft tissue; however the fact that fibroblasts are 
stressed when cultured on pre-stretched C-PCL and then have a localised strain 
region in stretch, make this system suitable for a wound healing model 
(Kollmannsberger et al., 2018; Moulin et al., 1996), where the localised strain 
region can be used as the highly tensed wound site where fibroblasts transition 
into myofibroblasts (Kollmannsberger et al., 2018; Moulin et al., 1996). 
As the strain profile was more homogenous on A-PCL, and the initial orientation 
and aspect ratio results (Chapter 4) were more indicative of a soft tissue stretch 
model, MRTF-A and F-actin texture were analysed in response to the stepped 
stretching regime. Both MRTF-A nuclear translocation and orientation towards the 
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stretch axis (Goldyn et al., 2009) are cellular responses dependant on changes in 
the intracellular actin dynamics and structure. That the actin cytoskeleton is 
affected by slow continuous stretching is further supported by changes in the F-
actin texture measurements. Although nuclear elongation in the plane of stretch 
on A-PCL implies cells are being polarised in the right direction (Versaevel et al., 
2012), it has also been shown that nuclear elongation can lead to more condensed 
chromatin and reduced DNA synthesis (Versaevel et al, 2012). Furthermore, MRTF-
A has been reported to have a negative effect on cell proliferation, as it 
upregulates the transcription of some antiproliferative proteins (Descot et al., 
2009; Gualdrini et al., 2016). It has also been shown that αSMA positive cells do 
not actively proliferate, suggesting that contractile and proliferative activities of 
myofibroblasts are regulated by mutually exclusive pathways (Grotendorst et al., 
2004). This is further supported by work showing that myofibroblast proliferation, 
required for skin expansion, is regulated by another SRF co-activator ternary 
complex factor, which directly competes with MRTF-A for SRF binding sites 
(Gualdrini et al., 2016). It is unclear if such moderate nuclear MRTF-A increase in 
response to stepped stretching could have affected cell proliferation, and 
furthermore research has shown in cyclical systems at higher strains than 
described in this work to initiate cell proliferation (Cui et al., 2015; Friedrich et 
al., 2019). 
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5.4 Overall Perspective on Utilising Plastic Flow to 
Stretch Cell-Substrates 
Due to the stretching profiles observed and compared to literature soft tissue 
profiles, an effective conditioning step (material strained to 33%) was performed 
on both materials before cells were cultured on; this was to take the material past 
its yield point, so that when it’s further stretched the material remains plastically 
deformed and hence resembles growth to a certain extent.  
This is novel in comparison to other uniaxial/biaxial studies where elastic 
substrates are used and either cyclically stretched or stretched and held at 
defined strains and frequencies. The fact that both forms of PCL exhibit a certain 
degree of stress relaxation when held in tension after yield point added another 
similarity between the material’s deformation and soft tissue deformation 
characteristics where soft tissues display viscoelastic behaviour. Cells are 
consistently experiencing a dynamic matrix environment, and this is captured in 
cyclic experiments where the frequency of stretch often resembles in vivo 
conditions. In the case of this work, the stress-relaxation characteristic helped 
develop a model resembling characteristics of slow continuous growth by stretch 
of soft tissue.  
The difference in rigidity, microstructure and localised strain accumulation 
between A-PCL and C-PCL resulted in cell response differences between the two 
materials. Cells started elongated and oriented in the direction of stretch in the 
pre-stretch condition on C-PCL before a shift in aspect ratio indicated that cell 
tension was progressively being lost in response to the 24 hour stepped stretching 
of the material. Cells grown on A-PCL responded in the opposite way where cells 
had a lower aspect ratio in the pre-stretch condition; this increased in response 
to the 24 hour stepped stretching. 
A combination of three reasons were outlined for the possible contractile 
behaviour of cells on the C-PCL in response to the stepped stretching regime in 
this work (summarised in Figure 5.1): 
• The first being that elongated crystal microgrooves pre-stretched them, and 
further stretching resulted in a loss in tensional homeostasis. 
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• The second being that stress relaxation of the material resulted in the loss of 
stable focal adhesions. 
• The third reason being that high localised points of strain on the material, may 
have resulted in myofibroblasts differentiating back towards fibroblasts. 
 
Figure 5-1. Schematic depicting fibroblast behaviour on C-PCL. When C-PCL is pre-stretched, 
fibroblasts align to the direction of pre-stretch in an elongated manner. When a further 1mm 
stretch is applied over a 24 hour period in a stepped manner of 0.04mm each hour, C-PCL 
undergoes large changes in tension due to stress-relaxation occurring between steps; 
furthermore, the strain transferred is very localised on the material. This leads to cells 
rounding on the material as a result. 
 
These points do not affect A-PCL as the cells do not appear to be in a pre-tensed 
state as they do on C-PCL when the material is in pre-stretch. Although A-PCL does 
show stress relaxation after its yield point, it does not exhibit as much hysteresis 
and the material is also held in tension at a lower force than C-PCL; the combined 
result of these factors is that fibroblasts elongate in the axis of stretch in response 
to 24 hour stepped stretching (Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5-2. Schematic depicting fibroblast behaviour on A-PCL. When A-PCL is pre-stretched, 
fibroblasts align to the direction of pre-stretch. When a further 1mm stretch is applied over a 
24 hour period in a stepped manner of 0.04mm each hour A-PCL undergoes small changes in 
tension as stress-relaxation is lower in comparison to C-PCL between steps; furthermore the 
strain transferred is more homogenous on the material in comparison to C-PCL. This leads 
to cells elongating on the material as a result. 
 
A discussion point generated from the data in this thesis is perhaps whether the 
transduction of stiffness to a response actually involves sensing stress. The existing 
data are consistent with the possibility that focal adhesions (or other sensors) 
alter their structure and function simply as a result of changes in stress when cells 
are attached to substrates of different stiffnesses. For example, Engler et al. used 
pure collagen-I gels as well as polyacrylamide gels to show that cellular responses 
were equivalent on gels of equivalent stiffness (Engler et al., 2004). Although 
these data support a strong case for a mechanical basis for sensing, they do not 
exclude several other plausible mechanisms. As all of these studies use polymers 
with varying degrees of crosslinking to alter stiffness, it is impossible to decouple 
the nanomolecular changes in polymer-chain mobility, flexibility and hydration. 
The MRTF-A data then seen on the A-PCL validates the material as a substrate to 
be further investigated as a model for growth by stretch. Although differentiation 
to a myofibroblast lineage may not be desired in vivo, it must be remembered 
that the rate at which these substrates are being stretched is still much higher 
than what is seen in DO (1mm/day for a much longer length than 3cm). 
Furthermore, tissue is not densely populated with fibroblasts, it is likely a more 
migratory effect would be seen with respect to fibroblasts before they start to 
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proliferate and induce matrix changes if the rate of distraction is too high (Boris 
Hinz, 2007). However, the fact that they elongate and start displaying a known 
differential change bodes well for other cell line pathways to be investigated in 
the future. Results have been seen where nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio of MRTF-A 
increases to 3, whereas the data set presented here peaked at 1; it may therefore 
be a good idea to stretch through consecutive days and analyse whether a further 
increase in change is seen. 
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5.5 Future Work to Further Elucidate Findings 
To develop an understanding of the difference between C-PCL and A-PCL for the 
purposes of this project; tensile testing, DIC, SEM and PLM analysis were used. 
However, to highlight changes in A-PCL structure once it has undergone stretch 
and to investigate mechanisms to which cells may be responding to at the FA level, 
another stretcher device to be used under atomic force microscopy can be 
developed. An initial prototype of such a device can be seen below in Figure 5.3. 
The useful outputs from such a device would be the ability to investigate 
structural changes at the nanoscale when both C-PCL and A-PCL are being 
stretched, which could be related back to the cell response. 
 
Figure 5-3. Prototype AFM stretcher Device. A) CAD drawing of the main base which was 3D 
printed (Ultimaker 2). B) Final version of the device with attached parts. The base fits on top 
of the Nanowizard 4 (jpk.com). The PCL is clamped between ‘Clamp 1’ and’ Clamp 2’. ‘Clamp 
2’ has a thread through the middle of it, through which a screw with a lead of 1mm is tightly 
fitted; the end of this screw also goes through a loose hole in the ‘Block’, where it is met by 
a threaded hole in the ‘Extender’. When the ‘Extender’ is turned clockwise the screw tightens, 
increasing the gap between ‘Clamp 1’ and ‘Clamp 2’, thereby stretching the PCL by 
1mm/rotation. The ‘Coverslip holder’ fits on the bottom of ‘Clamp 1’ and has screws going 
through the holes on its margins which connect to the’ Guides’ ensuring smooth movement. 
 
Such a device would also enable further feature characterisation of A-PCL 
topography after pre-stretch. This data would feed into whether the tension in 
the material drives cells to align in the direction of pre-stretch or whether it was 
more a topographical influence. 
Further work would involve developing the petri dish device for live imaging over 
long periods of time where fiducial markers would be used in the substrate, as 
well as live cell tags for focal adhesions to track cell remodelling in real time in 
response to marker movement (Strain field); this would enable a direct 
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quantification of strain transferred to cells on both C-PCL and A-PCL, and would 
then further understanding of the interaction between stress relaxation and cell 
remodelling. Furthermore, this would enable the development of a conclusive 
answer as to whether strain localisation on the C-PCL substrate is causing 
fibroblasts to round in response to the stepped stretching regime. 
Additional work and analysis must also be conducted on the ECM and how it 
responds to substrate deformation; a point of interest here would be to see 
whether cells remodel the matrix in response to stretch or vice versa/both. 
Previous work for example has shown that fibronectin may unfold due to substrate 
deformation and then may potentially be remodelled by cells when the substrate 
is undergoing stress relaxation (Antia et al., 2008; Ao et al., 2015). To investigate 
these interactions through live imaging, the petri dish device stretcher set up must 
be further developed to enable live imaging for longer time periods. After 
breaking down these components, different cell lines and co-cultures can then be 
investigated with a view to deriving important components related to soft tissue 
damage in distraction osteogenesis. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A- Image Processing to Analyse MRTF-A 
Nuclear to Cytoplasmic Ratio 
An imaging ‘pipeline’ was made on ‘Cell Profiler’ to measure MRTF-A fluorescent 
intensity in the nucleus and cytoplasm. The objectives of the pipeline were to: 
 
1) Develop a mask for the nucleus of the cells, ensuring the nuclear masks do 
not overlap into cell cytoplasm. 
2) Develop a mask for the cytoplasm of the cells, ensuring neighbouring cells 
are adequately separated. 
3) Calculate the intensity ratio for MRTF between the cytoplasm and nucleus 
for each cell. 
4) Identify/link other morphological parameters to MRTF translocation if it is 
occurring.    
 
Figure A.1 is a screen shot from the Cell Profiler software outlining the 
components of the pipeline, Each heading has a drop down where parameters 
were defined on a trial and error basis to extract accurate information; for 
example, ensuring most nuclei were selected, and that cells were adequately 
separated in clusters. The parameters for each heading can be seen in Figures A.2-
A.5. 
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Figure A.1. Imaging pipeline main components. Primary objects were to be cell nuclei masks. 
Secondary objects were to be entire cell masks (determined by MRTF images). Tertiary 
objects were to be cell cytoplasm masks where nuclei were subtracted from cell masks. 
Nucelus and cell dimensions were out put alongside MRTF intensities in the nuclei and 
cytoplasms. 
 
 
Figure A.2. Primary objects parameters for cell profiler pipeline. The input here is a stitched 
image of nuclei on the film. When the pipeline is run, if an image is output at this point it will 
output a mask image for the nuclei input. 
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Figure A.3. Secondary objects parameters for cell profiler pipeline. The input here is a stitched 
image of MRTF on the film. When the pipeline is run, if an image is output at this point it will 
output a mask image for the MRTF input. This was used as a mask representing the entire 
cell. 
 
 
Figure A.4. Tertiary objects, defining an output cytoplasmic mask via the subtraction of the 
nuclei mask from its corresponding cell mask. 
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Figure A.5. MRTF intensity measurements output defined. 
 
 
Below, Figure A.6 is an example of what the pipeline does. The images on the left 
are the Nuclei and actin input images, the MRTF one is to be analysed for grey 
intensity. The images on the right are the output masks where the bottom one is 
the result of subtracting the nuclei masks from the cell masks to give a cytoplasmic 
mask.  
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Figure A.6. Example of Cell Profiler image pipeline outputs. A) Input nuclei image. B) Input F-
Actin image. C) MRTF to have cytoplasmic and nuclear intensity measured. D) Output nuclei 
mask. E) Output cell mask. F) Output cytoplasmic mask. All scale bars in white are 50μm. 
 
The nuclear and cytoplasmic masks are laid over the original image and output 
grey intensities for their respective cell components.   
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